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Summary

Signal Processing for LED Lighting Systems:
Illumination Rendering and Sensing
Solid state lighting, employing high brightness light emitting diodes (LEDs), is be-
coming increasingly widely used. The advantages of LEDs include high radiative
efficiency, long lifetime, limited heat generation and superior tolerance to humidity.
Another important advantage of LED lighting systems is the ability to create color-
ful, dynamic and localized lighting effects. This ability is enabled by three features
of LED lighting systems: a large number, e.g. hundreds, of spatially distributed
LEDs, a wide range, e.g. thousands, of illumination levels per LED through pulse
width modulation (PWM) dimming, and the colorful nature of LEDs. These three
properties create many degrees of freedom to render appealing lighting effects. Conse-
quently, many new lighting applications are possible, e.g. creating a localized lighting
effect that follows the movement of a user to increase energy efficiency. Due to these
strong advantages, LEDs will largely replace the conventional lighting sources, such
as incandescent and fluorescent lamps, in the years to come.

Associated with these advantages, many research challenges emerge in LED lighting
systems. In particular, the primary role of such systems, named illumination render-
ing, is to provide desired illumination effects. A research challenge is thus how to
design and configure the system components and parameters for the purpose of illu-
mination rendering. Specifically, each LED, when fully switched on, renders a three
dimensional illumination distribution in space. This distribution is characterized by
a so-called basic illumination pattern. The total illumination pattern rendered by
all the LEDs is a weighted combination of these basic illumination patterns, where
the weighting coefficients are the illumination levels of the LEDs. As such, three
main system parameters for illumination rendering are the illumination level, basic
illumination pattern and spatial location of each LED. The total number of possible
target illumination patterns is very large due to the many degrees of freedom in these
parameters. Among the numerous possible illumination patterns, a spatially uniform
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pattern is the most widely used, and is therefore of particular interest in this thesis.

With respect to illumination rendering, a mathematical framework is provided in this
thesis. In this framework, a mean squared error (MSE) based cost function to measure
the performance of illumination rendering is proposed with consideration of human
perception properties. All of the three system parameters introduced in the previ-
ous paragraph are then studied to minimize the proposed cost function for uniform
illumination rendering. First, this thesis proves that the optimum uniformity can be
achieved by setting the LED illumination levels to be identical. Secondly, it is found
that a weighted combination of Gaussian and raised-cosine functions as the basic illu-
mination pattern yields the best uniformity among the considered basic illumination
patterns with identical beam widths. Moreover, with respect to the spatial locations
of LEDs, a regular array of LEDs is desirable for the purpose of uniform illumination.
Three basic regular grid shapes for an LED array are compared. The results show
that significantly better uniformity can be achieved through employing the hexagonal
instead of the rectangular and triangular grids, for the identical LED densities.

Besides the selection of the system parameters of LED lighting systems, another key
research challenge lies in the control of the LEDs in practical application scenarios.
Specifically, there has to be a control mechanism for each of the LEDs, e.g. for
switching on and off a particular LED, or for adjusting the illumination level of
that LED. Due to the large number of LEDs, it is no longer feasible to associate
a manual switch to each LED. Instead, an intelligent lighting control mechanism is
considered in this thesis. In this mechanism, a sensor is placed at the location where
a particular lighting effect is desired. The illumination contribution of every LED
is then estimated via sensor signal processing. This estimation process is named
illumination sensing. Based on the estimation results, a controller can determine and
automatically set the appropriate illumination level of each LED to obtain the desired
lighting effect. In practical applications, key requirements on illumination sensing
include a high estimation accuracy as well as a short response time. Given that these
two requirements are satisfied, the research target is then to accommodate as many
LEDs as possible to provide as many degrees of freedom as possible in illumination
rendering. Since the light from all the LEDs simply superimposes at the sensor, it
is important to distinguish the light signals from different LEDs and measure the
individual signal strength. To this end, the light signals of different LEDs must be
modulated differently. Due to the role of illumination rendering for LED lighting
systems, the modulation method should be compatible to PWM dimming and should
not cause any visible flicker. There are two types of possible modulation methods,
namely synchronous and asynchronous modulation.

In synchronous modulation, different LEDs use a synchronized clock. For this mod-
ulation type, a code and time division multiple access approach is studied. In this
approach, the light signal of each LED is tagged by a unique combination of an al-
located time slot and an orthogonal code such as Walsh-Hadamard code. For the
sensor signal processing, least squares and minimum mean square error estimators
are applied and their performances are analyzed. The influence of timing errors, in-
cluding fixed timing offsets and random timing jitter, on the estimation performances
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is also analyzed in this thesis. Numerical results reveal that the signals from a large
number, e.g. thousands, of LEDs can be distinguished and measured simultaneously
with adequate accuracy in illumination sensing.

In order to avoid the complexity of maintaining synchronism among the spatially
distributed LEDs, this thesis also considers a much simpler asynchronous modula-
tion approach based on frequency division multiplexing (FDM). In this approach, all
LEDs are operated at different frequencies. A low complexity filter-bank based sensor
signal processing method is developed that exploits only the fundamental frequency
component of the sensor signal. It is shown that around one hundred LEDs can be
supported for the considered system parameters. In many practical lighting applica-
tions, however, a significantly larger number of LEDs needs to be supported. To this
end, a low complexity successive estimation approach exploiting multiple harmonics
is proposed. It is shown that the number of LEDs can be increased by at least five
times, compared to the estimation approach based on using only the fundamental
harmonic, at the same estimation accuracy.

In summary, this thesis provides an initial study of two emerging signal processing ap-
plications for LED lighting systems, namely illumination rendering and sensing. Many
interesting and important research challenges still remain, such as non-uniform illumi-
nation rendering and more advanced asynchronous illumination sensing approaches.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Artificial Lighting : History and Trends

Light, or the electromagnetic radiation at wavelengths roughly between 380 to 750 nm1,
is an important element in our lives. Through light, we can see the outside world and
interact with other people and things. Without light, it would be tremendously more
difficult to undertake even basic activities such as walking. The light from natu-
ral sources, such as the sun and moon, is, however, limited. Artificial lighting has
therefore been needed and developed for a long time.

1.1.1 History

The history of artificial lighting can be viewed as a continuous effort in developing
energy efficient lighting sources to provide bright light with a long lifetime. The effi-
ciency of lighting sources is quantified by a measure called luminous efficacy2, defined
as the output luminous flux divided by the supplied power, with a standard unit
lumen/watt, or simply lm/W. Luminous flux, with the standard unit lumen, is used
to quantify the perceived light per second, with consideration of human perception
properties. The theoretical upper limit on luminous efficacy is 683 lm/W [73], cor-
responding to a 100% efficiency in converting other sources of energy into light at a
wavelength of 555 nm (green light). In the history, four different types of artificial
lighting have been developed with increasing luminous efficacy and lifetime [6, 73].

Flame-based lamps

1Only visible light is considered in this thesis, unless otherwise specified.
2Note that another widely used term efficiency is represented by the ratio between optical power

and supplied electrical power and is normally written as a percentage.
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The history of these lighting sources can be traced back to around 3000 BC [39, p.68].
Since then, many different types of materials have been used to generate light in the
forms of candles, oil lamps and gas lamps, etc. In the past 5000 years, however,
the luminous efficacy has increased only from 0.1 lm/W up to 1 lm/W. The typical
lifetime is limited to a couple of hours.

Incandescent lamps

This type of lamps [6, 67], which generate light through heating a piece of metal or
carbon in an inert gas environment, became first commercially available in the 1870s.
In about 130 years, many different lamps were developed with different materials and
gas fillings, such as carbon filament lamps, tungsten filament lamps and tungsten-
halogen lamps. The luminous efficacy increased by 10 times, from 2 to 20 lm/W. In
the mean time, the lifetime increased from 50 to 1000 hours.

Gas Discharge Lamps

In this type of lamps, including (compact) fluorescent lamps and high intensity dis-
charge lamps, light is provided when electrical current flows through a plasma dis-
charge [6]. Gas discharge lamps have been commercially available since 1930s. In the
past 70 years, the luminous efficacy of such lamps has been increased from 30 lm/W
up to 200 lm/W, and the lifetime has been prolonged from a couple of thousand hours
to 20,000 hours.

Solid-State Lighting

Solid-state lighting, employing light emitting diodes (LEDs), has a relatively short
history. The term solid-state refers to the fact that light is generated through solid-
state electroluminescence and no gas environment is involved in the light generation
process, as opposed to incandescent and gas discharge lamps. High brightness LEDs
for the purpose of general illumination became available only in the 1990s. Within
only a few years, the luminous efficacy of LEDs has increased rapidly from below
0.1 lm/W to 150 lm/W and the lifetime is reported to be 100,000 hours [67, 73],
i.e. more than 10 years. There is also another upcoming type of solid-state lighting
source, called organic LED (OLED). The application of OLEDs for general illumi-
nation is, however, currently limited due to the relatively low luminous efficacy and
short lifetime, compared to LEDs.

As a summary, the state-of-the-art luminous efficacy and lifetime of different artificial
lighting sources are depicted in Fig. 1.1. Figure 1.2 further illustrates the development
of various light sources over time, in terms of luminous efficacy [6, 73].

1.1.2 Trends

Flame-based lamps, with a luminous efficacy that is one to two orders of magnitude
lower than other lighting sources, are no longer the major sources of artificial light.
This type of lamp will probably continue to exist only for special purposes such as
decoration.
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Based on the theoretical amount of emitted light by tungsten at its melting temper-
ature, an upper limit on the luminous efficacy for incandescent lamps is 52 lm/W.
This limit has already been surpassed by gas-discharge lamps and LEDs. Lighting
currently accounts for 20% of the global electrical energy consumption. Significant
energy savings can hence be achieved through replacing the less energy efficient in-
candescent lamps by more efficient alternatives, such as compact fluorescent lamps
and LEDs. Incandescent lamps are consequently being banned by more and more
governments through legislation or voluntary measures.

In comparison to incandescent lamps, gas-discharge lamps will still probably exist
for a long time. The luminous efficacy of such lamps, however, is approaching its
limit. The luminous efficacy of mercury vapor based gas discharge lamps, such as
fluorescent lamps, is limited to about 90 lumen/W, which is determined by the energy
loss incurred when converting the ultraviolet light with the wavelength of 250 nm into
visible light with a wide spectrum [67]. Sodium vapor lamps, such as low-pressure
sodium lamps, directly offer, however, visible light emissions at wavelengths around
589 nm, and have higher luminous efficacies up to 200 lm/W [6]. Besides energy
efficiency, there are yet many other issues that have not been solved successfully, such
as the low color rendering quality, noticeable starting time and limitations in dimming
capabilities.

The luminous efficacy of LEDs, after surpassing that of incandescent lamps, has
reached that of gas-discharge lamps. In theory, the luminous efficacy of white LED
lamps, through combining the light from two to more color LEDs can reach as much as
425 lm/W [67]. In practice, the luminous efficacy is expected to be over 200 lm/W by
2020. Other advantages of LEDs include limited heat generation, superior tolerance
to humidity, and fast switch response. Due to these advantages, there is a paradigm
shift towards the usage of LEDs in various indoor and outdoor lighting applications.
Moreover, from a system point of view, there are many other advanced features of-
fered by LED lighting systems. These advanced features can significantly enrich the
functionality of artificial lighting systems, as will be detailed in the next section. Note
that there has also been a rapid development of OLEDs and their experimental lu-
minous efficacy has reached 100 lm/W [19]. Due to the limited luminous output per
unit area of OLEDs, the application of OLED technologies mainly lies in various color
displays. Nevertheless, OLEDs may also be used as an alternative solution for large
area lighting. In this sense, the results of this thesis can also be extended into OLED
lighting systems.

1.2 LED Lighting Systems

In an advanced LED lighting system, in order to obtain a certain light effect, a user
sends a command through a controller to the driver of the LEDs. Electrical current is
then supplied from the driver to the LEDs. The LEDs perform the electrical-optical
conversion and visible light propagates through the attached optics and arrives at the
user. The topology of such a system is depicted in Fig. 1.3. A simple example of
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Fig. 1.3: The topology of an advanced LED lighting system.

Fig. 1.4: Example of LED lighting: LivingColors.

an LED lighting system is illustrated in Fig. 1.4. This system employs LivingColors
lamps [54], whose colors are tunable, and associated remote controllers. Through a
remote controller, a user can operate the driver of a LivingColors lamp consisting of
multiple LEDs. From these LEDs, light with different colors can be generated and
propagates through the associated optics, creating appealing lighting effects for the
user.

The topology in Fig. 1.3 is identical for incandescent and gas-discharge lighting sys-
tems, except that the light sources are different. However, there are some unique
characteristics of LEDs that permit LED-based lighting systems to become more ad-
vanced and “intelligent” than the lighting systems based on other light sources.
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1.2.1 Characteristics

This section introduces key characteristics of LED lighting systems.

Dimming

Accurate dimming appears to be challenging for incandescent and gas-discharge lamps,
and mostly compromises the efficiency and lifetime of these lamps. In contrast, it is
quite convenient to accurately dim the light from LEDs. The reason is that the re-
sponse time of LEDs during on- and off-switch operation is very short, typically in
the range of a few tens of nanoseconds. By operating the driver current at a high
frequency, it is thus possible to switch LEDs on and off without this being perceivable
by human eyes. Light is then emitted from an LED in the form of a repetitive pulse
train. The average luminous flux emitted by an LED is linearly proportional to the
relative width of the light pulses. This dimming approach is thus called pulse width
modulation (PWM) dimming [11]. There is typically a wide range of dimming levels,
from 0.001 to 1 [27].

Color

Colorful light is directly available by the nature of LEDs. Moreover, through chang-
ing the dimming levels of co-existing LEDs with different colors, e.g. red, blue and
green, multiple colors can be achieved. PWM dimming further enables the ability to
accurately and dynamically change the color of the combined light, by adjusting the
light output of the different LEDs. White light can also be conveniently achieved in
two different ways. One is through combining light with different colors, e.g. from
red, blue and green LEDs. The other is through the application of coating phosphors
to a single LED such as a blue or ultraviolet LED.

Spatial Distribution of LEDs

Although with a high luminous efficacy, a single LED can only provide limited lumi-
nous flux. Hence, a large number, hundreds or even thousands, of LEDs are required
for LED lighting systems, see e.g. [16, 17, 81]. These LEDs are spatially distributed,
thus enabling the capability of providing localized light. To this end, the collimating
optics have to be designed such that the light output of each LED is confined within
a narrow light beam.

Due to these characteristics, there is a large number of degrees of freedom in achievable
lighting effects, in terms of luminous flux, color and location. As such, LED lighting
systems are also termed smart lighting systems [67] and many novel applications
become feasible.

1.2.2 Applications

The role of smart LED lighting systems extends beyond creating sufficiently bright
light. The term switching on the light will come to be enriched by setting different
colors, brightness and directions of lighting at different locations [68]. Through the
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setting of such advanced illumination effects, one can increase the comfort of people at
home [54], the efficiency at work and the health of people [6]. For instance, one would
also be able to conveniently change the decoration of a house or layout of a shop, while
avoiding the trouble of renovation, e.g. repainting the walls. As another example, one
can also create a personal favorite illumination effect, save it and recreate it when
needed. Besides static illumination effects, one can also create dynamic illumination
effects, e.g. following the movements of people to improve energy efficiency.

The role of such smart lighting systems can also extend beyond providing light. High
speed data communication [32] and distributed wireless networking [37] can also be
undertaken via visible light.

It is, however, important to note that LED based lighting systems are still in the
state of infancy due to their short history. Many basic system design choices still
remain to be made. New lighting applications and control mechanisms also need to
be developed. Throughout the world, much research effort has therefore been devoted
recently to LED lighting systems. In the next two sections, two important research
challenges are introduced.

1.3 Illumination Rendering

Illumination rendering, the primary role of LED lighting systems, deals with pro-
viding appealing illumination effects to users. Due to the importance of illumination
rendering, a research challenge considered in this thesis is how to design and configure
LED lighting systems to achieve desired illumination effects.

Illumination effects are commonly described by the perceived appearance such as the
spatial distribution of brightness and color. The perceived brightness and color are
both closely related to the optical power distributions in space. The brightness is
quantified by a one-dimensional photometric measure, namely illuminance in lm/m2,
or lux. The color, by contrast, can be quantified by various two- or three-dimensional
colorimetric measures such as CIEXYZ [6]. In practice, white light is most widely
used. This thesis thus mostly focuses on illumination rendering with white light
and considers the measure of brightness, unless specified otherwise. It is, however,
straightforward to extend the thesis work to illumination rendering with colorful light.

Specifically for illumination rendering, when an LED is fully switched on, white light
is emitted to the surrounding three-dimensional (3D) space. A spatial illuminance
distribution is thus created. Such a distribution, relative to the spatial location of the
LED, is mathematically represented by a so-called basic illumination pattern. When
the light is dimmed, e.g. through PWM dimming, the resulting illuminance distribu-
tion can be characterized by a weighted basic illumination pattern. The weighting
coefficient, called illumination level, is equal to the dimming coefficient. If multi-
ple LEDs are switched on, the light from the different LEDs superimposes in space.
The resulting total illumination pattern is thus a weighted combination of the basic
illumination patterns from all the LEDs. As such, three main system parameters
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LED 1

LED 2

LED 3

basic illumination pattern

Fig. 1.5: Illustration of illumination rendering.

for illumination rendering are the illumination level, basic illumination pattern and
spatial location of each LED. The concept of illumination rendering is illustrated in
Fig. 1.5.

With respect to the three system parameters, there are many options for the illu-
mination level and the basic illumination pattern for each LED, due to dimming
and collimating optics [59, 77], respectively. Multiple LEDs can be furthermore ar-
bitrarily distributed in space. There are hence many degrees of freedom in these
three parameters. Consequently, the total number of possible illumination patterns
is very large. Among the numerous possible illumination patterns, a spatially uni-
form pattern across a range of distances from the LEDs, or volumetrically uniform
pattern, is the most widely desirable, and therefore has attracted a lot of research
attention [42–44, 47, 72, 75]. Accordingly, in this thesis, we also focus on uniform il-
lumination rendering. Even so, one of the key advantages of LED lighting systems,
namely the ability of providing localized illumination effects, should not be relaxed.
Volumetric uniform illumination rendering by a large number of LEDs with narrow
illumination beams is hence considered. For this particular topic, or illumination
rendering in general, due to the many degrees of freedom in the system parameters
introduced above, the research challenge lies in the optimal design of all the three
system parameters, i.e. the illumination level, basic illumination pattern and spatial
location of each LED.

1.4 Illumination Sensing

Interactive Control of LED Lighting Systems
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Fig. 1.6: Illustration of interactive control and illumination sensing.

In conventional lighting systems with incandescent and fluorescent lamps, a switch
or dimmer is normally assigned to control each individual lamp or a group of lamps.
In such lighting systems, there are normally several switches on the walls or tables.
Due to the small number of switches, through simple testing, a user can learn which
switch is associated to which lamp and select the most desirable illumination effects
within seconds. This straightforward way of controlling the lamps, however, no longer
applies for LED lighting systems.

In LED lighting systems, there can be a large number, e.g. hundreds, of LEDs and
the illumination level of each LED can be set to be hundreds of possible values. It is
thus impractical to allocate a switch or dimmer to each of the LEDs and let a user
manually operate each of the switches to obtain a desired illumination effect. Instead,
novel control schemes need to be developed. A generic control scenario is depicted in
Fig. 1.6.

In this scenario, there is a central controller, which connects to all the LEDs. For
PWM dimming, the light output of each LED consists of a pulse train. The amplitude
of the pulse train, which is considered fixed, corresponds to the maximum light output
due to the characteristics of the LEDs and driver current. The duty cycle of the pulse
train, in contrast, is flexible between 0 and 1, and can be precisely set by the central
controller to adjust the light output of each LED. Due to the large number of LEDs,
a user does not operate each LED directly. In fact, the user only needs to specify the
desirable illumination effect at a target location. The controller should automatically
configure the duty cycles of all the LEDs to meet the user’s requirement. Significant
convenience can be achieved by this interactive control scenario in controlling the high
complexity LED lighting systems. To enable this control scenario, a key component
is the process of illumination sensing, as introduced next and illustrated in Fig. 1.6.

Process of Illumination Sensing
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The role of illumination sensing is to estimates the illumination contribution of each
individual LED at a target location where a certain illumination effect is desired. Due
to PWM dimming, the light signal from each LED at the target location consists of
a light pulse train. The duty cycle is known to the central controller as introduced
in the above control scenario. The amplitude of the light pulse train is quantified by
illuminance. The value of the illuminance, which is unknown, is determined by the
radiation pattern of each LED and the free space light propagation path from the LED
to the target location. The illumination contribution of an LED is characterized by
the product of the amplitude and duty cycle of the received pulse train at the target
location. Given the known duty cycle, for illumination sensing, the objective is then
to estimate the unknown amplitude of the pulse train, i.e. the illuminance. Based on
the results of illumination sensing together with the knowledge of the color of each
individual LED, the central controller can determine and configure the appropriate
duty cycles for the LEDs to achieve the target illumination effect.

Since the light from all the LEDs superimposes at the target location, it is impor-
tant to distinguish the light signals from different LEDs and measure the individual
signal strength. It is, however, difficult and expensive, if not impossible, to distin-
guish different LEDs optically. An electronic solution is hence desirable. Such a
solution involves a photosensor, such as a photodiode, to convert the optical pulse
train from each LED into an electrical pulse train. Provided that the responsivity of
the photosensor is known, the objective of illumination sensing is then converted to
the estimation of the amplitudes of the electrical pulse trains due to different LEDs.
To this end, the output of each LED needs to be modulated differently such that,
through sensor signal processing, the illumination contributions of different LEDs
can be distinguished and estimated separately. Note that, throughout this thesis, the
term sensor signal is used for the electrical signal at the output of the photosensor.

From the above introduction on illumination sensing, research challenges mainly lie in
two parts. One is on the light modulation methods. The other is on the illuminance
estimation approaches. For the modulation methods, the main requirement is that
the modulation should not affect the capability of illumination rendering, i.e. the main
functions of LED lighting systems. Specifically, the modulated light output should
be compatible to PWM dimming. There should also be no visible flicker and the
driver circuits should be as simple as possible to reduce cost. With respect to the
estimation approaches, the two main requirements concern the accuracy and speed
of estimation. Provided that these two requirements on the estimators are satisfied,
the main research challenge lies in supporting as many LEDs as possible to provide
as many degrees of freedom as possible in illumination rendering.

1.5 Objectives

From Sections 1.1 to 1.3, it is expected that LED lighting systems will become widely
used in the years to come. Due to the high complexity of these systems, there are many
open research challenges around illumination rendering and sensing. This thesis is
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focused on the formulation and treatment of some of the important arising challenges.
Specifically, the objectives of this thesis are:

• Development of mathematical frameworks for the study of illumination render-
ing and sensing, including mathematical modeling of the system and proposal
of performance measurement functions.

• Investigation of the illumination effect by a single LED, as a basis for the study
of illumination rendering in general.

• Identification and optimization of the key parameters for the purpose of volu-
metric uniform illumination rendering by a large number of LEDs.

• Development of different illumination modulation schemes for the purpose of
illumination sensing.

• Development and evaluation of different illumination sensing approaches and
algorithms for the proposed illumination modulation schemes.

1.6 Thesis Outline and Contributions

In view of the research challenges and objectives introduced above, the main contri-
butions of this thesis are divided into two parts, focusing on illumination rendering
and sensing, respectively. The outline of this thesis is shown in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1: Thesis outline.

Illumination Single LED Chapter 2
Rendering Array of LEDs Chapter 3

Illumination Synchronous System Chapter 4
Sensing Asynchronous Fundamental Frequency Chapter 5

System Multiple Harmonics Chapter 6

As the basis of illumination rendering, in Chapter 2, the thesis first considers the
illumination pattern rendered by a single LED. A Gaussian model is proposed and
justified for the convenience of further analytical studies in illumination rendering.
Uniform illumination rendering by an array of LEDs is then studied in Chapter 3.

For illumination sensing, Chapter 4 considers mutually synchronized LEDs, and a
time-code division multiple access based modulation scheme. Thereafter, Chapters 5
and 6 focus on LEDs that are not synchronized and study an asynchronous modulation
method based on frequency division multiplexing. In Chapter 5, a filter bank based
estimator is proposed, which exploits only the fundamental frequency component of
the sensor signal. Chapter 6 presents a low complexity successive estimator, which
can accommodate more LEDs than the estimator of Chapter 5 through exploiting
multiple harmonics of the sensor signal.
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Note that, in numerical results for estimation accuracy, Chapter 4 provides numerical
results for practical scenarios with color LEDs to provide a proof-of-concept study.
Specifically, the mean squared error performance in the illuminance estimation for
an individual LED with different colors are presented, together with the estimation
accuracy on the rendered color by multiple LEDs. In contrast, Chapters 5 and 6
focus only on the key performance measure of estimation accuracy, i.e. the accuracy
in illuminance estimation, without explicit treatment of color LEDs.

In the remainder of this section, we provide a detailed summary of the scope and
key contributions of each individual chapter. Each chapter is written to be as self-
contained as possible, so that each chapter can be read separately.

Chapter 2 : Illumination Rendering by a Single LED

The illumination pattern by a single LED is treated in this chapter. In practice,
the generalized Lambertian model, which is defined as a function of the observation
angle with respect to an LED, is widely used as the radiation model of a single LED.
However, to efficiently analyze the illuminance distributions for LED lighting systems
consisting of a large number of LEDs, an analytical model for the distribution of
illuminance in a 3D space by a single LED is desired. More importantly, such an
analytical model is desired to provide conveniences in the analysis of illumination
rendering by multiple LEDs, such as the two dimensional Fourier transform as will
be used in Chapter 3.

In this chapter, we show that the illuminance distribution due to this Lambertian
model, when projected onto a horizontal surface such as a floor, can be well approxi-
mated by a Gaussian function. The approximation error is shown to be negligible for
an LED with a narrow beam.

This work was published in [82].

Chapter 3 : Uniform Illumination Rendering by an Array of LEDs

This chapter studies the illumination pattern rendered by multiple LEDs. In partic-
ular, a large array of LEDs will be widely used in future indoor illumination systems.
Among the numerous possible illumination patterns, a volumetrically uniform pattern
is most widely desirable, and is hence the focus of this chapter. For the purpose of
uniform lighting, as well as product manufacturing, it is convenient to have a regular
array of LEDs. In this chapter, we therefore investigate the problem of rendering
uniform illumination by a regular LED array on the ceiling of a room. The three
main system parameters, which are to be optimized for this problem, are the illu-
mination level, basic illumination pattern of each LED, and the regular grid shape
of the LED array. It is worthwhile to note that one of the important advantages of
LED lighting systems is the ability to provide localized lighting effects. In order to
maintain this advantage, we consider LEDs with narrow beams of prescribed width
while investigating uniform illumination rendering.

In this chapter, a mathematical framework is presented to investigate illumination
rendering by an array of LEDs, and guidelines are provided to design an LED lighting
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system. In this framework, a scaling property of the basic illumination pattern on a
flat surface with respect to the distance between the surface and the ceiling is derived.
This scaling property makes it convenient to evaluate the performance of uniform illu-
mination rendering across a range of distances. The property is also potentially useful
for practical engineers when designing other non-uniform patterns. Moreover in the
mathematical framework, a mean squared error (MSE) based cost function to measure
the performance of volumetric illumination rendering is proposed with consideration
of human perception properties. All of the three system parameters introduced in
the previous paragraph are then studied to minimize the proposed cost function for
uniform illumination rendering. First, it is proved that maximum uniformity in illu-
mination rendering can be achieved by setting the illumination levels of all the LEDs
to be identical. Secondly, a weighted combination of Gaussian and raised-cosine func-
tions is proposed as the basic illumination pattern, which yields significantly better
uniformity, in terms of the proposed cost function, than the conventional Lambertian
pattern with identical beam widths. The residual rendering error achieved due to
this proposed basic pattern is hardly perceivable in the considered range of distances
between a surface and the ceiling. Moreover, through comparing three different LED
grid shapes, namely the triangular, square and hexagonal grids, we not only confirm
the intuition that the hexagonal grid shape is the best, but also conclude numerically
on the advantages of hexagonal grids, in terms of the MSE based cost function, under
identical LED densities. Alternatively, we show that a significant number of LEDs
can be saved if a hexagonal grid is used instead of square and triangular, respectively,
while achieving identical performance in uniform illumination rendering and identical
granularity in localized illumination rendering.

This work was published in [83, 84].

Chapter 4 : Synchronous Illumination Sensing

Illumination sensing with synchronized LEDs is studied in this chapter. In order to
distinguish the signals from different LEDs, the light signal from each LED is tagged
by a unique combination of an allocated time slot and an orthogonal code such as
Walsh-Hadamard code. Specifically, the rising edges of the light pulses from each
LED are placed at the assigned time slots. Then, the positions or the widths of the
light pulses are modulated according to the assigned orthogonal code. The average
duty cycle of the light pulses, which is determined by the PWM dimming, remains
unchanged. Based on this light modulation method, the amplitudes of the sensor
signal components due to different LEDs need to be estimated with a high accuracy
for the purpose of illumination sensing, as introduced in Section 1.4.

In this chapter, a three step sensor signal processing method is studied with respect
to the synchronous modulation method. First, integrate-and-dump processing is ap-
plied to the sensor signal to obtain a discrete-time signal. Secondly, Walsh-Hadamard
despreading is applied to the discrete-time signal for each time slot to separate the
LEDs with different codewords. Finally, a linear estimator is applied to estimate
the amplitude of the sensor signal component due to each LED. Both least squares
and minimum mean square error estimators are applied and their performances are
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analyzed. Moreover, the influence of timing errors, including fixed timing offset and
random timing jitter, on the estimation performances is analyzed. For a highly de-
manding scenario with a very large number of LEDs in a room, numerical results
reveal that the estimation error on the illuminance of each LED and the rendered
light color by multiple LEDs is very small and well below the visible threshold.

This work was published in [34–36,66].

Chapter 5 : Asynchronous Illumination Sensing : Fundamental Frequency Component

In order to avoid the complexity of maintaining synchronism among the spatially
distributed LEDs, this chapter considers a much simpler asynchronous modulation
approach based on frequency division multiplexing (FDM). In this approach, the
frequencies of the light pulse trains from different LEDs are set to be different, such
that these frequencies act as the identifiers for the LEDs.

In this chapter, the system concept and research challenges of asynchronous illumi-
nation sensing are formulated. The key challenge is identified as to support as many
LEDs as possible, while maintaining a high estimation accuracy on the amplitude of
the sensor signal component from each LED within a short response time. To this end,
a simple filter-bank based sensor signal processing method is developed that exploits
the fundamental frequency component of the sensor signal. Specifically, we study
three filter bank structures that are based on equivalent principles, although with dif-
ferent implementations. The design criteria of filter responses are formulated in the
context of supporting a maximum number of LEDs while satisfying other requirements
such as high speed and accurate illumination sensing. With the formulated criteria,
the rectangular function, as the impulse response for each filter branch, is shown to
be able to support the largest possible number of LEDs for the ideal case without
frequency inaccuracies. When considering frequency inaccuracies in a practical range,
the filter response should involve multiple convolutions of rectangular functions. In
particular, the convolution of two rectangular functions, i.e. the triangular function,
gives a better tradeoff than all the other considered functions, between the number of
LEDs and the practical clock inaccuracies. Overall, we show that around 100 LEDs
can be supported with this simple FDM scheme and low-cost filter-bank based sensor
signal processing for the purpose of illumination sensing.

This work was published in [80, 81].

Chapter 6 : Asynchronous Illumination Sensing: Multiple Harmonics

Following Chapter 5, this chapter continues the study on asynchronous illumination
sensing based on FDM. In Chapter 5, an estimation approach was proposed using the
fundamental frequency component of the sensor signal. The number of LEDs that
can be supported by this estimation approach is limited to around 100 LEDs. For
future LED lighting systems, however, it is desirable to support many more LEDs. To
this end, in this chapter, we seek to exploit multiple harmonics in the sensor signal.

In this chapter, we show, using the Cramér-Rao bound and a frequency error analy-
sis, that a significantly larger number of LEDs can potentially be supported through
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exploiting multiple harmonics, in comparison to the approach when only the fun-
damental frequency component is used. Specifically, the number of LEDs can be
potentially increased by roughly an order of magnitude. Thereafter, we develop a
successive estimation approach with a manageable computational complexity. Asso-
ciated with this approach, a new LED grouping and frequency allocation scheme is
proposed. Based on the new allocation scheme, the number of LEDs that can be sup-
ported scales logarithmically with the number of harmonics considered. Simulation
results indicate that, for practical system parameters, we can support at least five
times the number of LEDs in comparison to the method described in Chapter 5.

This work was submitted for publication [85, 86].

Chapter 7 : Conclusions and Further Research

In this chapter, general conclusions on this thesis work are provided, together with
suggestions for further research directions.
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Chapter 2
Illumination Rendering by a Single

LED : An Analytical Model

2.1 Introduction

It was highlighted in Chapter 1 that Light-emitting diodes (LEDs) will largely replace
incandescent and fluorescent lamps in future indoor illumination systems, due to var-
ious advantages of LEDs. One of the important research challenges for future LED
lighting systems, as discussed in Chapter 1, is illumination rendering. Specifically,
each LED, when fully switched on, renders a basic illumination pattern, characterized
by the spatial illuminance distribution. The total illumination effect is character-
ized by a weighted combination of such basic illumination patterns by all the LEDs,
where the weighting coefficients are the dimming levels of the LEDs. For illumination
rendering, one of the key issues is how to optimally combine the basic illumination
patterns to achieve certain desired illumination effects. To address this issue, it is
important to first have an accurate model for the basic illumination pattern by a
single LED.

In the literature, e.g. [30, 43, 45, 72], as well as in the datasheets of actual LED prod-
ucts, e.g., [57], various radiation models of the LEDs are provided as functions of the
observation angle with respect to the LEDs. One of the most widely used models is
the generalized Lambertian model [30]. For the study on illumination rendering, by
contrast, a mathematical model for the illuminance distribution as a function of the
spatial location is desirable. Specifically in this chapter, we consider the illumination
effect rendered on a flat surface at a certain distance from a single LED. More im-
portantly, the model should bring conveniences in analytical studies as will be used
for the study of illumination rendering by a large number of LEDs, as will be pre-
sented in Chapter 3. To this end, an alternative model in addition to the generalized
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Fig. 2.1: LOS path geometry between an LED and a flat surface.

Lambertian model is desirable.

In this chapter, a geometric explanation on the relationship between the generalized
Lambertian model and the spatial illuminance distribution is provided in Section 2.2.
Subsequently, a Gaussian model on the illuminance distribution due to a single LED is
proposed in Section 2.3, and the model mismatch is evaluated. In order to compensate
the model mismatch, a modified Gaussian model is proposed in Section 2.4.

2.2 Generalized Lambertian Model

Figure 2.1 depicts the geometry of an LED and an illuminated location with a flat
surface, where r is the distance between the LED and the illuminated location, the
projection of r onto the flat surface has length d, and h denotes the vertical distance
between the LED and the flat surface. The polar angle of the location with respect
to the LED is denoted by θ, and the angle of light incidence on the location is clearly
equal to θ.

From the generalized Lambertian model [30], the luminous flux per solid angle (in
lumen/steradian), denoted by f(θ), at an observation angle θ can be written as

f(θ) =
µ+ 1

2π
f0 cosµ(θ), (2.1)

where f0 is the total luminous flux by the LED and µ is the Lambertian mode number
with µ > 0. The mode number is a measure of the directivity of the light beam and
is related to the semiangle of the light beam at half power, denoted by Φ1/2, by
µ = − ln(2)/ ln(cos(Φ1/2)) [30]. Therefore, a larger µ corresponds to a narrower
beam. Commercially available LED lenses can shape the beam of the Lambertian-
type LEDs into Φ1/2 = 10o to Φ1/2 = 5o [14, 40, 56], which correspond to µ = 45 and
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µ = 181, respectively. Hence, for the sake of convenience in this chapter, we focus on
the range from µ = 25 to µ = 200.

From the value of f(θ) in Eq. (2.1) and Fig. 2.1, we can obtain the illuminance (in
lumen/m2), i.e., the luminous flux per unit area, on a flat surface at a distance h, as
a function of d. We thus denote the illuminance distribution by fL(d;h) and obtain
its value as

fL(d;h) =
µ+ 1

2π
f0 cosµ(θ)

cos(θ)

r2
=
µ+ 1

2π
f0

hµ+1

(d2 + h2)
µ+3
2

=
(µ+ 1)f0

2πh2

(

1 +
d2

h2

)−µ+3
2

. (2.2)

Note that, in the first equation of Eq. (2.2), the multiplicative term cos(θ)
r2 is due to

the geometric transformation from the flat surface to the corresponding solid angle
with respect to the LED.

2.3 Gaussian Approximation

For the sake of analytical conveniences and tractability when discussing the illumina-
tion effects of multiple LEDs, we would like to use an approximate model for the ac-
tual fL(d;h). For instance, the two-dimensional (2D) Fourier transform, FL(u, v;h) =
∫∞
−∞

∫∞
−∞ fL(x, y;h) exp(−j2π(ux+vy))dxdy, is used in Chapter 3. Here, fL(x, y;h) is

obtained by writing fL(d;h) into the 2D Cartesian coordinate system (x, y;h) through
the relation d2 = x2 + y2. The analytical form of FL(u, v;h) for an integer µ can be
obtained as

FL(u, v;h) =
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where µ!! denotes the double factorial and K0(·) is the modified Bessel function of the
second kind. We can see that it is cumbersome to evaluate the values of FL(u, v;h) for
a large integer µ. Moreover, to our best knowledge, there is in general no analytical
expression of FL(u, v;h) for a non-integer µ. Therefore, we are particularly interested
in the approximation models that can potentially bring convenience in the analysis of
illumination effects by multiple LEDs. More particularly, in this chapter, we propose
a Gaussian approximation of Eq. (2.2).

It can be observed from Eq. (2.2) that the value fL(d;h) at d = 0 is the largest,
and decreases as d increases. Moreover, for an illumination effect, the human visual
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system tends to focus on the bright region rather than the background. Hence, we
start from d = 0 and approximate the rate of decrease in fL(d;h).

We take the derivative of Eq. (2.2) with respect to d and get

f ′
L(d;h) =

(µ+ 1)f0
2πh2

(

− µ+ 3

2

)(

1 +
d2

h2

)−µ+5
2 2d

h2
= − (µ+ 3)d

d2 + h2
fL(d;h). (2.4)

When d is small compared to h, i.e., d2 << h2, we have d2 + h2 ≈ h2. Hence

f ′
L(d;h) ≈ −

(µ+ 3)d

h2
fL(d;h) ∝ −d · fL(d;h), (2.5)

which is a property that defines the Gaussian function. This motivates us to approx-
imate fL(d;h) as a Gaussian function. The approximation error in f ′

L
(d;h), denoted

by ∆f ′
L
(d;h), can be obtained from Eq. (2.4) and Eq. (2.5) as

∆f ′
L(d;h) = − (µ+ 3)d

h2
fL(d;h)−

(

− (µ+ 3)d

d2 + h2
fL(d;h)

)

= −µ+ 3

h2

d3

d2 + h2
fL(d;h). (2.6)

From Eq. (2.6), the approximation error remains small even when d gets larger, since
fL(d;h) decreases quickly, especially when µ is large, with the increase of d (see
Fig. 2.2).

Next, we derive the key parameters in the Gaussian approximation of fL(d;h), denoted

by fg(d;h). Let fg(d;h) = c
πσ2 exp

{

− d2

σ2

}

, where σ2 is the variance and c is a

normalization factor. Thus, the derivative of fg(d;h) with respect to d is

f ′
g(d;h) = −2d

σ2
fg(d;h). (2.7)

Comparing Eq. (2.5) and Eq. (2.7), we get σ2 = 2h2

µ+3 . Further, letting fL(0) = fg(0),

we get c = f0
µ+1
µ+3 . Thus we have

fg(d;h) =
(µ+ 1)f0

2πh2
exp

{

−µ+ 3

2
· d

2

h2

}

. (2.8)

As an example, the comparison between fL(d;h) and fg(d;h) is illustrated in Fig. 2.2
for the case h = 3 meter and for different µ. The illuminance at every d is normalized

by the value at d = 0, i.e. the curves shown in Fig. 2.2 are actually 10 log10
fL(d;h)
fL(0;h)

and 10 log10
fg(d;h)
fg(0;h) . Here, we look at the numerical data on a logarithmic scale, since

human eyes perceive brightness logarithmically, which property is known as Weber’s
law. Further, the range of relative illuminance is considered to be between 0 and -20
dB. This range is taken because illuminance levels below -20 dB are no longer visible
to human eyes [6] when one is focused on the center part of the light pattern. It can
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Fig. 2.2: The illuminance distribution at h = 3 meter due to a single LED.

be seen that the Gaussian approximation is very accurate when µ is large, i.e., when
the light from the LED is quite focused. The difference between fL(d;h) and fg(d;h)
is slightly larger for a smaller µ, e.g., there is a 1 dB difference for µ = 50 at d = 1.2m.

The difference between fL(d;h) and fg(d;h) can be explained as follows. Comparing
Eq. (2.2) and Eq. (2.8), we observe that the approximation we make is actually

(1 +
d2

h2
)−

µ+3
2 ≈ exp(−µ+ 3

2

d2

h2
), (2.9)

or,

− µ+ 3

2
ln(1 +

d2

h2
) ≈ −µ+ 3

2

d2

h2
(2.10)

on the logarithmatic scale. Through the approach of Taylor expansion, we know

− µ+ 3

2
ln
(

1 +
d2

h2

)

= −µ+ 3

2

d2

h2
+
µ+ 3

2

(1

2

d4

h4
− 1

3

d6

h6
+O

(d8

h8

))

. (2.11)

Hence in the above Gaussian approximation, we take only the first term in Eq. (2.11).
Moreover, from Fig. 2.2, the range of d of interest is 0 ≤ d < h. In this range,

−µ+3
2 ln(1 + d2

h2 ) is larger than −µ+3
2

d2

h2 , since the second term in Eq. (2.11) is larger
than zero. Therefore we get fL(d;h) > fg(d;h), as shown in Fig. 2.2. The difference
between fL(d;h) and fg(d;h), as can be seen from Eq. (2.11) as well as Fig. 2.2,
increases with d, resulting a larger mismatch in the tail of the illuminance distribution.
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2.4 Modified Gaussian Approximation

Now, in order to compensate for the difference between the Gaussian approximation
fg(d;h) and the actual illuminance distribution fL(d;h), we propose another Gaussian

approximation, denoted by f̂g(d;h), with a slightly larger variance σ̂2 = 2h2

µ , i.e.

f̂g(d;h) =
(µ+ 1)f0

2πh2
exp

{

−µ
2
· d

2

h2

}

, (2.12)

which is also depicted in Fig. 2.2. It can be seen that, in general, f̂g(d;h) provides
a better fit of fL(d;h), and yet has the benefit of a simpler expression than fg(d;h).
Equivalently from the Taylor expansion, see Eq. (2.11), the approximation error is

now compensated by 3
2
d2

h2 . Note that here we only proposed a simple yet effective
compensation for the Gaussian model. The discussion on the optimum compensation
for fg(d;h), which might exist for a given range of d and certain criterion of optimality,
is however beyond the scope of this chapter.

2.5 Evaluation of the Gaussian Models in Frequency

Domain

As introduced in the beginning of this section, the Gaussian approximation is pro-
posed in this chapter for analytical conveniences when computing the 2D Fourier
transform. The illuminance distribution functions considered in this chapter, namely
fL(d;h), fg(d;h) and f̂g(d;h), are assumed to be circularly symmetric. Therefore,
we can easily obtain the equivalent expressions for these functions as fL(x, y;h),

fg(x, y;h) and f̂g(x, y;h) in the 2D Cartesian coordinate system. Henceforth, the 2D
Fourier transform can be applied to these functions, resulting in FL(u, v;h), Fg(u, v;h)

and F̂g(u, v;h), respectively. For the Gaussian approximations, i.e. Fg(u, v;h) and

F̂g(u, v;h), we can get the analytical expressions as

Fg(u, v;h) = f0
µ+ 1

µ+ 3
exp

(

− 2π2h2

µ+ 3
(u2 + v2)

)

F̂g(u, v;h) = f0
µ+ 1

µ
exp

(

− 2π2h2

µ
(u2 + v2)

)

(2.13)

for any µ > 0, no matter µ is an integer or a non-integer. In order to evaluate the per-
formances of the Gaussian approximations in terms of Fourier transform, we present
some numerical results in Fig. 2.3. Here, we again look at the numerical data on a log-

arithmic scale by evaluating 10 log10
FL(u,v;h)
FL(0,0;h) , 10 log10

Fg(u,v;h)
Fg(0,0;h) and 10 log10

F̂g(u,v;h)

F̂g(0,0;h)
,

respectively. Moreover, we focus on an integer µ such that we can numerically com-
pute FL(u, v;h) using Eq. (2.3). Furthermore, due to the symmetric property between
u and v, and for the sake of convenience, we only show the values of the Fourier trans-
form as a function of u, at v = 0. It can be seen that both Fg(u, v;h) and F̂g(u, v;h)
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Fig. 2.3: The numerical values of the Fourier transforms, FL(u, v; h), Fg(u, v; h) and
F̂g(u, v; h), as function of u, at h = 3 meter, and v = 0.

give good approximations of FL(u, v;h). The accuracy of the approximations is higher
for a larger µ, i.e. when a light beam is narrow. Furthermore, F̂g(u, v;h) is closer to

FL(u, v;h) when FL(u, v;h) is large, e.g. 10 log10
FL(u,v;h)
FL(0,0;h) > −10 dB, where the major

part of the signal energy lies.

2.6 Impact of Diffuse Light

In above discussions, we focused on the line-of-sight (LOS) path. In practice, light
also propagates through one or more diffuse reflections to arrive at some location. Due
to the nature of diffuse reflections, the light contribution from these non-LOS paths is
almost uniformly distributed over the area of a room. A min-to-max variation in the
illuminance of less than 3 dB is observed in the literature [29]. Moreover, the total
received power from diffuse reflections is much smaller than that from the LOS path.
In [50], a 10-20 dB difference is observed between the power from the diffuse paths
and that from the LOS path at the center of the radiation beam. Since we focus on
the illuminance distribution due to the LEDs with narrow beams, diffuse light mostly
has to undergo at least two reflections before arriving at the location, unless the LED
is located very close to a wall or other objects. Therefore the path loss is even higher
and we can treat the effect of diffuse light reflections on illumination rendering to be
negligible.
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2.7 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, illumination rendering by a single LED was treated. We showed that
the illuminance distribution on a flat surface by a single LED based on a generalized
Lambertian model can be well approximated by a Gaussian function. An analysis on
the approximation error revealed that there is a biased mismatch between the Gaus-
sian function and the actual illuminance distribution. To compensate for the model
mismatch, we also provided a modified Gaussian model which gives a better fit of the
actual illuminance distribution. Numerical results showed that the approximation
error for the modified Gaussian model is negligible for an LED with a narrow light
beam, e.g. 10o to 5o. The Gaussian model can bring conveniences in the analysis
of the illuminance distribution for lighting systems consisting of a large number of
LEDs, as will be discussed in Chapter 3.



Chapter 3
Illumination Rendering by an Array

of LEDs: Uniform Illumination

3.1 Introduction

As introduced in Chapter 1, LEDs will play an important role in future lighting
systems. It was further discussed that, due to the large number of degrees of freedom
in LED lighting systems, a key research challenge arises in illumination rendering, i.e.
how to provide desired illumination effects through such lighting systems. Among the
numerous possible illumination effects, a spatially uniform illumination pattern across
a range of distances from the LEDs, or volumetrically uniform pattern, is most widely
desirable. This thesis, hence, focuses on volumetric uniform illumination rendering.

For the study of uniform illumination rendering, it is important to first identify the key
system parameters that are to be optimized. To this end, in Section 3.2, we provide
a detailed explanation of the specific research challenges and discuss the differences
between literature and our work. The three main system parameters, which are to be
optimized, are then identified to be the illumination level, basic illumination pattern of
each LED, and the regular grid shape of the LED array. Note that, for the purpose of
uniform lighting, as well as product manufacturing, it is convenient to have a regular
array of LEDs.

As a basis for the study on illumination rendering, a scaling property of the basic
illumination pattern with respect to the distance from the LED array is presented in
Section 3.3. Based on this scaling property, it then becomes convenient to evaluate
the performance of uniform illumination rendering across a range of distances.

Thereafter, a general result is presented in Section 3.4, stating that maximum unifor-
mity in illumination rendering can be achieved by setting the illumination levels of all
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the LEDs to be identical, as long as the cost function for the performance evaluation is
convex. The remaining two system parameters listed above are then optimized based
on a mean squared error (MSE) based cost function, which is proposed in Section 3.5,
with human visual perception properties taken into account. In Section 3.6, based
on the proposed cost function, we show that a weighted combination of Gaussian
and raised-cosine functions yields significantly better uniformity than the conven-
tional Lambertian pattern and all the other considered patterns with identical beam
widths. Numerical results indicate that the residual rendering error achieved due to
this proposed basic pattern for the considered range of distances from the LEDs is
hardly perceivable. Finally three different grid shapes, namely rectangular, triangular
and hexagonal grid shapes, are compared in Section 3.7. We not only confirm the
intuition that hexagonal grid shape is the best under identical LED densities, but also
provide specific numerical results on the advantages of hexagonal grids.

3.2 Background and Motivation

LED lighting systems normally consist of a large number, e.g. hundreds, of spatially
distributed LEDs for the following reasons. First, the state-of-the-art LED technol-
ogy [58] still cannot provide sufficient illumination by a single LED. Also, an ex-
tremely high-brightness LED luminary compromises eye safety. Moreover, spatially
distributed LEDs can potentially provide localized illumination effects. By combining
a large number of localized illumination effects, the LED based illumination system
can offer more flexibility than conventional light sources, in rendering and chang-
ing the illuminance distributions [44]. Localized illumination effects can also reduce
the light leakage into areas that do not need illumination so as to maintain energy
conservation and prevent glare.

LEDs can be, in principle, arbitrarily distributed, however it is more convenient to
have a regular array of LEDs on the ceiling, for the purpose of uniform lighting as
well as product manufacturing. In this chapter, we thus focus on the case with an
array of LEDs in a regular grid which radiates light perpendicularly onto the floor.
The considered scenario is illustrated schematically in Fig. 3.1.

In an LED array, each single LED has a certain radiation pattern, and when fully
switched on, the LED produces an illuminance distribution on the ground, called
the basic illumination pattern, denoted as fb(x, y;h), as also depicted schematically
in Fig. 3.1. In this definition, the ground is viewed as an (x, y) plane at a distance
h from the ceiling. When the LED is dimmed to some level, we also get a dimmed
basic illumination pattern. The overall illuminance distribution due to multiple LEDs
is a superposition of such basic illumination patterns each with potentially different
illumination levels.

As introduced above, one of the important advantages of the LED illumination sys-
tem is the ability to provide a localized illuminance distribution. The granularity
of illumination rendering is closely related to the beam width of LEDs. Thus it is
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so

fb(x, y;h)

Fig. 3.1: A rectangular LED array applied for an indoor lighting system.

desirable to have as narrow a beam width as possible to achieve a fine granularity.
However, the most important and common target illumination function in daily lives
is still a uniform distribution around the room. Hence in this chapter, we discuss
uniform illumination rendered by a regular array of LEDs with beams of prescribed
width. In practice, the distance between the ground and the ceiling may not be known
accurately. Moreover in certain cases, the distance may not be fixed or it is required
to render a uniform illumination pattern at multiple distances from the ceiling simul-
taneously. Hence in this chapter, we consider uniform illumination rendering across
a range of distances from the ceiling, or volumetric uniformity. In the literature,
e.g. [42,44], Moreno et al. worked on uniform illumination rendering by a finite LED
array, and showed that the uniformity achieved changes with the distance from the
ceiling and certain optimum distance can be computed for a given LED setting. In
this chapter, by comparison, we also investigate in detail the volumetric uniformity at
every distance considered to show the evolution of uniformity achieved as the distance
changes.

Further, in the literature, there are previous studies on uniform illumination rendering
focusing on a finite number of LEDs [42–44,46,47,72,75], for which case the edge effects
are significant. In this chapter, by comparison, we do not consider the edge effects,
because we are focusing on the center uniformity for the case when the number of
LEDs is very large, e.g. thousands of LEDs in a room, and the area of a room is also
very large, compared to the grid size of the LED array. In this case, the edge effects
due to the limited number of LEDs are secondary. More specifically, we consider the
limiting case with infinite number of LEDs in an infinitely large room.

For our scenario, we will first present two general results. The first states the scaling
property of the basic illumination pattern fb(x, y;h). We will show that the beam
width is expanded, as the distance from the ceiling increases from h1 to h2, linearly
by a ratio h2/h1. Hence considering illumination rendering, e.g. uniform illumination
rendering, at different distances from the ceiling by the same LED array is equivalent
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Fig. 3.2: Illumination pattern rendering at different distances from the ceiling, h1 < h2 < h3.
The (x, y) coordinates denote the location of the illumination pattern, and the z axis denotes
the illuminance.

to considering illumination rendering at one distance by LED arrays with different
beam widths. The second general result claims that, for any fb(x, y;h) and any grid
shape for the LED array, the illumination pattern with maximum uniformity can be
always achieved by setting the illumination levels of all the LEDs to be identical, as
long as the cost function to measure uniformity is convex.

Given these two general results, in order to achieve an approximately uniform il-
lumination effect, the remaining system parameters to be optimized are the basic
illumination pattern fb(x, y;h) and the grid shape of the LED array.

For the basic illumination pattern of each LED, we first illustrate its effect through
some examples. As discussed above, we consider the illumination effects at different
distances from the ceiling. In practice, a widely used model for the radiation pattern
of LEDs is the generalized Lambertian function. In Chapter 2, we show analytically
that the basic illumination pattern due to the generalized Lambertian function can be
well approximated by a Gaussian function defined mathematically in Section 3.6.21.
Hence, we first consider the Gaussian pattern in more detail. The rendered illumina-
tion pattern due to the Gaussian (Gaus) pattern by a rectangular array of LEDs is
shown in the left column of Fig. 3.2, for multiple distances from the ceiling. It can be

1Note that the Gaussian pattern here is defined as a function of (x, y;h). In the literature,
e.g. [46, 72], there is a different definition for the Gaussian pattern as a function of the observation
angle.
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Fig. 3.3: One dimensional illustration of the geometry for the illumination effect at different
distances h from the ceiling, where Θ denotes the solid angle.

seen that the uniformity increases with the increase of the distance from the ceiling.
This is, however, not necessarily true for all patterns. We present another example in
the right column of Fig. 3.2, which is named the raised-cosine (RC) pattern, defined
mathematically in Section 3.6.3. The right column of Fig. 3.2 shows that the unifor-
mity does not increase monotonically as the distance increases. From these examples,
the design of fb(x, y;h) appears to be a key issue, and is considered in more detail in
later sections.

With respect to the grid shapes of the LED array, putting the LEDs in different regular
grid shapes results in different performances in uniform illumination rendering. The
selection of grid shapes is thus also discussed in this chapter.

3.3 Scaling Property of the Basic Illumination Pat-
tern

For illumination rendering, each LED can be viewed as a point light source and
therefore the radiation pattern of each LED can be viewed as a function of the solid
angle, f(Θ), in the three dimensional space. When f(Θ) is mapped onto a flat surface
at certain distance, denoted by h, from the ceiling, we obtain the basic illumination

pattern fb(x, y;h). More specifically, we have fb(x, y;h) = f(Θ)
x2+y2+h2 due to the

definition of the solid angle [3].

Considering the basic illumination patterns at two different distances h1 and h2,
as depicted in Fig. 3.3, we obtain that fb(x1, y1;h1) = f(Θ)/(h2

1 + x2
1 + y2

1) and
fb(x2, y2;h2) = f(Θ)/(h2

2 + x2
2 + y2

2). Letting rh , h2/h1 = x2/x1 = y2/y1, we get
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fb(x2, y2;h2) = fb(x1, y1;h1)/r
2
h, i.e.

fb(x, y; rhh) =
1

r2h
fb

(

x

rh
,
y

rh
;h

)

. (3.1)

It can be seen from Eq. (3.1) that the basic illumination pattern at rhh is identical
to that at h with its beam width scaled by rh. Of course the total light energy does
not scale with h, as can be obtained from Eq. (3.1),

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
fb(x, y; rhh)dxdy =

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
fb(x, y;h)dxdy.

Moreover, the overall illumination pattern is a linear superposition of the basic illumi-
nation patterns from multiple LEDs. Let fv(x, y;h, ω) denote the overall illumination
pattern at h implemented by an LED array with the beam width of each LED to be
ω, i.e.

fv(x, y;h, ω) =
∑

i

vi
ω2
fb

(x− xi
ω

,
y − yi
ω

;h
)

, (3.2)

where (xi, yi) and vi represent the location and illumination level of the ith LED,
respectively, and 0 ≤ vi ≤ 1. Note that the specific definition for beam width is irrel-
evant to Eq. (3.2), and discussions on the definition of will be provided Section 3.6.4.
From Eq. (3.1) and Eq. (3.2), we can obtain the following property.
Property 3.3.1. Scaling property of illumination rendering

The illumination, denoted by fv(x, y;h, ω), at distance h from the ceiling, realized by
an LED array with the beam width of each LED to be ω, satisfies

fv(x, y; rhh, ω) = fv(x, y;h, rhω), (3.3)

i.e., the scaling of h and ω are interchangeable when considering illumination render-
ing by an LED array.

From Property 3.3.1, we will only consider illumination rendering over a range of
distances from the ceiling by an LED array with fixed beam width in the rest of
the chapter. The results obtained can be easily extended into the case when the
beam width of the LEDs can be also adjusted. Hence in the following sections, the
parameter ω will be dropped when writing relevant functions.

3.4 Optimum Illumination Level Setting

In order to produce a uniform illumination pattern, we set LEDs to some illumination
levels, {vi}. We define an error function, fe(x, y;h) , fv(x, y;h) − ft, where ft is
the target uniform illumination pattern which is constant over the (x, y) space. A
cost function, denoted by ξ(fe), can thus be used to measure the level of uniformity
achieved. An optimum LED illumination setting, {vi,o}, is the setting such that
ξ(fe) is minimized. A large category of possible cost functions, such as ξ(fe) =
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maxx,y |fe(x, y)| and ξ(fe) =
∫

x

∫

y f
2
e (x, y)dxdy, can be shown to be convex functions

with respect to fe, i.e.

ξ(αfe,1 + (1− α)fe,2) ≤ αξ(fe,1) + (1− α)ξ(fe,2), (3.4)

where fe,1 and fe,2 are two error functions due to different setting {vi}, and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.

For such commonly used convex cost functions, and due to the shift-invariance of the
rendered illumination pattern with respect to a regular LED grid, we can obtain the
optimum LED illumination level setting as follows.

First consider an arbitrary setting of the LED illumination levels and denote it as a
vector v1 , [v1, v2, · · · ]T , where (·)T denotes the transpose operation. We can simply
shift the LED illumination level settings by one LED with respect to the LED array,
e.g. the new illumination level of each LED equals the original level of the LED next
to it on the left2. Let v2 denote the new LED illumination levels. It is clear that the
illumination effect is shift-invariant under the scenario considered in this chapter, i.e.

ξ(fe|v1) = ξ(fe|v2). (3.5)

We then obtain the average of v1 and v2, i.e. vave = 1
2 (v1 + v2). It is clear that the

average illuminance rendered due to v1,v2 and vave are all the same. Furthermore,
we have that fe|vave = 1

2 (fe|v1 + fe|v2). Due to the convexity of the cost function,
we have

ξ(fe|vave) ≤
1

2

(

ξ(fe|v1) + ξ(fe|v2)
)

= ξ(fe|v1), (3.6)

where the last equality holds because of Eq. (3.5). Therefore, the level of uniformity in
the illumination effect achieved by any LED illumination level, v1, is upper-bounded
by that achieved by a corresponding shifted-and-averaged level vave.

The above shift-and-average operation can be further extended to arbitrary number
of shifts, denoted by Nshift, with respect to the LED array, i.e. vave = 1

Nshift

∑Nshift

i=1 vi.
When Nshift gets large, vave asymptotically becomes the vector where all the elements
are identical, i.e. a uniform setting of illumination levels. Further, if v1 is a uniform
illumination setting, vave is equal to v1, and thus the cost function can not be fur-
ther minimized by this shift-and-average operation. Hence we obtain the following
property.
Property 3.4.1. If the cost function to measure the uniformity in terms of illumi-
nation rendering, ξ(fe), is convex with respect to fe, and due to the shift-invariance

2As an example to illustrate this operation, we look at one infinite row of LEDs with illumination
levels to be

· · · , v0, v1, v2, v0, v1, v2 · · · ,

corresponding to the LED locations. Now, we can compose another setting to be

· · · , v2, v0, v1, v2, v0, v1 · · · ,

while the locations of LEDs do not change. These two settings will give the identical performance
in terms of uniform illumination rendering. Note that we give an example of repetitive setting for
illustration, this is however not necessary to prove Property 3.4.1.
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property of a rendered illumination pattern, the optimum uniformity can be achieved
by setting the LED illumination levels to be identical.

Note that if the given convex cost functions are minimized by the setting vave, any
monotonic function of such convex functions will also be minimized. For instance, we

may consider ξ(fe) = log maxx,y |fe(x, y)| and ξ(fe) =
√

∫

x

∫

y f
2
e (x, y)dxdy.

Finally, note that the general result presented above in this section is focused on the
case without considering the edge effects, as discussed in the Section 3.1. If the number
of LEDs is small, the edge effects can be quite visible, thus different illumination level
setting can be used. For instance, a viable option is to set the illumination levels at
the edge of the LED array differently from that in the center of the LED array [42,44].

3.5 Human Perception and Cost Function

In the above section, it was mentioned that some cost function needs to be used to
measure the uniformity achieved in terms of illumination rendering. In this section,
we discuss a few properties of human perception and propose a convex cost function
based on relative mean squared error (RMSE). Similar MSE based cost functions were
also used in [43, 72].

3.5.1 Human Perception

When looking at an illuminated target location, the human visual system treats it as a
light source and the exact measurement of the perceived light power, called luminance,
is the amount of light reflected from the location per unit area in the direction of the
eyes. This measurement is dependent on many factors, e.g. the type of the reflecting
surface and the position of the eyes. Therefore a widely used criterion for designing
illumination effects is the measurement of the light power incident on a unit area at
the target location, also called illuminance [6], measured in lumen/m2.

The human visual system in principle can process a very wide range of illuminance,
however not all at the same time. It continuously adapts itself according to the back-
ground or environmental lighting conditions. In general, the human visual system
is more sensitive to the light in a dark background than in a bright background.
For uniform illumination rendering, the target illumination effect is a uniform back-
ground lighting. Therefore, the “visibility” of an illumination distortion or illu-
mination pattern at the target location can be characterized by the contrast ratio
C = fe(x, y;h)/ft [6]. This characterization is also consistent with the Weber’s law
for human perception [6]. Further, there is in practice a threshold for C, denoted by
Cth, below which fe(x, y;h) is not visible.
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3.5.2 Cost Function

In this section, we propose a MSE based cost function for analytical tractability,
taking human perception properties into consideration. More specifically, we propose
RMSE as the cost function, i.e.,

ξRMSE =

√

1

||A||

∫

(x,y;h)∈A

f2
e (x, y;h)

f2
t

d(x, y;h), (3.7)

where A is the region of the illumination pattern considered. To investigate uniform
illumination in an infinite space by a regular LED array, we later show that we only
need to compute the RMSE in one or a few, depending on the LED grid shapes, unit
areas corresponding to an LED grid. The RMSE is normally shown in dB scale, i.e.

ξRMSE(dB) = 10 log10 ξRMSE. (3.8)

Next, we give a quantitative example of the range of MSEs that is perceivable based
on the threshold properties introduced in Section 3.5.1. Assume by way of illustration
that there is a two-dimensional raised-cosine illumination pattern, the exact definition
of which is shown in Section 3.6.3, on a uniform lighting background at the distance
h from the ceiling, and that the contrast ratio between the illuminance of the raised-
cosine illumination pattern and that of the background is exactly Cth. More precisely,
assume that

fe(x, y;h)

ft
= Cth

(

1 + cos
2π

so
x
)(

1 + cos
2π

so
y
)

, (3.9)

where so denotes the distance between neighboring LEDs on the ceiling. For this
case, A in Eq. (3.7) is the region where −so/2 ≤ x, y ≤ so/2. This example is used
since it represents the key spatial frequency component in the distortion for uniform
illumination rendering by a square array of LEDs with grid size so, as illustrated
in Fig. 3.1. By comparing Eq. (3.7) and Eq. (3.9), we obtain that ξRMSE = 3

2Cth.
From [6], it is shown that Cth may vary from 0.01 to 100 depending on many factors,
such as the background illumination level i.e. ft in this chapter, and direction of the
observer. For instance, Cth is larger when ft is higher. Hence, the perceivable ξRMSE

for an observer can range from −18 dB to 22 dB in practice. Hence RMSE values
well outside this range are of no interest to this chapter.

Given the definition of the RMSE cost function, we are ready to evaluate the perfor-
mance of uniform illumination rendering across a range of distances from the ceiling.
Based on the evaluation, we can also optimize system parameters to achieve more
uniform illumination patterns. From Property 3.3.1 and Property 3.4.1, it is clear
that, in order to achieve uniform illumination, the remaining system parameters to
be optimized are the basic illumination pattern fb(x, y;h) and the grid shape of the
LED array, which will be discussed in the next two sections, respectively.
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3.6 Design of Basic Illumination Pattern

In this section, we investigate the uniformity in the illumination effect achieved by
the uniform LED illumination level setting for a rectangular array of LEDs, in order
to compare and design basic illumination patterns fb(x, y;h). In this case, the (xi, yi)
locations of the LEDs can be written as (lsx, nsy), where both l and n are integers.
Without loss of generality, we first consider the square grid, i.e. sx = sy = so, in
Section 3.6.1. Further reason about why the square grid is of particular interest
is discussed in Section 3.7. Extensions of the results obtained for the square grid
into general rectangular grid is trivial and thus not shown in this chapter. Further
extension of the results obtained for the rectangular grid to other regular grid shapes
will also be presented in Section 3.7.

3.6.1 Evaluation of RMSE

First, we derive the exact expression of RMSE when the LED illumination levels are
set to be identical according to Property 3.4.1.

Let vc denote the illumination levels of the LEDs, where vc is a constant according
to Property 3.4.1. The target illumination effect ft is also the mean value of the
illuminance on a flat surface at distance h that can be evaluated as follows,

ft=
1

s2o

∫ so/2

−so/2

∫ so/2

−so/2

∞
∑

l=−∞

∞
∑

n=−∞
vcfb(x− lso, y − nso;h)dxdy

=

∞
∑

l=−∞

∞
∑

n=−∞

1

s2o

∫ (l+ 1
2 )so

(l− 1
2 )so

∫ (n+ 1
2 )so

(n− 1
2 )so

vcfb(x, y;h)dxdy

=
vc
s2o

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
fb(x, y;h)dxdy

=
vcf0
s2o

, (3.10)

where f0 is the total luminous flux of an LED, i.e. f0 =
∫∞
−∞

∫∞
−∞ fb(x, y;h)dxdy.

Intuitively, Eq. (3.10) can be explained as follows. Due to the symmetry of the LED
array and the uniform illumination level setting, the optical power shed on to each
so × so area around the (x, y) location of an LED is identical. The total power shed
on the surface from each LED is vcf0. Hence, the mean value of illuminance is given
by

ft = lim
N→∞

Nvcf0
Ns2o

=
vcf0
s2o

. (3.11)

We can thus further evaluate the performance of rendering such a uniform illumination
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pattern through considering the RMSE cost function defined in Eq. (3.7), yielding

ξRMSE(h)

=
[ 1

f2
t

1

s2o

∫ so/2

−so/2

∫ so/2

−so/2

(

∞
∑

l=−∞

∞
∑

n=−∞
vcfb(x − lso, y − nso;h)− ft

)2

dxdy
]1/2

=
1

f0

√

√

√

√

∑

{l,n|l2+n2 6=0}

∣

∣

∣
Fb

(

l
1

so
, n

1

so
;h
)∣

∣

∣

2

, (3.12)

where Fb(u, v;h) is the two dimensional (2D) Fourier transform of fb(x, y;h), known
as

Fb(u, v;h) ,

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
fb(x, y;h) exp

(

− 2πj(ux+ vy)
)

dxdy. (3.13)

A detailed derivation of Eq. (3.12) is shown in Appendix 3.A. Effectively, ξRMSE is
obtained through sampling Fb and the summation of all the samples except the DC
component.

Until now, we only discussed the light shed on the surface directly from LEDs. Light
may also propagate through one or more diffuse reflections and eventually arrive at
some location. Due to the nature of diffuse reflections, the light from diffuse reflections
is approximately uniformly distributed [29]. There may exist other light sources, e.g.
fluorescent lamps, in an indoor environment, the illuminance due to which can be
also viewed as uniformly distributed. In the presence of uniform background light,
the absolute MSE in terms of rendering uniform illumination does not change. The
effect on the RMSE can be fully accounted for by incorporating the power from
diffuse reflections and background light into ft, and modifying it into f̂t = γft.
Therefore, we get ξ̂RMSE(h) = 1

γ ξRMSE(h). The ratio γ is close to one when there
is no strong background light. As a numerical example, for the ceiling and floor
with 50% reflectivity, γ is about 1.33, when considering infinite number of reflections.
In this case, ξRMSE is only 1.24 dB lower due to the reflected light. We will also
later see that this γ does not influence the main conclusions of this chapter. In the
following sections, we focus on the case without strong background light, and hence
γ is neglected.

From Eq. (3.12), ξRMSE(h) remains a function of h, and Eq. (3.12) in fact presents a
convenient approach to compute ξRMSE(h) numerically, in comparison to the original
two-dimensional integral which is quite complicated to compute. Furthermore, from
Eq. (3.1), we can obtain that

Fb(u, v; rhh) = Fb(rhu, rhv;h). (3.14)
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Hence from Eq. (3.12), we get

ξRMSE(rhh) =
1

f0

√

√

√

√

∑

{l,n|l2+n2 6=0}

∣

∣

∣
Fb

(

l
1

so
, n

1

so
; rhh

)
∣

∣

∣

2

=
1

f0

√

√

√

√

∑

{l,n|l2+n2 6=0}

∣

∣

∣
Fb

(

l
rh
so
, n
rh
so

;h
)∣

∣

∣

2

. (3.15)

This expression shows that, as the distance h changes to rhh, ξRMSE can be simply
obtained by changing the sampling rate of Fb(u, v;h) from 1/so into rh/so. Thus,
Eq. (3.15) further gives a low-complexity approach to evaluate ξRMSE across a range
of distances from the ceiling.

Now, it is shown that ξRMSE is determined by the function Fb(u, v;h) or fb(x, y;h).
Further, from Eq. (3.15), we are ready to design fb(x, y;h) in order to achieve minimal
ξRMSE. Before that, we first compare the performances of a few known functions as
fb(x, y;h).

3.6.2 Performance of a Gaussian Basic Illumination Pattern

In practice, a widely used model for the radiation pattern of LEDs is the generalized
Lambertian function. In Chapter 2, we show that fb(x, y;h) in this case can be well
approximated by a two-dimensional Gaussian function fg(x, y;h), i.e.

fg(x, y;h) =
ch

2πσ2
h

exp

{

−x
2 + y2

2σ2
h

}

, (3.16)

where σ2
h is the variance and ch is a normalization factor. The Fourier transform of

fg(x, y;h) can be obtained as Fg(u, v;h) = ch exp
(

−2π2σ2
h(u

2 + v2)
)

.

The RMSE function in Eq. (3.12) can be derived as follows,

ξRMSE(h)=
1

f0

√

√

√

√

∑

{l,n|l2+n2 6=0}

∣

∣

∣
Fg

(

l
1

so
, n

1

so
;h
)∣

∣

∣

2

=
ch
f0

√

(

ϑ3

(

0, exp
(

− 4π2σ2
h

s2o

))

)2

− 1, (3.17)

where ϑ3(·, ·) is the Jacobi theta function of type three. Numerical results for ξRMSE(h)
are given in Fig. 3.7.

From Eq. (3.15) and the following Lemma 3.6.1, it can be seen that ξRMSE(h) is
monotonically decreasing as h increases, as was illustrated in Fig. 3.2.
Lemma 3.6.1. A sufficient condition for ξRMSE to be monotonically decreasing as h
increases is that |Fb(u, v)|2 is also monotonically decreasing as |u| or |v| increases.
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Proof. From Eq. (3.15), we have

dξ2RMSE(rhh)

drh
=

1

f2
0

∑

{l,n|l2+n2 6=0}

( ∂|Fb(u, v;h)|2
∂u

∣

∣

∣

∣

u=l
rh
so

· l
so

+
∂|Fb(u, v;h)|2

∂v

∣

∣

∣

∣

v=n
rh
so

· n
so

)

. (3.18)

Since ∂|Fb(u,v;h)|2
∂u ≤ 0 when u ≥ 0 and ∂|Fb(u,v;h)|2

∂u ≥ 0 when u ≤ 0, and since
the same property applies to the partial derivative of |Fb(u, v;h)|2 by v, we have
dξ2RMSE(rhh)

drh
≤ 0. Because

dξ2RMSE(rhh)
drh

= 2ξRMSE(rhh)
dξRMSE(rhh)

drh
, and ξRMSE(rhh) ≥ 0,

we have dξRMSE(rhh)
drh

≤ 0. �

From Lemma 3.6.1, we can identify many other functions fb(x, y;h) as basic illumi-
nation patterns, for which ξRMSE(h) keeps decreasing as h increases. This is a useful
property in the sense that we only need to design the LED patterns to satisfy some re-
quirement on ξRMSE(h) at a certain target distance h0 and do not need to pay attention
to ξRMSE at a larger distance. Examples of such functions include the linear roll-off
function, fb(x, y) = c1(1− c2|x|)(1 − c3|y|), the two-dimensional Gaussian function,
the exponential function fb(x, y) = c1 exp(−c2|x|− c3|y|), and the Lorenzian function
fb(x, y) ∝ 1

(c21+x
2)(c22+y

2)
, where c1, c2 and c3 are constants.

Although the Gaussian basic pattern and some other patterns introduced by now have
the appealing property that the resulting ξRMSE(h) is monotonic, perfect uniformity,
i.e. ξRMSE(h) = 0, can never be achieved at any distance h. In the next section, by
comparison, we are going to present a family of basic illumination patterns that will
make ξRMSE(h) = 0 at certain distances.

3.6.3 Performances of the Family of Raised-Cosine Patterns

From Eq. (3.12), ξRMSE = 0 at certain h0, if and only if Fb(l 1
so
, n 1

so
;h0) is nonzero

when n = 0 and l = 0, and zero otherwise. Further, after working out the scaling
parameters, we have an extension of the well known Nyquist pulse shaping criterion
[60, 84].
Lemma 3.6.2. Extended Nyquist Pulse Shaping Criterion:

The necessary and sufficient condition for

∞
∑

l=−∞

∞
∑

n=−∞
fb(x− lso, y − nso;h0) = 1, ∀(x, y) (3.19)

is

Fb

(

l
1

so
, n

1

so
;h0

)

= s2oδ(l, n), (3.20)

where δ(·) is the kronecker delta function.
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Lemma 3.6.2 defines an entire class of functions fb(x, y;h), through which we can
achieve perfect uniformity at h0. Of particular interest in this chapter, we consider
the family of separable raised-cosine functions due to two reasons. One is that it is
limited in the spatial domain. The other is that this family of functions includes shapes
with different steepness corresponding to different roll-off factor β. The raised-cosine
function at h0 can be written as

fb(x, y;h0) = rcos(x;β)rcos(y;β), (3.21)

Fb(u, v;h0) = Frcos(u;β)Frcos(v;β), (3.22)

where

rcos(x;β)=











1, |x| ≤ 1−β
2 so

1
2 + 1

2 cos
(

π
βso

(|x| − 1−β
2 so)

)

, 1−β
2 so < |x| ≤ 1+β

2 so

0, elsewhere.

(3.23)

and its Fourier transform

Frcos(u;β) = sosinc(πuso)
cos(πβuso)

1− 4β2u2s2o
. (3.24)

Note that the expressions for the raised-cosine pattern, Eq. (3.21) to Eq. (3.24), at h0

do not depend on the value of h0, while only depend on so. A practical example for
such raised-cosine pattern can be h0 = 2m while so = 0.1m, for an LED array with
narrow beams. The general expression at any h for fb(x, y;h) and Fb(u, v; rhh) can
be obtained through Eq. (3.1) and Eq. (3.14).

For this particular family of basic patterns, perfect uniformity is achieved at h0. At
this distance, the −3 dB beam width is so/2, i.e. the value of fb(x, y;h) decreases
to half of its maximum at the middle of two neighboring LEDs. More discussions
on beam width definitions are presented in Section 3.6.4. The illumination pattern
rendered at another distance h can be expressed as a function of h/h0.

For h/h0 smaller than or greater than one, ξRMSE(h) becomes non-zero. When h/h0

decreases below one, ξRMSE(h) keeps increasing. On the contrary, as h/h0 increases
above one, ξRMSE will be reduced again. After many fluctuations, ξRMSE approaches
zero as h/h0 goes to infinity. Further for the class of raised-cosine functions, we focus
on the case when h0 corresponds to the first null of Fb(u, v;h) to provide the lowest
possible beam width, and thus the minimum illumination granularity can be achieved.

Fig. 3.4 illustrates the trend of ξRMSE(h) as h changes, for raised-cosine functions with
different roll-off factors, denoted by β. Note that it is in general difficult to obtain
closed-form expressions for Eq. (3.15), however, for the functions we are interested in
this chapter, e.g., raised-cosine functions, the dominant factors in Eq. (3.15) are only
the first few terms. It may be shown through numerical computations that Eq. (3.15)
almost converges as l and n are summed until 20.

It can be seen from Fig. 3.4 that, although a raised-cosine function fb with any roll-
off factor β results in perfect uniformity at h0, ξRMSE at other distances can be quite
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Fig. 3.4: The cost function ξRMSE vs. the normalized distance h/h0.

different at different β. In general, ξRMSE is lower at a higher β. More specifically,
we compare the worst case ξRMSE, i.e. the largest ξRMSE, in the range h ≥ h0 and
depict the results in Fig. 3.5. It is seen that the raised-cosine function with β = 1
outperforms all other functions with smaller β. Hence in the rest of this chapter, we
only focus on the case with β = 1.

In this section, we discussed the optimum fb according to the extended Nyquist pulse
shaping criterion. The applicability of such non-Gaussian basic patterns is due to
the assumption that we are allowed to implement such fb through designing the
optical component attached to the LEDs. Some practical constraints on fb con-
sidered in this chapter include fb > 0, fb is symmetrical, i.e. fb(−x, y) = fb(x, y)
and fb(x,−y) = fb(x, y), or rotationally-symmetrical, i.e. fb(x, y) = fb(x cosφ −
y sinφ, y cosφ + x sinφ), ∀φ ∈ [0, 2π], in the spatial domain for convenience in manu-
facturing. Moreover, fb is monotonically decreasing from the center of the beam.

3.6.4 Comparison of Basic Patterns

In this section, we compare different basic illumination patterns based on their perfor-
mances in uniform illumination rendering across a range of distances. To compare the
performance of the proposed basic patterns, we consider the trade-off between ren-
dering of uniform illumination patterns and the granularity in rendering of localized
illumination patterns.
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Fig. 3.5: Worst case ξRMSE vs. roll-off factor β.

For the performance of rendering uniform illumination patterns, we focus on the range
of distances which are larger than a target distance h0. To make a fair comparison
in terms of rendering of localized illumination patterns, we consider all the basic
illumination patterns with the same beam width. We provide two criteria for the
definition of beam width. In the first criterion, the beam width is defined as the
distance between the LED location and the position along the LED grid where fb is
reduced to half of its maximum value. Therefore, this criterion focuses on the central
part of a beam and is named center fitting criterion. The other criterion focuses on
the perceivable edge size of fb, and the beam width is defined as the distance between
the LED location and the position along the LED grid where fb is reduced by 20
dB (see Section 3.5.2). Hence this criterion is named edge fitting criterion. These
two criteria represent two distinct cases of beam width definition. Results for other
criteria can be obtained similarly.

As discussed in Section 3.6.3, we only need to consider the case with roll-off factor
β = 1 in the family of raised-cosine (RC) functions. We also consider a few other
functions. The one-dimensional illustrations of these functions are shown in Fig. 3.6(a)
and Fig. 3.6(b), for the center fitting criterion and edge fitting criterion, respectively.
The x-coordinate is normalized by so. This normalization is taken because the level of
uniformity achieved is mostly dependent on how much overlap exists between the light
beams of neighboring LEDs. Hence a meaningful definition of beam width should be
in terms of so. From Fig. 3.6, there is no visible difference between the Gaussian
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(a) Center fitting criterion.
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(b) Edge fitting criterion.

Fig. 3.6: Illustration of a few basic illumination patterns with the same beam width for two
different criteria.
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pattern and the Lambertian pattern for the case when h = 2m, and so = 0.1m, which
represents a normal indoor situation. Therefore, we will only consider the Gaussian
pattern in the following sections. The reason why this difference is dependent on h and
so is because, as was shown in Chapter 2, the difference depends quite strongly on the
Lambertian mode number, which in turn depends on the beam width at h. The beam
width is, as discussed above, normalized in terms of so. The curve corresponding
to the weighted combination of Gaussian (Gaus) and raised cosine (RC) functions is
explained later in Section 3.6.5.

The RMSE in rendering uniform illumination by these basic patterns is depicted and
compared in Fig. 3.7(a) and Fig. 3.7(b), for the center fitting criterion and the edge
fitting criterion, respectively.

It can be seen that the RMSE for the raised-cosine and linear roll-off functions fluc-
tuates when h/h0 increases above one, although perfect uniformity can be achieved
at h0. In contrast, the RMSE for the exponential, Gaussian and Lorenzian functions
keeps decreasing while h/h0 increases above one, although perfect uniformity can
not be achieved. Therefore we propose to use the worst case RMSE in the range of
h/h0 ≥ 1 in order to make a fair comparison of all the functions. The worst case
RMSE corresponds to the most observable error. From Fig. 3.7, two interesting basic
patterns are the Gaussian pattern and the RC pattern. Both yield low RMSE, and
appear to be similar in the spatial distribution. This motivates us to further explore
the possibility of linearly combining these two and other patterns.

3.6.5 Optimization of Basic Patterns Through Linear Combi-
nation

In Section 3.6.4, we compared a few known functions as basic illumination patterns.
To further optimize fb, we propose to introduce more basic patterns through linear
combination of some of the known functions, i.e.,

f̂b =
∑

i

αifbi, (3.25)

where {fbi} are the presented basic patterns, αi ≥ 0 for each i and
∑

i αi = 1 such
that the beam widths of different patterns are all identical. The linear combination of
different basic patterns can yield a trade-off between the advantages and disadvantages
of different patterns. Moreover, as an example, the Fourier transform of the Gaussian
function or exponential function is always positive while that of the raised cosine
functions may be positive or negative. Therefore, the linear combination of Gaussian
and raised-cosine, or exponential and raised-cosine can perform even better due to
possible cancelations.

The performances of different combinations, in terms of worse case RMSE for h/h0 ≥
1, are shown in Fig. 3.8(a) and Fig. 3.8(b), for the center fitting criterion and the
edge fitting criterion, respectively.
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(b) Edge fitting criterion.

Fig. 3.7: RMSE in rendering uniform illumination by a regular LED array for different basic
patterns with the same beam width based on two different criteria.
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(b) Edge fitting criterion.

Fig. 3.8: Worst Case RMSE in rendering uniform illumination by linear combinations of
different basic patterns with identical beam widths.
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It shows that the performance of a linear combination of the raised-cosine and some
other functions, such as the Gaussian, exponential and Lorentzian functions, can
potentially be better than either of the original ones. Furthermore, for the center
fitting criterion, it can be seen from Fig. 3.8(a) that the linear combination of the
raised-cosine and Gaussian functions when α1 = 0.6, where α1 is the combination
coefficient corresponding to the raised-cosine function, gives the best performance,
which is more than 3 dB better than that given by either the Gaussian or raised-cosine
pattern. The beam shape of this linear combination is also depicted in Fig. 3.6(a).
We can observe that this function is very close to the raised-cosine function, except
that its tails are heavier due to the Gaussian component. Similarly, for edge fitting
criterion, Fig. 3.8(b) shows that the linear combination of raised-cosine and three
other functions considered provide similar performances, and all perform best when
α1 = 0.8. The best performance achieved is roughly 10 dB and 2 dB better than that
given by the Gaussian and raised-cosine basic pattern, respectively.

It is illustrated in Fig. 3.6(a) and Fig. 3.6(b) that the Gaussian pattern is a very
good two-dimensional approximation of the generalized Lambertian pattern of LEDs.
In this section, we showed that the significantly better performance of uniform illu-
mination rendering than that by the Gaussian basic pattern can be achieved by the
proposed optimization approach. Moreover, the lowest RMSE obtained through this
optimization is hardly perceivable, referring to Section 3.5.2.

3.6.6 Additional Discussions on Beam Widths and Beam Shapes

In the above discussions, we compared a few basic patterns with identical beam
widths. In particular, we chose the beam width to be 0.5so for the center fitting
criterion and 0.95so for the edge fitting criterion, because these two beam widths
correspond to the same raised-cosine pattern for which perfect uniformity is achieved
at h0 with minimum illumination granularity. For different scenarios, other values
for beam widths can be chosen in order to compare different patterns. It turns out
that there is a trade-off between uniform illumination rendering and illumination
granularity.

For the Gaussian basic pattern, increasing beam width, which is equivalent to increas-
ing h/h0 due to Property 3.3.1, in Fig. 3.7(a), results in lower RMSE at the cost of
larger illumination granularity. When the beam width for the center fitting criterion
is increased to 0.6so, the RMSE is no longer perceivable. For the raised-cosine pattern
and the weighted combination of the Gaussian and raised-cosine pattern, on the other
hand, increasing the beam width from so to 0.6so does not result in any change in the
worst case RMSE, while the rendered illumination granularity is increased. Similar
observations for other basic patterns and for the edge fitting criterion can also be
drawn from Fig. 3.7(a) and Fig. 3.7(b).

In this section, we discussed the performance of different basic patterns to provide
guidelines for the design of LED illumination modules. In practice, these patterns
can be implemented or approximated through collimating optics [59,77]. For instance,
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due to the rapid development of solid state lighting technologies, there appears great
variety of basic illumination patterns [43, 46]. Therefore, it would be easy to imple-
ment the basic illumination patterns proposed in this chapter, however discussions
on the details of such optics are beyond the scope of this chapter. Furthermore, the
collimating optics are located near the LEDs, and at the far field, the combined ef-
fect from the LEDs and the optics can be still treated as that from a point source.
Therefore, all the results presented above, e.g. the scaling property, are still valid in
the presence of such collimating optics.

Further, we only consider the lighting system with a larger number of LEDs in this
chapter. When the number of LEDs is small, especially when the edge effects play
a significant role, we might have certain different observations, e.g. the monotonic
behavior for the uniformity achieved through the Gaussian basic pattern may not hold,
[42]. Nevertheless, as shown in Section 3.1, for the application scenario considered
in this chapter, the edge effects are negligible, hence we will not provide further
discussions on the edge effects in this chapter.

Moreover, given the regular LED array considered for the convenience of mass produc-
tion, we do not consider significant differences among the LEDs in terms of luminous
flux, color and angular distribution etc, which can be solved by binning operations [55]
during production, in a future lighting system.

Finally, we focus on an analytical approach, instead of another widely used approach of
Monte Carlo simulation, when evaluating the performance of illumination rendering
in this chapter. This is because we consider uniform illumination rendering by an
infinite LED array to neglect the edge effects. In this case, the Monte Carlo method
is not applicable. Further, the analytical approach allows an efficient evaluation of
the performances achieved at different distances (see Eq. (3.15)), which can not be as
efficiently accomplished by the Monte Carlo method.

3.7 Comparison of Triangular, Square and Hexago-
nal Grid Shapes

In previous sections, we presented a framework for evaluating the performance of
illumination rendering by a square (rectangular) array of LEDs. In this section, we
extend the framework to other regular LED grid shapes and compare their results
with that of the rectangular grid shape. For uniform illumination rendering, it is
desirable to have a regular LED grid shape with rotational symmetry. It is well
known that we only need to consider three such basic grid shapes. We show this
result in Lemma 3.7.1 and a simple proof is presented in Appendix 3.B.
Lemma 3.7.1. For a two-dimensional regular grid which covers the entire space, if
it is symmetric under rotations over an angle ψ, where 0<ψ<π, then the regular grid
must be either triangular, square or hexagonal3.

3The grid shapes, as illustrated in Fig. 3.9, are named according to the reciprocal shapes of the
LED lattice.
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Fig. 3.9: Triangular, square and hexagonal grid shapes.

Fig. 3.9 depicts the three grid shapes, where the minimum distances between two
LEDs are denoted as so1, so2 and so3, respectively. In this section, the performances
of the three grid shapes are discussed and compared. To make a fair comparison,
we assume the LED densities and the basic illumination patterns are the same for
the three grid shapes. The area of each basic component grid can be obtained as

||A1|| = 3
√

3
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√
3

2 s
2
o3, respectively, and hence s2o1 =

4
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From Fig. 3.9, the LED array with triangular and hexagonal grids can be seen as
consisting of four and two interleaving LED arrays with rectangular grids, respectively.
The element block of each of the corresponding rectangular grids are also illustrated.
For instance, looking at the right figure for hexagonal grid, we can see that every LED
lies in either of the two interleaving rectangular grids. Similar observation can also be
made for the triangular grid in the left figure, except that there are four component
rectangular grids, instead of two.

Based on the above observations, we can then compute the RMSEs for triangular and
hexagonal grids similarly as was done in the previous sections. More specifically, we
compute the RMSE in the unit region of any of the component rectangular grid for
the sake of convenience and the results are equivalent, because the unit rectangular
region consists of multiple unit hexagonal or triangular grids. Eventually, we get that
the RMSE for the triangular and hexagonal grid are
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respectively. We only consider two basic illumination patterns, i.e. the Gaussian
pattern and the linear combination of the Gaussian and raised-cosine pattern(see
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Section 3.6.5), in order to compare the RMSE for the three grid shapes. These
two basic patterns correspond to the spontaneous LED illumination pattern and the
best basic pattern we have obtained for the square grid respectively. The RMSE for
different grid shapes is depicted in Fig. 3.10(a) and Fig. 3.10(b) for the center and edge
fitting criterion, respectively. In Fig. 3.10(a), when the basic illumination pattern is
Gaussian, the RMSE for the hexagonal grid is roughly 2 dB lower than that for the
square grid, which in turn is roughly 3 dB lower than that for the triangular grid.
The linear combination of the Gaussian and raised-cosine is applied with α1 = 0.6
and α1 = 0.8 for the center fitting criterion and edge fitting criterion, respectively.
For this basic illumination pattern, the same order of performance, in terms of worst
case RMSE, still holds. This order of performances is reasonable in the sense that
the number of neighboring LEDs with the smallest distance varies from three to four
and five, when the grid varies from triangular into square and hexagonal. Similar
observations can also be made from Fig. 3.10(b).

This means that a more uniform illumination effect can be achieved by arranging the
same number of LEDs in the hexagonal rather than in the square or the triangular
grid. In other words, if we only need to obtain a desired level of uniformity, we can
decrease the number of LEDs to reduce the cost, or reduce the beam width of the
LEDs to provide better granularity in rendering other patterns.

To further quantify the advantage of the hexagonal grid, we can also compare the
LED densities at the same RMSE performance. The performance of uniform pattern
rendered by a square and a triangular LED array as the LED density increases, is
shown in Fig. 3.11(a), where the beam width of the Gaussian pattern is equal to
the raised-cosine pattern in terms of the center fitting criterion. As a reference, the
RMSE rendered by a hexagonal LED array at height h0 is also shown in Fig. 3.11(a).
It is shown that (1.15-1)/1.15=13% and (1.65-1)/1.65=39% LEDs can be saved if
we use a hexagonal grid instead of a square and triangular grid to achieve the same
performance in terms of RMSE. For the Gaussian pattern whose beam width is equal
to the raised-cosine pattern in terms of the edge fitting criterion, similar conclusions
can be drawn from Fig. 3.11(b), except that 13% and 27% LEDs can be saved in
this case, if the hexagonal grid is used instead of the square and triangular grid,
respectively. Note that similar insights can also be obtained for finite number of
LEDs in [42], and for the sampling and reconstruction of 2-D signals in [10,53]. This
fact illustrates that the results and insights obtained in this chapter can be also widely
applied to other different practical scenarios.

3.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, volumetric uniform illumination rendering by a large number of LEDs
on the ceiling was studied. A mathematical framework was presented to investigate
illumination rendering by an array of LEDs, and guidelines were provided to design
an LED lighting system. We focused on uniform illumination rendering by LEDs with
narrow beams and analyzed performance in terms of the proposed cost function, the
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Fig. 3.10: Comparison RMSE vs. h/h0 for the triangular, square and hexagonal grid shapes.
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Fig. 3.11: RMSE vs. relative densities of triangular and square LED arrays with respect to
that of hexagonal array.
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relative mean squared error (RMSE). We proved that maximum uniformity in illumi-
nation rendering can be achieved by setting the illumination levels of all the LEDs to
be identical. We also presented the scaling property of the basic illumination pattern
with respect to the distance from the ceiling and thus proposed a convenient ap-
proach to evaluate the performance of uniform illumination rendering across a range
of distances. This scaling property is also potentially useful for practical engineers
when designing other non-uniform patterns. Through the design of the basic illumina-
tion pattern of a single LED, we concluded that significantly better performance can
be achieved, using the proposed weighted combination of Gaussian and the raised-
cosine function instead of the conventional Lambertian function with identical beam
widths. The residual rendering error achieved due to this proposed basic pattern for
the considered range of distances from the ceiling is hardly perceivable. Note that the
patterns discussed and proposed in this chapter can be implemented or approximated
through collimating optics. Moreover, through comparing three different LED grid
shapes, namely the triangular, square and hexagonal grids, we not only confirmed the
intuition that hexagonal grid shape is better, but also concluded numerically that bet-
ter uniform illumination pattern, 2 dB and 5 dB in terms of RMSE, can be achieved
by using hexagonal, instead of square or triangular grid under identical LED densities.
Alternatively, 13% and 39% LEDs can be saved if hexagonal grid is used instead of
square and triangular, respectively, while achieving identical granularity in localized
illumination rendering and identical performance in uniform illumination rendering.
A potential direction for further study would be to investigate localized illumination
rendering through an array of LEDs.

3.A Appendix : Deduction of Eq. (3.12)

In this appendix, we give a detailed deduction for Eq. (3.12).
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where Eq. (3.30) and Eq. (3.31) follow from the first and last equation of Eq. (3.10),
respectively.

Now, consider the fact that the sequence
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from the Parseval’s theorem. The two-dimensional form of the Parseval’s theorem is
a simple extension of the one-dimensional form [4].

Substituting Eq. (3.32) into Eq. (3.30), we get
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where the last equation follows from the fact that Fb(0, 0;h) = f0 that can be derived
from Eq. (3.13).

3.B Appendix : Proof of Lemma 3.7.1

Proof. Set a point on a grid as the origin with the coordinates (0, 0). We can take
a vector, connecting this point to one of its neighboring points on the grid. Let this
vector be represented as [1, 0]T , where (·)T denotes the transpose operation.

Due to the property of rotational symmetry, there is another vector, i.e. [cosψ, sinψ]T ,
connecting this point to another neighboring point on the grid. These two vectors
can be taken as a set of bases for the two dimensional grid, any other point on the
grid can be written as integer combination of these two vectors.

Moreover, due to the property of rotational symmetry, there must be another vector
[cos 2ψ, sin 2ψ]T , where 0<ψ<π, connecting the origin to the third neighboring point
on the grid. Hence, we know that

[cos 2ψ, sin 2ψ]T = x1[1, 0]T + x2[cosψ, sinψ]T , (3.34)
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where x1 and x2 are both integers. Hence we get sin 2ψ = x2 sinψ, which can be
simplified into cosψ = x2/2. Since −1 < cosψ < 1, x2 can be only −1, 0, or 1, and ψ
can be thus only be 2π/3, π/2, or π/3, which in turn results into triangular, square,
or hexagonal grid, respectively. �
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Chapter 4
Synchronous Illumination Sensing

4.1 Introduction

With the development of LEDs, the role of lighting systems is shifting from pure
illumination to dynamic lighting atmosphere provisioning. Smart and intuitive control
of a lighting system containing many LEDs, and consequently many parameters to
control, becomes important. To enable intelligent lighting control, the concept of
illumination sensing was introduced in Chapter 1.

In the concept of illumination sensing, the light outputs from different LEDs are
modulated uniquely. The modulation method should be compatible to the pulse width
modulation (PWM) dimming approach applied to the LED lighting. Specifically,
the light output of each LED should consist of a binary pulse train. The pulse
widths, which are configured by a central controller, determine the illumination level
of each LED. The objective of illumination sensing is to distinguish and estimate the
illumination contributions of different LEDs. To meet this objective, a photosensor,
which converts the received optical signal into an electrical signal, named sensor
signal, is placed at the location where a certain illumination effect is desired. The
sensor signal, corresponding to the light signals from the different LEDs, consists
of multiple pulses trains due to the different LEDs. The objective of illumination
sensing is then translated into the estimation of the amplitudes of the sensor signal
components from different LEDs. To this end, sensor signal processing is to be applied
to the sensor signal.

In this chapter, a proof-of-concept study on illumination sensing is provided, focus-
ing on mutually synchronized LEDs. For the light modulation, an intuitive solution
is to embed unique codewords to the pulse trains from the LEDs. The method of
code division multiple access (CDMA), normally used in digital communications [60],
can then be applied here. Specifically for LED light outputs, the pulse positions or
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widths are modulated, named pulse position modulation (PPM) and PWM, respec-
tively, with respect to the codewords assigned to different LEDs. Note that both
PPM and PWM modulation should be compatible to PWM dimming. Moreover with
synchronized LEDs, timing information can also be used to identify different LEDs,
similar to the approach of time division multiple access (TDMA), also from the field
of digital communications. Based on the combination of the above two multiple ac-
cess schemes, two modulation methods, namely code-time division multiple access
with PPM modulation (CTDMA-PPM) and code-time division multiple access with
PWM modulation (CTDMA-PWM) were proposed in [34] and are considered in this
chapter.

Note that modulation of LED signals has been studied in several previous works,
though initially mainly for infrared (IR) wireless communications [18, 25, 30, 50]. Re-
cently, CDMA for multi-user IR communications has been treated in [12, 21]. Cur-
rently one can observe an increased interest in visible light communications using
powerful lighting LEDs [1, 22, 32, 41, 52, 71]. The main focus of these works is on
achieving high-speed data communications with arrays of visible light sources. To
this end, techniques incompatible with the commonly applied PWM dimming tech-
nique are being proposed, such as orthogonal frequency division multiplexing [1] and
discrete multi-tone [22], or methods requiring high PWM frequencies as in [71]. More-
over, these literature do not apply transmitter-based multiple-access techniques, since
most of them consider a common data signal on all LEDs in a system/array, or ap-
ply a complicated optical sensor array for signal separation [41]. Consequently, these
techniques are not directly applicable for the separate sensing of the illumination
contribution of each LED, as considered in this chapter. The main performance in-
dicators of our control of the system are, as further detailed in Section 4.2, that all
light sources can be distinguished individually within the aggregate illumination, that
their individual contributions can be estimated regularly, accurately and simultane-
ously, and that the driving technique of the LEDs is compatible with PWM dimming.
However, in our case, aggregate data throughput and bit-error rate (BER) are of little
or no relevance.

With respect to the considered CTDMA-PPM and CTDMA-PWM modulation meth-
ods, the objective of this chapter is to develop estimation approaches for the ampli-
tudes of the sensor signal components from different LEDs. Analysis on the estimation
performances is provided, together with numerical results on practical scenarios, to
prove the concept of illumination sensing.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First, Section 4.2 introduces the
system requirements concerning light modulation and illumination sensing. Subse-
quently, the CTDMA-PPM and CTDMA-PWM light modulation methods are de-
tailed in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 discusses the characteristics of the channel, described
by the relation between the LED driver signal and the sensor signal. In Section 4.5,
a sensor signal processing structure is introduced and its red-green-blue illumination
contribution estimation performance is studied analytically. The influence of imper-
fect timing on this performance is also analyzed. Numerical results on the accuracy
of sensor signal amplitudes estimation are provided in Section 4.6. The results are
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also extended towards the accuracy in color point estimation, which is relevant to
quantify the user experience of intelligent lighting control.

4.2 System Requirements

We now give a brief account of the requirements posed on the modulation and multiple
access schemes for the light link and the corresponding estimation algorithms, such
that these are compatible with the commonly used PWM method of controlling the
illumination level and color point of LED lighting. In this PWM method the LEDs
are rapidly switched on and off with an appropriate duty cycle. A lower on-period
results in a lower average light output level of the LED and, hence, corresponds to a
higher dimming. This dimming concept is illustrated by the LED driving waveforms
depicted in Figs. 4.1(a) and 4.2, which are a single PWM pulse and sequence of PWM
pulses, respectively. Changes in color can be achieved by independently changing the
dimming levels of co-located LEDs with different colors.

The requirements are listed in order of importance.

a) Independent illumination and light source identification: Since the main appli-
cation of the considered system is illumination, the modulation scheme should
not affect the short time-average duty cycle of any LED. The dimming level
has to be treated as an external parameter, which needs to be varied per light
source in accordance with the illumination specification to render the desired
lighting atmosphere. This may include slow time variations for the generation
of dynamic lighting effects and independent dimming level settings from one
LED to another.

b) Sufficient dimming resolution: To enable accurate atmosphere and light color
rendering, the modulation method should allow a dimming resolution of 8-12
bits, or similarly a contrast ratio of 1:256 to 1:4096.

c) Imperceivable modulation: The modulation scheme and the light dimming
method should not cause visible flickering. We believe that, due to the large
illuminated area, the requirements are more stringent than for displays, where
refresh rates of 50 or 100 Hz are acceptable. In some situations, particularly
during rapid eye movements, a human eye can notice frequency components
as high as hundreds of Hertz in the illumination [13]. This can be avoided by
elimination of low frequency components in the modulation.

d) Accurate estimation: The system has to allow measurements of the illuminance
and color point of the light at distances where the light contributes to the illu-
mination, distinguishing just noticeable differences defined in human perception
models [6, 79].

e) Simultaneous estimation: The system has to be able to measure the contri-
bution from each locally relevant light source individually and simultaneously.
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It has to operate in an environment with several thousands of LEDs, and be
robust against mutual interference.

f) Low complexity: The detector/estimator should be simple and low power, to
be suited for use in a remote control device.

g) Interoperability: The modulation scheme has to be usable either with a multi-
color light sensor or just with a monochromatic sensor. Moreover, groups of
LEDs, e.g. belonging to the same luminaire, may carry the same identifier, or
one may assign a separate identifier for each LED (color component).

h) Energy efficiency: The tolerable frequency of switching on-off the power of
any LED is limited. Power switching causes capacitive losses in the device and
its driver circuitry. To maintain a high power efficiency of the light source, the
number of pulses per unit of time needs to be low, say below 1 kHz. One can
nonetheless consider to use a high clock frequency for a fine resolution in the
pulse position, if the illumination pulses are designed to cover a large number
of clock cycles without transitions. Moreover, too frequent switching, e.g. if the
transients cover more than a few percent of a typical pulse duration, can cause
color shifting. During transients, the LED junction is powered differently and
typically emits a different spectrum [33], which may create undesirable color
artifacts.

i) Robust modulation and estimation: Ambient light, including sunlight, should
not harmfully impair accurate estimation of the illumination contributions. The
requirements due to shot noise are, however, less stringent than for an optical
communication system experiencing ambient light. Since in the considered sys-
tem, an LED light source needs only to be accurately measurable if its light
output power contributes significantly to the local perceived illumination.

j) Rapid estimation: The modulation method should allow fast estimation. This
guarantees that the user experiences an immediate reaction after pressing a
control button. Hence, in an illumination sensing process, it is desirable to
identify and measure all relevant light sources within a few 100 ms.

In the remainder of this chapter, the considered light modulation scheme and proposed
estimation method will be challenged with regard to these requirements.

4.3 Synchronous Modulation and Multiple Access

In this section, we introduce the details of the considered CTDMA-PPM and CTDMA-
PWM visible light modulation schemes, which are designed to embed identifiers in the
light, while meeting the requirements posed in Section 4.2. Specifically, a three-layer
structure for the illumination modulation is considered.

• A slot has duration T1. It represents the clock timing at which the power LEDs
are driven. Hence T1 is the resolution at which the LEDs can be modulated.
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• A block has duration T2 = N1T1 and represents the duration of one chip. The
ratio 1 : N1 is the contrast ratio and also the resolution of the possible adjust-
ment of the duty cycle for dimming purposes. This corresponds to log2N1 bits
in dimming capabilities. In one block duration, an LED emits one pulse. Note
that the starting slot and ending slot of a single pulse can lie in two different
blocks, provided that the pulse duration is always no larger than a block dura-
tion. Moreover, there is always no overlap between the pulses from the same
LED.

• A frame has duration T3 = N2T2 and it is the time interval during which one
identifier is transmitted, and one measurement of the illumination contribution
of each LED is made. The length of the considered identifiers is then N2.
Moreover, when T3 is in the order of a tenth of a second, requirement j) is
satisfied.

As can be understood from the signal description in the next sections, the considered
modulation and multiple-access schemes attempt to satisfy requirements b) and a),
in blocks and frames, respectively.

4.3.1 Block Modulation Format

Here we introduce binary PPM and PWM for the ith LED driver signal consisting of
a train of pulses, with i = 1, 2, · · ·L, where L is the total number of LEDs. The ampli-
tude of pulses is denoted by aS,i and timing reference by τi with τi ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N1 − 1}.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the modulated pulses, together with the non-modulated pulse.

1) Non-modulated pulse
For the non-modulated driving pulse used for dimming the LED light output, as
illustrated in Fig. 4.1(a), we have:

• The starting position of all pulses for the ith LED equals τi.

• The pulse width in terms of number of slots is given by

wi = ⌊piN1⌉, (4.1)

where ⌊·⌉ rounds to the nearest integer and pi is the duty cycle of the pulse train
with 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1. Note that the duty cycle is a parameter that can be different
for different LEDs.

2) Pulse position data modulation (PPM)
For PPM, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1(b):

• The starting position of the jth pulse for the ith LED, with j = 0, . . . , N2 − 1,
is given by

δj,i =

{

τi, cj,i = −1
τi + ki, cj,i = 1

(4.2)

where τi and ki are the allocated time slot and the modulation depth for the
ith LED, respectively, and cj,i denotes the jth chip of the spreading sequence
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aS,i

wiT1

T1

T2

τiT1

(a) non-modulated pulse

aS,i

wiT1

T1

T2

τiT1 kiT1

cj,i = −1

cj,i = 1

(b) pulse position modulation

aS,i

T1

T2

τiT1 kiT1

cj,i = −1

cj,i = 1

uiT1

(c) pulse width modulation

Fig. 4.1: Description of the binary waveform pulse formats for the different modulation
schemes.
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or identification code for the ith LED, where cj,i ∈ {+1,−1}. The length of the
spreading sequence is N2.

• The pulse width is as defined in Eq. (4.1).

3) Pulse width data modulation (PWM)
For PWM, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1(c):

• The starting position of the jth pulse for the ith LED is the same as used for
PPM, i.e., it is given by δj,i as defined in Eq. (4.2).

• The pulse width, however, depends not only on the required illumination level
but also on the spreading chip, i.e.

wj,i =

{

ui, cj,i = 1
ui + ki, cj,i = −1

, (4.3)

where ui = ⌊piN1 − ki/2⌉. Consequently, pulses end at {τi + ui + ki}modN1

regardless of cj,i. To satisfy the required duty cycle exactly over the frame
interval T3 and meet requirement a), we balance the number of 1’s and −1’s in

the identification/spreading code, i.e.,
∑N2

j=1 cj,i = 0.

Evidently, if we need to embed any code, we cannot switch off the light completely.
In PPM, light is emitted in at least one slot per block, so the realized duty cycle
p̃i ≥ 1/N1. Similarly for PWM, we have p̃i ≥ 1/(2N1) for a balanced number of 1’s
and −1’s in the code. If the total light level in a room must be dimmable to non-
perceivable illumination levels, this might present a problem. On the other hand, the
minimum light level can be made arbitrarily small by choosing appropriate T1 and
aS,i. Meanwhile, the maximum duty cycle also needs to remain slightly below 100%,
viz. p̃i ≤ (N1 − 1)/N1 and p̃i ≤ (2N1 − 1)/2N1 for PPM and PWM, respectively.
This does not lead to any practical limitation because it has only a minor impact,
fractions of a percent, on the luminous flux emitted by an LED.

4.3.2 Framing

In this chapter, we consider a synchronous system in which T1, N1 andN2 are identical
for all LEDs, and ideally their slots, blocks and frames are aligned. We will omit the
notational details of pulses extending into neighboring blocks, and we only consider
the first frame in a continuous sequence of repetitive frames. The signal driving the
ith LED can be expressed as

si(t) =

N2−1
∑

j=0

N1−1
∑

n=0

sj,n,iΠ

(

t− jT2 − nT1

T1

)

. (4.4)

Here n and j refer to the positions of slots in a block, and to blocks in the frame,
respectively, and Π(t) = U(t)−U(t− 1) is the unit pulse of unit time width and am-
plitude, where U(t) is the unit step function. The discrete-time signal sj,n,i represents
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the sample of si(t) at t = jT2 + nT1. For PPM it is given by

sj,n,i = a
S,i
·























0 n = 0, 1, . . . , τi − 1,
1−cj,i

2 n = τi, . . . , τi + ki − 1,
1 n = τi + ki, . . . , τi + wi − 1,
1+cj,i

2 n = τi + wi, . . . , τi + wi + ki − 1,
0 n = τi + wi + ki, . . . , N1 − 1,

(4.5)

while for the case of PWM, it is given by

sj,n,i = a
S,i
·















0 n = 0, 1, . . . , τi − 1,
1−cj,i

2 n = τi, . . . , τi + ki − 1,
1 n = τi + ki, . . . , τi + ui + ki − 1,
0 n = τi + ui + ki, . . . , N1 − 1.

(4.6)

These pulses can be interpreted to consist of a code-carrying prefix, a main illumina-
tion pulse and an inversely code-modulated suffix. For the PWM scheme, the duration
of the suffix is reduced to zero.

4.3.3 Multiple Access

For the considered scheme, a two-dimensional multiple access scheme, namely in the
code and time dimension, is defined. CDMA is chosen to allow multiple light sources
to simultaneously emit PWM-dimmed light, and nonetheless transmit unique and
separable codes. Moreover, Walsh-Hadamard (WH) codes are used since they can
ensure perfect orthogonality and allow for computationally efficient multi-signal sensor
algorithms, to address requirements e) and f), respectively. By excluding the first WH
code, namely the {1, 1, ..., 1} DC word, all codes used have a balanced number of 1’s
and −1’s. This balanced property further fixes the frame-average duty cycle and
shapes the illumination spectrum to make the data modulation imperceivable, to
meet requirements a) and c), respectively. Moreover, the system becomes resilient
to sources of constant or sufficiently slowly varying interfering light sources such as
sunlight or incandescent lamps, addressing requirement i). The ith LED is assigned
the identification/spreading code

cγi = [c0,γi , c1,γi , . . . , cN2−1,γi ]
T , (4.7)

which corresponds to WH code γi, with γi ∈ {2, 3, ..., N2}.
We additionally assign a timing reference τi to the ith LED, where each combination
(τi, γi) is unique in the system, i.e., each combination characterizes one LED. Moreover
we avoid the situation that a part of the prefix or suffix of the light pulse of one LED
overlaps with the prefix or suffix of the pulse of any other LED that has the same
code assigned. The resulting coded waveform over a frame is illustrated in Fig. 4.2.

Hence, perfectly synchronized CTDMA-PWM, meets the requirements a) and e),
because the signals from LED i with (τi, γi) and LED i′ with (τi′ , γi′) are orthogonal
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(a) non-modulated
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T2

(b) CTDMA-PPM





T3

T2

(c) CTDMA-PWM

Fig. 4.2: Example of the pulse train for one frame for an LED. Code c = [−1, 1, 1,−1], pi =
0.5, ki = 2, and τi = 2.

if {τi, τi + 1, ..., τi + ki − 1} ∩ {τi′ , τi′ + 1, ..., τi′ + ki′ − 1, } = ∅ even if γi = γi′ .
Consequently, if all LEDs have the same ki = ki′ = k, the upper bound to the
number of LEDs that can be uniquely tagged equals N1(N2 − 1)/k. For CTDMA-
PPM, one needs to avoid not only overlap of prefixes but also of suffixes, which can
be challenging due to LED-dependent time-varying changes of the dimming levels. So
PPM does not appear to be favorable from the perspective of the number of LEDs
that can be supported simultaneously in a convenient manner. A pragmatic approach
is to let τi to be the same for every LED, while only the code γi differs.

The considered multiple access method allows the sensor to detect multiple signals
from LEDs, simultaneously, independent of the different illumination levels, meeting
requirements a) and e).

4.4 Channel Model

As shown in the system block diagram of Fig. 4.3, the channel is described by the
relation between the signal si(t) at the output of the ith LED driver, and the signal
yq(t), at the output of the qth sensor with q = 1, 2, · · · , Q, where Q is the number
of sensors. The corresponding optical transmit and receive signals are denoted in
the figure as xi(t) and χq(t), respectively. In the following we will consider only one
sensor and thus omit the index q.
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Fig. 4.3: Block diagram of the link between the ith light source and qth sensor.

4.4.1 Electro-Optical Conversion

The optical transmit signal xi(t) in response to a step function of the electrical trans-
mit signal si(t) = aS,iU(t) is given by xi(t) = aS,iηihon(t) [78], where ηi denotes
the LED responsivity. The unit step response of LEDs appears approximately an
exponential function [8], i.e.,

hon(t) = U(t)[1− exp(−t/τon)], (4.8)

hoff(t) = 1− U(t)[1− exp(−t/τoff)]. (4.9)

The time constants τon and τoff for on- and off-switching tend to differ [9]. Ignoring
a possibly more complicated interaction between the on- and off-tails for very short
pulses, the CTDMA-PPM optical signal becomes

xi(t) =

N2−1
∑

j=0

aS,iηihon (t− δj,iT1 − jT2) · hoff (t− (δj,i + wi)T1 − jT2) . (4.10)

For CTDMA-PWM, xi(t) is also given by Eq. (4.10), except that wi is replaced by
wj,i given in Eq. (4.3). Note that, inter-symbol interference (ISI) might be resulted
due to the non-zero response time τon and τoff. In order to limit such ISI effect, we
normally choose T1 ≫ τon and T1 ≫ τoff in practice.

4.4.2 Indoor Light Propagation

The LED light reaches the sensor possibly via multiple paths, as studied for instance
by [2,7,18,20,29,30,38,51]. To address requirements b) and j), we will have T1 ≈ 1 µs
for typical commercial power LEDs. For such a slot time, the ISI caused by multi-
path propagation can be considered negligible. Yet, reflections may change the color
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content of the light and, as a result, the detector sees different channel amplitudes for
differently colored LED light. Accurate illuminance and color estimation can therefore
still be achieved in the presence of reflections, as in agreement with requirement d).
For the analyses in this chapter, however, we model a line-of-sight (LOS) path. This
is motivated by the fact that due to the narrow LED beams the main illumination
contributions will reach the sensor via a direct LOS path.

The gain of such an optical path is

αi =
1

r2i
f(φi)A cos(ψi), (4.11)

where ri is the propagation distance, A is the area of the photodiode (PD) and the
angle ψi defines the orientation of LED i. Further, f(φi) describes the LED radiation
pattern, which we assume to be rotationally symmetric and includes the effects of the
lens. The angle φi defines the orientation of the PD with respect to the ith LED. We
can model f(φi) by a generalized Lambertian model [18, 78]

f(φi) =
µ+ 1

2π
cosµ(φi), (4.12)

where µ represents the Lambertian mode number.

4.4.3 Opto-Electrical Conversion

The PD in the sensor converts the incoming optical signal into the electrical signal
y(t). Its responsivity is denoted by εi, which is color dependent and thus carries
index i. The response speed of PDs is generally much higher than that of power
LEDs, hence, the transient response of PD can be considered negligible [28, 78].

Here we assume a sensor with a bandwidth of 1/T1, with a flat frequency response
in the signal band. In a practical system, however, one might consider to apply AC-
coupling to remove background light and to reduce the required dynamic range of
the sensor. This dynamic range is very dependent on the number of light sources
contributing to the local light effect and will consequently change from scenario to
scenario. A detailed discussion on the dynamic range of the electrical signal and
associated quantization noise in the analog-to-digital conversion is, however, beyond
the scope of this chapter. We would, however, like to note that the effect of an
important complication of AC-coupling, namely baseline wander, can be canceled
with the use of DC-free WH code, due to the periodical nature of the signal y(t).

4.4.4 Channel Disturbances

There are three major sources of channel disturbances, i.e., the background light, the
electronics noise and the PD shot noise.
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The background light consists of light contributions from other ambient sources, which
in the envisaged LED lighting system would be mostly sunlight, if at all. Its power is
denoted by ζ(t). Fluctuations of ζ(t) that are slower than T−1

3 can be approximated
as DC during each frame, which is valid for sunlight and, hence, the argument t
is omitted. It is moreover assumed that the background light does not result in
saturation of the sensor.

Electronics noise is mostly created by the transimpedance amplifier for the PD signal,
and predominantly behaves as additive Gaussian (thermal) noise. For a power spectral
density (PSD) Sth [A2/Hz] in an effective bandwidth Bn, the variance of the thermal
noise equals

σ2
th = SthBn. (4.13)

Shot noise is due to a stream of electrons that are generated at random times in the
PD, associated to the discreteness of the arriving times of photons. Due to the central
limit theorem with a large number of arriving photons per unit time, the amplitude
of the shot noise is approximately Gaussian distributed [30]. The shot noise power
σ2

shot is linearly proportional to all light shed on the PD surface, not only including
the light from LEDs, but also the background light. Hence it can be expressed as

σ2
shot(t) = 2qeBn

(

L
∑

i=1

αiεixi(t) + εζζ

)

, (4.14)

where qe is the electrical charge of an electron (qe = 1.6 · 10−19 Coulomb) and εζ is
the PD responsivity to background light. Due to the definition of the LED signals
si(t) in Eq. (4.4), within a frame the shot noise is approximately cyclostationary with
period T2, i.e., σ2

shot(t) ≈ σ2
shot(t+ jT2) , σ2

shot,j(t) for j = 1, . . . , N2 − 1.

Hence, the electrical sensor signal can be written as

y(t) =
L
∑

i=1

αiεixi(t) + vζ + vth(t) + vshot(t), (4.15)

where vζ = εζζ, vth(t) and vshot(t) denote the background light contribution, thermal
and shot noise terms, respectively. The variances for the latter two are defined in
Eq. (4.13) and Eq. (4.14).

4.5 Sensor Signal Processing and Performance Anal-

ysis

The objective of illumination sensing, as introduced in Section 4.1, is to estimate
the amplitudes, denoted by ai with ai = aS,iαiηiεi, of different components in the
sensor signal y(t). Based on the considered illumination modulation scheme, we
propose a baseband sensor signal processing scheme consisting of three main steps. To
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achieve a low-complexity implementation, we first apply integrate-and-dump (I&D)
processing to the sensor signal to yield a discrete time signal. This is followed by
CDMA despreading with the assigned CDMA codes to obtain the despreaded signal
values for each τ and code in the second step. In the third step we apply an estimator
to find the amplitudes {ai}. In this chapter we focus on linear estimators, due to
requirement f).

4.5.1 Integrate-and-Dump Processing

The I&D processing outputs the N2 × N1 matrix Y, whose (j, n)th element yj,n is

obtained as yj,n = 1
T1

∫ jT2+nT1

jT2+(n−1)T1
y(t)dt. Hence, Y captures an entire frame. For the

purpose of CDMA despreading with respect to the ith LED, we use a submatrix of Y,
denoted by Yi, that contains the columns with the data measurements related to the
ith LED. For CTDMA-PPM these are, by design, the columns n = τi, . . . , τi + 2ki − 1
and n = τi+wi, . . . , τi+wi+2ki−1 of Y, relating to the data carrying pre- and suffix,
respectively. For CTDMA-PWM the columns n = τi, . . . , τi + 2ki − 1 of Y form Yi.

Specifically, for CTDMA-PWM, the (j, l)th element of Yi can be written as

Yl[j, l]

= ai

[1− cj,i
2

Hon,i

(

l, l+ 1
)

+
1 + cj,i

2
Hon,i

(

l − ki, l + 1− ki
)]

+
∑

ĩ:τĩ=τi,γĩ 6=γi

aĩ

[1− cj,̃i
2

Hon,̃i

(

l, l+ 1
)

+
1 + cj,̃i

2
Hon,̃i

(

l − kĩ, l + 1− kĩ
)]

+Cdc + vj,l, (4.16)

where Hon,i(n1, n2) , 1
T1

∫ n2T1

n1T1
hon(t)dt. The DC bias Cdc is due to the illumination

pulses from other LEDs and the background light. The noise term vj,l is zero-mean
Gaussian distributed with variance σ2

n = σ2
th+σ2

shot. The elements of Yi for CTDMA-
PPM can be obtained similarly.

4.5.2 CDMA Despreading

The despreaded signal vector di is then found by multiplication of the matrix Yi with
the code vector cγi , as defined in Eq. (4.7). The result is given by the vector

di =
2

N2
YT
i cγi , (4.17)

of size 4ki × 1 and 2ki × 1 for CTDMA-PPM and CTDMA-PWM, respectively.

Let dnoise denote a zero-mean Gaussian distributed noise vector, modeling both the
thermal and shot noises. The variance of the pth element equals σ2

p = 4(σ2
th +

σ2
shot,p)/N2. Note that the variance of shot noise is dependent on the received optical
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power at each corresponding slot, which might be different for different slots. Thus,
the elements of dnoise may be and may be not i.i.d. Also, let us define the vector hi,
which, if τon and τoff are small with respect to wiT1 and kiT1, e.g. {τon, τoff} < 100 ns
and T1 = 1µs, equals [Hi,on,Hi,off ] and Hi,on for CTDMA-PPM and CTDMA-PWM,
respectively. Here the 2ki × 1 vectors Hi,on and Hi,off are given by

Hi,on = [Hon,i(0, 1), · · · , Hon,i(ki − 1, ki), Hon,i(ki, ki + 1)−Hon,i(0, 1), · · · ,
Hon,i(2ki − 1, 2ki)−Hon,i(ki − 1, ki)]

T , (4.18)

Hi,off = [Hoff,i(0, 1), · · · , Hoff,i(ki − 1, ki), Hoff,i(ki, ki + 1)−Hoff,i(0, 1), · · · ,
Hoff,i(2ki − 1, 2ki)−Hoff,i(ki − 1, ki)]

T , (4.19)

respectively. We note that, since τon and τoff are static characteristics of the LED
light sources used in the system, it is reasonable to assume that the sensor signal
processor has knowledge about these and thus knows hi. The parameters τon and τoff
can be characterized during installation of the system or derived from data sheets of
the LEDs.

Using these definitions we can rewrite the despreaded signal vector, as defined in
Eq. (4.17), to

di =
2

N2
YT
i cγi = aihi + dnoise. (4.20)

The illumination pulses and background light vζ , together denoted as Cdc, can be
considered as modulated light applying the WH-code with γi = 1, i.e., the DC code,
which is orthogonal to all codes applied in the pre- and suffixes. Hence, the illu-
mination pulses and background light are perfectly removed by the despreading of
Eq. (4.17). Hence, requirement i) is satisfied.

For perfectly synchronized systems, the multi-user interference (MUI) between LEDs
is zero in Eq. (4.20), since orthogonal codes are assigned to the LEDs applying the
same slots for data modulation. Requirement e) is thus satisfied. In practical systems,
however, some level of timing inaccuracies might be experienced, the influence of which
is considered in Section 4.5.4.

One can use our sensor signal processing structure to obtain a real-time estimate of
the shot noise variance σ2

shot. This value can be used to design a bit detection and
sensor signal amplitude estimation algorithms in the following sections. For that we
correlate the sensor signal matrix for the ith LED Yi with the DC code, yielding a
vector containing the sum of the background light and illumination pulses, denoted
by di,DC. From Eq. (4.14), di,DC is related to the shot noise variance.

4.5.3 Sensor Signal Amplitude Estimation

It was explained in Section 1.3 that it is essential to measure the amplitude of the
received electrical pulse train ai in an intelligent light system. A linear estimator of
ai can be written as a multiplication of the despreaded vector di with the weighting
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vector gi of size 2ki×1 and 4ki×1 for CTDMA-PWM and CTDMA-PPM, respectively.
The result is given by

âi = gTi di. (4.21)

One can choose the weight vector gi according to the least squares (LS) and the
minimum mean square error (MMSE) criteria, which reflect the cases that the variance
of dnoise is unknown and known, respectively.

4.5.3.1 LS Estimation

For LS estimation of ai, the weight vector becomes

gi,LS = (hTi hi)
−1hi. (4.22)

For the special case in which power LEDs are switched on and off instantaneously, i.e.,
τon, τoff ≪ T1, and that the elements of dnoise are i.i.d., gi can be chosen according
to equal gain combining. Hence, the pth element of gi, denoted by gi,p, equals 1 for
0 ≤ p ≤ ki−1 (for both CTDMA-PPM and CTDMA-PWM) and for 2kl ≤ p ≤ 3kl−1
(for CTDMA-PPM) and gi,p = 0, otherwise.

For performance analysis, we write âi obtained through the LS estimation as

âi,LS = ai + (hTi hi)
−1hTi dnoise. (4.23)

The second term is the estimation error, which is a zero-mean random Gaussian
variable with mean squared value

σ2
LS,i = (hTi hi)

−2hTi Rnoisehi, (4.24)

where Rnoise = E[dnoised
T
noise] and E denotes expectation. If the noise is i.i.d, i.e.

Rnoise = 4
N2
σ2

nI, where I is the identity matrix, then

σ2
LS,i =

4σ2
n

N2‖hi‖2
=

4(σ2
th + σ2

shot)

N2‖hi‖2
, (4.25)

where ‖ · ‖ denotes the Euclidean norm. For this scenario we can calculate the lower
bound on the mean squared error (MSE). It can be easily shown that this is achieved
when τon = τoff = 0 and is given by

σ2
LS,i,PPM ≥

2(σ2
th + σ2

shot)

kiN2
, (4.26)

σ2
LS,i,PWM

≥ 4(σ2
th + σ2

shot)

kiN2
, (4.27)

for CTDMA-PPM and CTDMA-PWM, respectively.

It can be observed that the MSE for CTDMA-PPM is half of that for CTDMA-PWM.
The LS estimation process suffers from a reduction of SNR due to the non-ideal re-
sponse of the LEDs, i.e., the MSE will increase with increasing τon and τoff. Moreover,
an increase in code length N2 and modulation depth ki increases the estimation per-
formance.
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4.5.3.2 Linear MMSE Estimation

The LS estimator is unbiased, but it suffers from noise enhancement. Therefore
we explore the use of the MMSE estimator. MMSE estimation for known Rnoise

can be realized by estimating the variance of the shot noise through the DC-code
contribution, as explained at the beginning of this section. Note that AC-coupling
should not be applied for the estimation of shot noise variance.

The MMSE estimator is found as the estimator that minimizes the cost function

σ2
i,MMSE = E

[

(âi − ai)2
]

= E

[

(

gTi di − ai
)2
]

= a2
i − 2E

[

aig
T
i di

]

+ E
[

gTi did
T
i gi
]

. (4.28)

Consequently, the MMSE estimator can be shown to be given by

gi,MMSE
=
(

1/E[a2
i ] + hTi R−1

noisehi

)−1

R−1
noisehi, (4.29)

and the resulting mean squared estimation error equals

σ2
MMSE,i = (1/E[a2

i ] + hTi R−1
noisehi)

−1. (4.30)

For i.i.d. noise, σ2
MMSE,i is given by

σ2
MMSE,i =

4
N2
σ2

n

4σ2
n

N2E[a2
i ]

+ ‖hi‖2
=

(σ2
th + σ2

shot)
(σ2

th+σ2
shot)

E[a2
i ]

+ N2‖hi‖2

4

. (4.31)

Similarly as for the LS estimator, the lower bound of σ2
MMSE,i can be obtained as

σ2
MMSE,i,PPM ≥

σ2
th + σ2

shot
σ2
th+σ2

shot

E[a2
i ]

+ kiN2

2

, (4.32)

σ2
MMSE,i,PWM

≥ σ2
th + σ2

shot
σ2
th+σ2

shot

E[a2
i ]

+ kiN2

4

, (4.33)

for CTDMA-PPM and CTDMA-PWM, respectively.

It can be observed from Eq. (4.26), Eq. (4.27), Eq. (4.32) and Eq. (4.33) that when
the SNR is high, the MMSE estimator and LS estimator tend to become equivalent.
The performance difference between CTDMA-PPM and CTDMA-PWM is similar as
for the LS estimator.

Numerical results for the estimation performance will be given in Section 4.6.1.

4.5.4 Impact of Timing Inaccuracies

In the previous sections we considered perfectly synchronized LED light sources. In
a practical lighting system, however, certain timing inaccuracy between the different
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light sources and between the light sources and the sensor will occur, e.g. due to
cabling and imperfections in local clocks. One can distinguish two influences: a fixed
timing offset and timing jitter. In this section we will consider these two effects to
be independent. In other words, when considering the timing jitter, we assume that
the fixed offset for every LED is zero. In this way, we can obtain clear insights on
the performance impact of these two kinds of timing inaccuracies, separately. Let
us define ϕi and ϕ̃i to denote the fixed offset and random jitter between the signals
from the ith LED and that of the sensor, respectively. Further, the variance of ϕ̃i is
denoted by σ2

ϕi
.

Figure 4.4 illustrates possible pulse waveforms from different LEDs in the presence of
timing inaccuracies. These inaccuracies will potentially lead to errors in the matrix
Yi for all i, and consequently in the decision variable di. This in turn will result
in an error in the estimation of the illumination contribution ai. This error will be
evaluated in this section, in which we will consider the CTDMA-PWM scheme and
for simplicity of explanation we consider the case of {τon, τoff} ≪ T1.

τi − ki τi τi + ki τi + 2ki τi + 3ki
cj,i = −1 or cj,i′ = −1, τi′ = τi
cj,i = 1 or cj,i′ = 1, τi′ = τi
cj,i′′ = −1, τi′′ = τi + ki
cj,i′′ = 1, τi′′ = τi + ki

cj,i′′ = −1, τi′′ = τi − ki
cj,i′′ = 1, τi′′ = τi − ki
cj,i′′′ =−1, τi≤ τi′′′ + ul′′′ ≤ τi + ki

cj,i′′′ =1, τi≤ τi′′′ + ul′′′ ≤ τi + ki

ϕi or ϕi′

ϕi′′

ϕi′′

ϕi′′′ or ϕi′′′′

Fig. 4.4: Examples of each of the four types of MUI due to timing errors for different LEDs.
The shaded area is the period that the detector gathers signal for the ith LED.
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Specifically, in the presence of ϕi, we now get that Eq. (4.16) is changed into
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)]

+ C̃dc + vj,l,

(4.34)

where the definition on the group {i′} and {i′′} is given below. Further, the DC term
C̃dc also varies due to the timing error of the LEDs in the group {i′′′} and {i′′′′}, as
also introduced below.

In terms of the resulting errors in di due to the fixed offset and jitter, we need to
consider four potential types of errors, as illustrated in Fig. 4.4.

1) The first error is in the vector hi of the considered ith LED, as defined in
Section 4.5. The resulting vector is written as h̃i. The influence of this error is
observed in the first term of Eq. (4.34).

2) The second error is the interference from the set of LEDs, denoted by {i′}, that
are assigned the same time slot as that of the ith LED, but have different WH
codes. That is, the LEDs for which τi′ = τi and γi′ 6= γi.

3) The third potential type of error is the interference from the set of LEDs in
neighboring slots, denoted by {i′′}, i.e. τi′′ = τi+ ki or τi′′ = τi− ki′′ . Although
under perfect synchronization the signals from the i′′th and ith LED are de-
coupled in the time domain, these can possibly be mixed together under timing
errors. We only need to consider the LED that are assigned the neighboring
slots, since the timing offsets are relatively small, i.e. |ϕi| ≪ T1 and |σϕi | ≪ T1.

4) The fourth potential type of error is the interference from two sets of LEDs,
denoted by {i′′′} and {i′′′′}, for which the tails of their illumination pulses lie
in the slots where the light of the ith LED is modulated by the code. That is,
the LEDs for which τi′′′ + ui′′′ = τi or τi + ki, and τi < τi′′′′ + ui′′′′ < τi + ki.
We only need to consider the negative values of ϕi′′′ and ϕ̃i′′′ for τi′′′ +ui′′′ = τi
and positive values for τi′′′ + ui′′′ = τi + ki. In contrast, we need to consider
interference both if ϕi′′′′ and ϕ̃i′′′′ are positive or negative.
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4.5.4.1 Fixed Timing Offset

The estimation error due to fixed timing offsets is caused by error type 1 and 2. It is
derived in Appendix 4.A for the LS estimator. There it is found that the worst case
error is given by

|âi − ai|worst =
|ϕi|
kiT1

ai +
∑

i′′:γi′′=γi

|ϕi′′ |
kiT1

ai′′ + v, (4.35)

where the variance of the noise term v equals
4(σ2

th+σ2
shot)

N2ki
.

4.5.4.2 Timing Jitter

The estimation error due to timing jitter is caused by all four error types. This
is elaborated in Appendix 4.B, where we show that the error can be modeled as a
Gaussian random variable. Specifically, we have that the error is given by

|ai − âi| =
ai
kiT1

√

2σ2
ϕ

π
+

∑
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√
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+ ṽ, (4.36)

where the variance of the noise-and-interference term ṽ equals
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It can be concluded from Eq. (4.36) and Eq. (4.37) that jitter causes interference from
many more LEDs than the fixed offset in Eq. (4.35). It is noted, however, that their
influence in the variance is normalized by 1

N2
due to the despreading, reducing the

influence.

Numerical results for the influence of both the fixed timing offset and timing jitter
are presented in Section 4.6.2.

Note that, in this chapter, we do not consider frequency inaccuracies in the analysis.
In practice, due to spatially distributed LEDs, multiple distributed oscillators, which
are set to the ideally identical frequencies, might be used to provide clocks for the
driver circuits of the LEDs. Frequency offsets, however, might occur among the
different oscillators. In the presence of frequency offsets, there is a growing timing
mismatch among the signals from the LEDs driver by different oscillators. In order to
make sure that the three-step sensor signal processing approach still work properly,
the frequency offsets should be maintained at a low level. Specifically, if the timing
shift introduced in a frame interval, wherein an identifier is transmitted, is less than
one tenth of a slot interval, wherein a chip is transmitted, we can neglect the effect of
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frequency offsets. To meet this requirement, the frequency offset should be less than
1/(10N1N2) of the ideal frequency. For instance, when N1 = 1024 and N2 = 32, the
frequency offset is required to be less than 3 ppm (parts per million).

4.5.5 Complexity Evaluation

In this subsection we evaluate the computational complexity required in the sensor
signal processing.

In every frame period, i.e. T3, the sensor writes N1N2 samples to its memory to form
Y. It is then most efficient to implement the correlation processing of Eq. (4.17) for
all LEDs simultaneously. This is done by applying N1 WH transforms to Y. Each
transform involves N2 log(N2) real additions.

Let Nc denote the number of samples combined for each amplitude estimation in
Eq. (4.21). Hence, Nc equals the number of non-zero elements in gl, which for PWM
is smaller than 2ki and for PPM is smaller than 4ki. Each LS estimation requires Nc

multiplications, Nc − 1 additions and one abs(·) operation. Each MMSE estimation,
requires, however, inverting a Nc×Nc matrix, in addition to the computations needed
for LS estimation.

Let us consider a basic implementation using ki = 1 ∀i and CTDMA-PWM, where the
switching speed of LEDs are very high, i.e. τon ≪ T1 and τoff ≪ T1. Each LS estimate
requires one abs(·) operation and each MMSE estimation requires one addition, one
division and one abs(·) operation. Hence, the complexity of such detector is low,
addressing requirement f).

This simple sensor signal processor can make an estimate of the sensor signal ampli-
tudes from (N2 − 1) LEDs applying an orthogonal code for each time division bin of
k slots wide. Hence the average number of estimates per slot of length T1 becomes

S1 =
(N2 − 1)N1

k

1

N1N2
=

(N2 − 1)

N2

1

k
. (4.38)

For large N2 and k = 1 this tends to unity. Hence the system can make close to
one LED illumination sensing measurement per T1. We believe that thereby we reach
a fundamental limit for binary (on-off) modulation. Meanwhile, the schemes allow
an arbitrary dimming of each LED independently, at a resolution of 2q = N1 steps
to meet requirement b). Although the LEDs are clocked at a rate of T−1

1 , in each
block, i.e. T2, only a single power-on and power-off transition is made. This limits
the capacitive losses to address requirement h).

4.6 Numerical Results

In this section, we present the numerical results for a large indoor environment of
20 m × 20 m with a high density of LEDs. In this scenario, the LEDs are distributed
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in a square grid with a dimension of 25 cm, i.e., a density of 16 LED lamps/m2 that
all consist of a co-located red, green and blue LED. Consequently, the full ceiling
is covered with a total of 3×6400 LEDs. These lamps generate light with a color
temperature of 6500 K (D65) [26] for equal duty cycles of the red, green and blue
LEDs, i.e., for pr = pg = pb. The sensor is located in the middle of the room and
is oriented such that it faces the ceiling at a height of h = 3.5 m. For the lamp
and sensor parameters we consider Philips Lumileds LUXEON K2 LEDs [58] and a
Hamamatsu S6468 photodetector [23]. The Lambertian mode number µ is the same
for all LEDs. The area of the PD A = 100 mm2. For the red, green and blue LEDs,
the driving currents I are 0.25, 1.1 and 0.22 A, respectively, which corresponds to
a lumen output of 43.7, 142 and 9.72. The responsivity of the LEDs η equals 1.30,
0.243 and 0.89 W/A and that of the PD ε equals 0.42, 0.28, 0.21 A/W for the red,
green and blue LEDs, respectively.

Walsh-Hadamard codes with N2 = 256 are used, and N1 is set to be 1024 to provide
a dimming range of 10 bits and a fundamental frequency of approximately 1 kHz,
which is far above the visible frequency range. Every LED takes ki = k = 5 slots
for modulation, such that the spreading gain is kN2 = 1280, to create sufficient noise
robustness. The slot period T1 = 1 µs for which we can assume τon ≪ T1 and
τoff ≪ T1, since typical LEDs have response times of smaller than 100 ns [57]. In this
simulation, all LEDs are considered to operate at the same duty cycle of 50%, i.e.,
pi = 0.5 ∀i. The PSD of electronics noise Sth = 1.69 × 10−24 A2/Hz. While all the
LEDs are radiating light and embedding codes simultaneously, we consider only the
sensing performances of the link between one LED and the sensor. Slots and codes
are randomly assigned to the different LEDs.

In this scenario with high LED density, shot noise is dominated by the light contri-
butions of the LEDs, i.e., the first term in Eq. (4.14). This large room scenario can
be considered a worst case scenario, since many LEDs contribute to the shot noise.

4.6.1 MSE in Illumination Sensing

First we illustrate the MSE performance in LS amplitude estimation, as derived an-
alytically in Eq. (4.25), for the large room scenario. To this end we study in Fig. 4.5
the normalized MSE (N-MSE) in sensor signal amplitude estimation, i.e., the MSE
results derived in Section 4.5.3 normalized by the squared value of the actual ampli-
tude. We present the MSE results as a function of ri, the hypotenuse propagation
distance according to ri =

√

h2 + x2
i + y2

i with (xi, yi) the ceiling grid coordinates of
the light source with respect to the sensor. The sensor is fixed and we take numerical
results for LEDs at different locations on the ceiling.

Figure 4.5(a) depicts the N-MSE for the three color LEDs with µ = 1. It is observed
from the depicted results that the performance in amplitude estimation degrades in
an exponential fashion as the distance between the LED and sensor increases. We can
observe that we get considerable estimation errors, N-MSE > 10−2, in the estimation
using CTDMA-PPM for LEDs whose distances from the sensor are above 12.5, 10.7
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and 9.3 m for red, green and blue LEDs, respectively. Over the considered range
the difference in color seems to result in a shift of the MSE curves, which again can
be attributed to the difference in optical output power and color dependence of the
PD responsivity. For CTDMA-PWM these ranges are approximately 1 m smaller,
as expected from the results in Eq. (4.26) and Eq. (4.27). The impact of this error,
however, is limited since the contribution to the local illumination from LEDs which
are beyond these distances are negligible, since their contributions are more than 20
dB lower than that of the LED with the dominant contribution at the sensing location.
The above shows that we can satisfy requirement d) up to considerable ranges.

Similar results for red LEDs with different radiation patterns, for µ = 1, 2 and 5, are
depicted in Fig. 4.5(b). For the CTDMA-PPM scheme, N-MSE values below 10−2

are now achieved up to distances of 12.5, 10.5 and 7.6 m for µ equals 1, 2 and 5,
respectively. The degradation in range for CTDMA-PWM, compared to CTDMA-
PPM, is less than 1 m. In contrast to the difference in color, the difference in LED
radiation pattern changes the slope of the MSE curve. For very low distances the
performance is slightly improved for high µ, i.e., narrow light beams, while for high
distances the MSE is significantly increased for high µ.

4.6.2 Effect of Timing Errors

The influence of timing errors on the estimation performance is illustrated in Fig. 4.6.
The results are depicted in terms of N-MSE for different distances between the PD
and LEDs. LEDs with µ = 1 are considered and the ith LED, for which the N-MSE
is calculated, is red.

The result for worst case error for a fixed timing offset, as derived in Eq. (4.35), are
reported in Fig. 4.6(a) as function of ϕ/T1 = |ϕi|/T1 = |ϕi′′ |/T1. We can conclude
from this figure that for low values of ϕ the performance is limited by the noise. For
larger values the interference becomes dominant. A N-MSE of 10−2 can be achieved
for ϕ/T1 of 0.39, 0.34, 0.05 and 0.01 for a PD-LED distance ri of 3.5 m, 4.6 m, 7.8 m
and 9.7 m, respectively. The N-MSE for 13.5 m is already above 10−2 without timing
offset.

The timing jitter results of Eqs. (4.36) and (4.37) are illustrated in Fig. 4.6(b). This
figure shows the N-MSE as function of the normalized timing jitter variance σ2

ϕ/T
2
1 .

Again, the performance is limited for low values of σ2
ϕ by the noise and for higher val-

ues by the jitter-caused interference. A N-MSE performance of 10−2 can be achieved
for σ2

ϕ/T
2
1 of 0.2, 0.15, 5 · 10−3 and 7 · 10−4 for a PD-LED distance ri of 3.5 m, 4.6 m,

7.8 m, and 9.7 m, respectively. The N-MSE for 13.5 m is above 10−2 even for zero
timing jitter. Simulations for larger rooms, i.e. with more LEDs, achieved approxi-
mately the same performance, which indicates that the interference is dominated by
the contributions of a few strong LEDs (near the sensor).

Hence, we can conclude that timing inaccuracies will only yield considerable errors
for the estimation of illumination contributions of LEDs that are located far from the
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sensor. Since their light contribution at the sensor location are also small, the impact
of this on the final system performance will be minor.

4.6.3 Accuracy in Light Color Estimation

In this section, we illustrate the performance of the proposed methods to estimate
and set the color of the light emitted by the color LED lamps, using a monochromatic
sensor. The associated sensor signal processor performs an sensor signal amplitude
estimation for every LED. Since it also identifies the LEDs, it can obtain the color of
the individual LEDs from the master controller and combine this with the estimates
to determine the color of the resulting light. When the system can accurately estimate
the color of the resulting light, these estimates are also suitable to locally render colors
with a control loop.

To study the performance in estimation of local light, we use Monte Carlo simula-
tions of the light color estimation based on the LS estimates of the intensities of the
individual colored LEDs with µ = 1. We refer the interested reader to text books on
color theory, e.g. [26, 79], which show that the accuracy in color estimation is best
evaluated in the commonly used u′v′ uniform chromaticity diagram. This diagram is
normalized to the sensitivity of the human eye, such that the threshold value for a
noticeable color difference is independent of the u′v′ color point of the light. A color
difference is only noticeable if the error, i.e., ∆u′v′, is larger than 0.001 [48, 63, 79].

Figure 4.7(a) depicts the u′v′ points of the primary colors of the LEDs (red, green
and blue) and that of 4 mixed colors. The mixed colors are set by varying the duty
cycles for the different color LEDs. For the colors white (D65), pink, light green and
purple, the ratios between the duty cycles of the red, green and blue LEDs are given
by 1:1:1, 1:0.2:0.2, 0.2:1:0.2 and 0.2:0.2:1, respectively. All lamps contribute the same
color.

We transformed the simulated estimates Eq. (4.21) into estimated coordinates û′ and
v̂′ of u′ and v′, respectively [26, 79]. The mean of ∆u′v′ is then given by

E{∆u′v′} = E{
√

(v̂′ − v′)2 + (û′ − u′)2}. (4.39)

This mean is plotted in Fig. 4.7(b) as a function of the perpendicular distance to
the ceiling h for the four mixed colors. We conclude from Fig. 4.7(b) that inside the
simulated room for all four rendered colors the mean of ∆u′v′ stays well below the
threshold of noticeable color difference. Also we observe a slight difference in color
estimation performance for the different color points. This can be explained by the
color dependence of the MSE in amplitude estimation, as observed in Fig. 4.5(a).
Furthermore, the dependence on height can be attributed to the location and height
dependence of the MSE, where it is noted that the performance is quite stable except
for sensor locations near the ceiling, in between lamps. This can be explained by the
rapidly decreasing signal contributions at these height due to the downward radiation
pattern of the LEDs.
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The accurate estimation of the color point of the purple light appears to be the
most challenging, which corresponds with the fact that the MSE in sensor signal
amplitude estimation is highest for the blue LEDs. On the other hand, the color
estimation of pink is worse than that of the light green light, although the MSE for
the red LEDs is the lowest. This can be attributed to the transformation to the
u′v′ plane, which takes into account the sensitivity of the human visual perception
system, which is less sensitive to differences in green colors. However, the difference in
∆u′v′ between the different colors is very small and well below the visible threshold,
satisfying requirement d). So the proposed method more than adequately estimates
the color point of the produced light with a monochromatic sensor.

Extensions to the studied system could be made by the use of a multi-color sensor,
which would allow for all three color LEDs in one lamp to use the same (τi, γi).

4.6.4 Evaluation in terms of Number of LEDs

For the large room scenario considered in this section, we proposed a dimming reso-
lution of 10 bits, i.e. N1 = 1024. Furthermore, we applied a system with N2 = 256,
k = 5 and T1 = 1 µsec. Thus LEDs are switched around 103 times per second, which
keeps the capacitive power losses due to on- and off-transients negligibly small, ad-
dressing requirement h), yet it is fast enough to prevent visible flickering. Each LED
can be measured within a 0.26 s period, to address requirement j), and the system can
simultaneously and separately detect the light from more than 250,000 independent
light sources, to satisfy requirement e).

For systems with fewer LEDs, one can decrease the measurement time by choosing a
smaller code length N2. A code length of 32, for example, would yield a measurement
of the intensities of all LEDs each 33 ms, while still more than 30,000 LEDs can be
supported.

4.7 Conclusions

Illumination sensing with synchronized LEDs was treated in this chapter. A hybrid
code and time division multiple access scheme with PPM or PWM modulation, called
CTDMA-PPM or CTDMA-PWM, respectively, was considered to separate the sig-
nals from the different LEDs, which allows for a large number of light sources to be
measured by the system simultaneously.

Based on the CTDMA-PPM and CTDMA-PWM schemes, the design of a sensor
signal processor was presented in this chapter. The role of the processor is to estimate
the amplitudes of the sensor signal components due to multiple LEDs. Both the
least squares and minimum mean square error estimators were studied and their
performances were derived analytically. The results revealed that the CTDMA-PPM
scheme is 3 dB more robust to noise than the CTDMA-PWM scheme in mean squared
error (MSE) performance. This, however, comes at the cost of a more complicated
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code and time slot assignment for CTDMA-PPM and a smaller number of LEDs that
can be allocated. Moreover, we analyzed the influence of imperfect timing on the
estimation performance.

For a scenario with a very large number of LEDs in a room, we evaluated numerically
the main system performance parameters. Next to the MSE of RGB color compo-
nents, we calculated the achievable color accuracy in the u′v′ color triangle. We
concluded from this study that our approach provides the required MSE performance
up to sensor-LED distances of about 7 to 10 meters. It was, moreover, concluded that
the error in the estimation of the light color is very small and well below the visible
threshold, even for this highly demanding scenario.

4.A Appendix : Impact of Fixed Timing Offset

In this section, we consider the case when there is a fixed timing offset, ϕi, between
the clock of the ith LED and that of the sensor. We can then investigate the four
types of errors as defined in Section 4.5.4:

With respect to the first type of error, we get that the lth element of the vector h̃i
equals h̃i,l = Hon,i(l+ϕi/T1, l+1+ϕi/T1)−Hon,i(l− ki+ϕi/T1, l+1− ki+ϕi/T1).

For the second type of error, since the timing offset of the i′th LED is fixed, the
influence on the values of Yi can be seen to be proportional to the codeword vector
γi′ . Thus, during the de-spreading operation Eq. (4.20), the signals due to the i′th
LED is canceled out due to the orthogonal property of the WH codes.

Similarly, the influence on Yi due to the i′′th LED is also proportional to γi′′ . There-
fore, we only need to consider the LEDs in the set {i′′} such that γi′′ = γi. Specifically,
we can get the interference on di due to the i′′th LED can be written to be ai′′qi′′ ,
where the lth element of qi′′ is1

qi′′,l = Hon,i′′(l + ki′′ + ϕi′′/T1, l + 1 + 2ki′′ + ϕi′′/T1)

−Hon,i′′(l + ki′′ + ϕi′′/T1, l + 1 + ki′′ + ϕi′′/T1),

if τi′′ = τi − ki′′ , (4.40)

qi′′,l = Hon,i′′(l − ki + ϕi′′/T1, l + 1− ki + ϕi′′/T1)

−Hon,i′′(l − ki − ki′′ + ϕi′′/T1, l + 1− ki − ki′′ + ϕi′′/T1),

if τi′′ = τi + ki. (4.41)

Finally, with respect to the fourth type of error, the influence on Yi due to the signal
from the i′′′th or i′′′′th LED can be seen to be DC. Therefore, due to the DC-free

1Note that the situation becomes more complicated if τi = 0 or τi = ⌊N1
ki

⌋ − 1. In this case, the

signal might be interfered from the LEDs with τi′′ = ⌊N1
ki

⌋ − 1 or τi′′ = 0, even if γi′′ 6= γi. In

practice, we can easily set certain guard slots to prevent this complication. Therefore, we do not
consider these situations in this chapter.
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property of the used WH codes, the signal of the i′′′th or i′′′′th LED will be canceled
during the WH de-spreading.

We can then conclude that despreaded signal vector is given by

di = aih̃i +
∑

i′′:γi′′=γi

ai′′qi′′ + dnoise, (4.42)

where the influence of the timing offset is clear from comparing Eq. (4.42) to Eq. (4.20).
We can then evaluate the performance in estimation of ai. For instance, for the LS
estimator we have

âi = [hTi hi]
−1hTi di

= ai[h
T
i hi]

−1hTi h̃i +
∑

i′′

ai′′ [h
T
i hi]

−1hTi qi′′ + [hTi hi]
−1hTi dnoise. (4.43)

The sum of the errors depends on the signs of ϕi and ϕi′′ . The worst case corresponds
to that all errors add constructively. This worst case error is given by

|âi − ai|worst = ai

∣

∣

∣
1− [hTi hi]

−1hTi h̃i

∣

∣

∣

+
∑

i′′:γi′′=γi

ai′′
∣

∣

∣
[hTi hi]

−1hTi qi′′
∣

∣

∣
+ [hTi hi]

−1hTi dnoise

=
|ϕi|
kiT1

ai +
∑

i′′:γi′′=γi

|ϕi′′ |
kiT1

ai′′ + v, (4.44)

where the variance of the noise term v equals
4(σ2

th+σ2
shot)

N2ki
.

4.B Appendix : Impact of Random Timing Jitter

For the case of random time jitter, we assume the jitter is Gaussian distributed with
variance σ2

ϕi
for the ith LED. In the presence of the random jitter, the values ϕ̃i,j are

independent for different chips j. Similar to the analysis on the fixed timing offset, we
again need to consider four possible types of the estimation errors due to the random
time jitter, as defined in Section 4.5.4.

First, for the (j, l)th element of Yi, the output of the I&D processing suffers from a

random bias Hon(l+
ϕ̃i,j

T1
, l+1+

ϕ̃i,j

T1
)−Hon(l, l+1) if ci,j = −1 and Hon(l−ki+ ϕ̃i,j

T1
, l+

1− ki+ ϕ̃i,j

T1
)−Hon(l− ki, l+1− ki) if ci,j = 1. We can then compute the probability

characteristics of these two terms. The probability distribution of the random bias
clearly depends on the characteristics of hon. For every j, the interference due to the
timing offset is then proportional to ai and the ratio is

ϕ̃i,j

T1
. Then, the mean and the
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variance of the influence on the corresponding terms of Yi are

meani,j =















ai

T1

√
2πσ2

ϕ

∫ 0

−∞ ϕ̃ie
− ϕ̃2

i
2σ2

ϕ dϕ̃i = − ai

T1

√

σ2
ϕ

2π when ci,j = −1,

ai

T1

√
2πσ2

ϕ

∫∞
0
ϕ̃ie

− ϕ̃2
i

2σ2
ϕ dϕ̃i = ai

T1

√

σ2
ϕ

2π when ci,j = 1,

(4.45)

vari,j =
a2
i

T 2
1

√

2πσ2
ϕ

∫ 0

−∞
ϕ̃2
i e

− ϕ̃2
i

2σ2
ϕ dϕ̃i −mean2

i,j = a2
i

σ2
ϕ

2T 2
1

(

1− 1

π

)

, (4.46)

respectively. Consequently, during the de-spreading operation Eq. (4.20), we get

that the influence on di is a random variable with mean ai

kiT1

√

2σ2
ϕ

π and variance
2a2

iσ
2
ϕ

N2k2
i T

2
1

(

1 − 1
π

)

. We note that only one of the ki slots is affected, and hence these

expressions are normalized over ki.

Secondly, we consider the interference from the LEDs in set {i′}. The mean and
variance of such interference for the jth chip can be obtained similarly as meani′,j =

ai′

T1

√

σ2
ϕ

2π and vari′,j =
a2

i′

T 2
1

σ2
ϕ

2

(

1− 1
π

)

, respectively. Due to the orthogonality property

of the WH codes, the mean will be canceled during the de-spreading. Thus, there will

be a random interference with zero mean and variance
2a2

i′
σ2

ϕ

N2k2
i T

2
1

(

1− 1
π

)

.

Thirdly, the interferences from the LEDs in the set {i′′} are considered. We only need
to consider the jth chips with ci′′,j = −1, and the interference only occurs on the slot

l = τi + ki − 1. The mean and variance can be obtained as meani′′,j = ai′′

T1

√

σ2
ϕ

2π and

vari′′,j =
a2

i′′

T 2
1

σ2
ϕ

2

(

1 − 1
π

)

, respectively. Similarly, we can also obtain the results for

τi′′ = τi−ki′′ . The mean values of the interferences for γi′′ 6= γi will be canceled during
the de-spreading, however there is a non-zero mean for the interference from the LED
with γi′′ = γi. Therefore, in di, the interference for each i′′ can be characterized by a

random variable with variance
a2

i′′
σ2

ϕ

N2k2
i T

2
1

(

1 − 1
π

)

and mean ai′′

kiT1

√

σ2
ϕ

2π for γi′′ 6= γi and

zero for γi′′ = γi.

Finally, we consider the interference due to the LEDs in the sets {i′′′} and {i′′′′}. The
tails of the illumination pulses from these LEDs lie in the slots between τi and τi+ki.
For the i′′′th LED whose tail ends, ideally, at τiT1, the influence on Yi at each j is
similar to that from the ith LED itself when ci,j = 1. So, we can compute the mean

and variance as meani′′′,j = ai′′′

T1

√

σ2
ϕ

2π and vari′′′,j =
a2

i′′′

T1

σ2
ϕ

2

(

1 − 1
π

)

, respectively.

The same results hold for τi′′′ + ui′′′ = τi + ui, except that the mean is meani′′′,j =

−ai′′′

T1

√

σ2
ϕ

2π . Then, after the de-spreading operation, we obtain the interference on di

due to the LEDs in {i′′′} is characterized by a variance
2a2

i′′′′
σ2

ϕ

N2k2
i T

2
1

(

1− 1
π

)

. For the LEDs

in the set {i′′′′}, the tail of the illumination pulse end at a slot between τi and τi+ki.
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In this case, we need to consider the interference of the tails on both neighboring
slots. We can compute the mean and variance of interference on each slot similarly
as above. Further, after the de-spreading, the mean values of these interferences are
always canceled in di. Thus, we only need to consider the variance of the interference

in di, which is
4a2

i′′′′
σ2

ϕ

N2k2
i T

2
1

(

1− 1
π

)

.

In summary, after de-spreading, due to the large number of interfering sources and
the central limit theorem, the total interference can be characterized by a Gaussian
random variable. The mean is determined by error types 1 and 3. The variance is
determined by all four error types.
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Chapter 5
Asynchronous Illumination Sensing:

Fundamental Frequency

5.1 Introduction

Illumination sensing, which deals with estimating the local illumination contributions
of LEDs, enables convenient and intelligent control of a large number of LEDs. In
Chapter 4, illumination sensing for synchronized LEDs was studied. We showed that,
through tagging the light with a hybrid code-time division multiple access scheme,
the individual illumination contribution from each LED can be distinguished and
estimated with a high accuracy. Such a synchronous method, however, requires so-
phisticated driver circuits to maintain synchronism among LEDs. The cost of such
circuits might consequently be increased. Due to the large number of LEDs, a minor
increase in the cost of the circuitry associated to each individual LED can introduce a
significant amount of extra cost for an LED lighting system. In practice, therefore, it
is desirable to study low-cost solutions. To this end, this chapter studies illumination
sensing for unsynchronized LEDs.

In particular, we focus on an asynchronous light modulation method based on fre-
quency division multiplexing (FDM). In this method, different LEDs are operated
with different frequencies, while maintaining the widely used pulse width modula-
tion (PWM) dimming. The background of PWM dimming and FDM modulation is
detailed in Section 5.2.

Thereafter, a detailed discussion on the key system characteristics and requirements
on asynchronous illumination sensing is presented in Section 5.3. The FDM scheme
presented in Section 5.4 is shown to be promising for two requirements, namely flicker
free operation and low cost driver modules. The remaining challenges are then to
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1/fi

aF,i

pi/fi

PWM modulated

Fig. 5.1: PWM modulated illumination pulses to achieve flexible illumination levels. The
amplitude of the pulse train is aF,i at the output of the ith LED, aI,i at the target location,
and ai at the output of a photosensor.

obtain a high accuracy in illumination sensing within a short response time. While
satisfying these two requirements, the research objective is then to accommodate
as many as LEDs as possible to enable as many degrees of freedom as possible in
illumination rendering.

As a basis for the performance study, in Section 5.5, we briefly characterize the relation
between the sensor signal and the drive signal of each LED. Subsequently, we present
a sensing approach while focusing on the fundamental frequency components of the
sensor signal in Section 5.6. In particular, three filter bank estimators with different
design rationales are proposed. We further show that these three estimators can be
viewed to be based on equivalent principles. The design of the filter banks is treated
in Section 5.7, through the performance investigation for the cases with and without
frequency inaccuracies. Finally, Section 5.9 provides conclusions for this chapter.

5.2 Background and Motivation

In LED lighting systems, spatially distributed LEDs are used to provide localized,
dynamic and appealing lighting effects. To this end, the beam width of each LED is
set to be narrow and the output illumination level of each LED is flexible. In practice,
the illumination level of each LED is configured so that a desired lighting effect can
be achieved at the location of interest, called target location.

In order to deliver different illumination levels, the output of each LED typically con-
sists of repeatedly transmitted illumination pulses whose widths are modulated [11],
so-called pulse width modulation (PWM), as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The amplitude
of the pulse train is called the luminous flux (in lumen), denoted by aF,i, of the ith
LED, and the duty cycle is denoted by pi where 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1. The illumination level of
the LED is represented by the product aF,ipi. In practice, the luminous flux of each
LED is fixed, i.e. the illumination pulse train is binary, in order to maintain a high
efficiency in the driver circuits. In contrast, the duty cycle of the illumination pulse
train can be changed easily. Therefore, the level of output illumination is determined
by the duty cycle of each LED. The resolution of the duty cycle thus determines the
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range of illumination levels that can be supported by a single LED. In an advanced
illumination system [27], pi is set in a logarithmic scale and each pi can range from
10−3 to 1. Another key parameter of the PWM modulated pulse train is the frequency
of the illumination pulses, also called the fundamental frequency, denoted by fi for
the ith LED. In general fi should be high enough, e.g. higher than 200 Hz, so that
no flicker can be perceived from an LED.

In the above discussions, we introduced how to make the illumination level of each
LED flexible. Due to the large number of LEDs and the broad range of illumination
levels that can be supported by each LED, the complexity to calibrate and control
such a lighting system is quite high. To facilitate the control of such a high complexity
system and be able to achieve engaging lighting effects, it is essential to be able to
accurately estimate the illumination contribution of each individual LED at the target
location. This process is named illumination sensing and is the focus of this chapter.
Further, for the purpose of illumination sensing, a sensor is located at the target
location.

From the characteristics of the output of each LED, it is clear that the illumination
component of each individual LED at the target location also consists of a PWM
modulated pulse train, except that the amplitude of the pulse train is now the illu-
minance (in lumen/m2), denoted by aI,i for the ith LED, at the target location. The
actual illumination contribution of an individual LED can be seen to be the product
aI,ipi. Given the knowledge of pi at the central controller, we in fact only need to
estimate aI,i for all i, whose value is determined by the luminous flux of each LED
and the free-space optical channel attenuation [34, 35].

Based on the illumination sensing results, various applications scenarios can be im-
plemented in practice via the central controller. For instance, a user can copy the
sensed lighting effect at the target location through the knowledge of the individual
contribution of each LED and then recreate it somewhere else. This copy and paste
application can also be repeated continuously as a user walks around. Many other
application scenarios exist, however, it is beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss
more of these. In principle, there are two major operations of each application. One
is the sensing operation, in which operation we estimate aI,i for all i. The other is the
illumination rendering operation, when we set pi to achieve the desired lighting effects.
In order to realize the desired lighting effects in the second operation, it is important
to obtain an accurate estimation of the illuminance of each LED, e.g. such that the
estimation error compared to the actual value is invisible to human eyes, and within
a short time, e.g. 0.1 second. Hence, there are two key application requirements to
the sensing process, viz. accuracy and speed.

The light outputs from all LEDs simply superimpose at the target location. It is there-
fore difficult and expensive, if not impossible, to distinguish different LEDs optically.
Instead, an electronic solution is desirable. Such a solution involves an photosensor,
e.g. a photodiode, at the target location to obtain the so-called sensor signal consist-
ing of an electrical pulse train. The electrical pulse train is again of similar shape as
that illustrated in Fig. 5.1, except that the amplitude is now the electrical current,
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denoted by ai for the ith LED. The ratio ζi , ai/(aI,iA) (ampere/lumen), where
A is the area of the photodiode, is named the responsivity of the optical-electrical
conversion, and is fixed and known for each LED, depending on the color of the LED.
In this chapter, we consider the case that all the LEDs are of the same color, i.e.
ζi is independent of i. It is easy to extend the results obtained in this chapter to
the case when the colors of the LEDs are different. Therefore we only need to es-
timate ai for all i in the illumination sensing process. To this end, one may adapt
or shape the illumination waveform of Fig. 5.1 individually for each LED, in such a
manner that the contributions can be disentangled electronically. For instance, the
illumination pulses in Fig. 5.1 can be intermitted with deterministic pulse trains that
serve as identifiers for the LEDs. The intermitted ID pulses, however, may cause
visible flicker. Whereas an approach was proposed in [34,35] without introducing vis-
ible flicker, reliable recognition of the distinct identifiers requires complex procedures
to maintain synchronism among the LEDs and between the LEDs and the sensor.
To avoid these disadvantages while maintaining low cost and low complexity driver
circuits, in this chapter, we consider a much simpler asynchronous approach that is
based on frequency division multiplexing (FDM). Here all LEDs are operated at dif-
ferent yet fixed frequency fi, with small yet easily discernible spacing, denoted by
∆f , between the different frequencies.

The idea of setting the illumination pulse trains of the LEDs at distinct frequencies
was proposed in [64]. In that chapter, the research challenges, however, are quite
different from those in this work. The reason is that [64] focused on a system with a
small number of LEDs with an analog sensor structure in which the response time is
not critical. In this chapter, by contrast, we focus on a large number of LEDs and high
speed illumination sensing. Moreover, the performance limit of the FDM scheme is
also studied. There is also an increasing interest in visible light communications using
power LEDs, e.g. [32, 52]. However, the objective of this chapter is not to transmit
data using visible light. On the contrary, there is actually no real data transmitted
in our scheme.

5.3 System Characteristics and Requirements

In this section, we discuss the key system characteristics and requirements. For a
more complete list of system requirements, please refer to Section 4.2.

Number of LEDs: A state-of-the art LED can produce at most 200 lumen [58].
For an indoor environment, an illuminance level of about 400-1000 lux (lumen per
m2) is normally needed. Therefore, at least three to six LEDs per m2 are necessary
for an LED based illumination system. For instance, for a room with an area of
20 m2, L = 40 to 100 LEDs are needed, where L denotes the number of LEDs.
In practice, these LEDs are grouped into multiple modules with each module being
controlled independently by the central controller. More independent LED modules
are desirable since more degrees of freedom are available to give more flexible lighting
effects. In this chapter, we assume each LED can be controlled independently and
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investigate the maximum number of LEDs that can be accommodated by the proposed
illumination sensing scheme. In a practical implementation, each LED module can
be viewed as a “hyper” LED and the results in this chapter can thus also be applied
there.

Accuracy of Illumination Sensing: To gauge accuracy in illumination sensing,
we take human perception properties into consideration. The human visual system
continuously adapts itself according to the background or environment lighting. Simi-
larly, the visibility of an estimation error depends on the real illuminance level. Hence,
in this chapter, for a performance measure, we normalize the estimation error with
respect to the real illuminance. Since the illumination contribution of the ith LED
is equivalently characterized by aI,ipi, we propose to characterize the accuracy of
illumination sensing with respect to the ith LED by

ξi , 10 log

(

|âI,i − aI,i|pi
∑L

m=1 aI,mpm

)

= 10 log

(

|âi − ai|pi
∑L

m=1 ampm

)

, (5.1)

where âi and âI,i denote the estimated values for ai and aI,i, respectively. The nomina-
tor |âI,i− aI,i|pi denotes the estimation error in terms of the illuminance contribution

of the ith LED, while
∑L
m=1 aI,mpm corresponds to the total illuminance contribution

from all the LEDs at the target location. The second equation in Eq. (5.1) follows
from ai = ζiaI,iA and âi = ζiâI,iA. Hence, in practice, we only need to evaluate the
performance of estimating ai instead of aI,i.

The exact value for ξmax that defines the threshold for a visible error is dependent on
many factors, e.g. the distance between a user and the sensor location. In general,
from the experimental results in [6], when ξi is less than −20 dB, the estimation error
is no longer visible to human eyes. Therefore in this chapter, we focus on the range
of ξi that is above −20 dB. Note that −20 dB is only a lower bound for the ξi to be
considered, while in certain practical situations, it might occur that an error ξi well
beyond −20 dB may also be invisible.

If there are other light sources, e.g. sun light or fluorescent lamps, in the environment,
we may change the denominator of Eq. (5.1) into

∑L
m=1 aI,m + aI, other, where aI, other

denotes the illuminance of these other light sources. The value of ξi is thus reduced by
10 log(1+

aI, other
P

L
m=1 aI,m

). For the considered LED illumination system, there will be only

a limited amount of light from other light sources, and hence the difference appears to
be small. Moreover, ξi becomes smaller in the presence of other light sources, hence
Eq. (5.1) can also be used as the worst-case performance measure.

High Speed Illumination Sensing: As for sensing speed, we may consider the
tolerance time between the moment when a user pushes a button and that when the
illumination level of a lamp is changed and enters a stable state. Another example
concerns the normal speed of human movement such that a desired lighting effect can
follow the user. In these cases, a response time, denoted by T , that is significantly
below one second, is desired. More specifically, in this chapter, we require T ≤ 0.1 s.

Flicker Free Operation: As introduced in Section 5.2, LEDs are switched on and
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off regularly. Thus, the output light signal from the LEDs consists of a principal
component at the fundamental frequency, and the harmonics. The human visual
system cannot perceive frequency components higher than 75 Hz in a stable situation.
In other situations like rapid eye movement, higher frequency components up to a few
hundred Hz might also become visible. The visible frequency components result in
an annoying flickering effect, which should be avoided. To stay well in the flicker free
range, we require the fundamental frequency component of the light signals to be at
least 200 Hz.

Low Cost Driver Circuits: There are also practical constraints on the driver
circuits to maintain a low cost system. For instance, binary outputs are used for
all LEDs, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Moreover, in an LED driver module, there is
normally a crystal oscillator for the control unit to generate a train of square pulses
at certain frequency. For a low cost design, the clock inaccuracy is assumed to be 100
parts per million (ppm). Besides the existing hardware, the extra cost at the LED
driver circuits for the purpose of illumination sensing should be low to maintain a low
complexity and low cost system.

5.4 Frequency Division Multiplexing Scheme

In order to distinguish and estimate the illumination contribution from each LED,
we can potentially choose to watermark the illumination pulse trains of the LEDs
differently in terms of amplitude, frequency and/or phase. In view of the system
characteristics and requirements introduced in Section 5.3, we consider watermarking
the frequency of the driver current in this chapter, mainly because of the simplicity of
this method. In this FDM scheme, the fundamental frequency fi is set to be different
for different i. Thus, the driver current of the ith LED can be represented by

si(t) =

∞
∑

n=−∞
aS,irect

( t

pi/fi
− ti − n

1

fi

)

, (5.2)

where aS,i and ti denote the amplitude and the initial time shift of the driver current
for the ith LED, respectively; moreover, − 1

2fi
≤ ti ≤ 1

2fi
. The rectangular function

rect(·) is defined as rect(t) = 1 if − 1
2 ≤ t ≤ 1

2 and rect(t) = 0 elsewhere. In response
to si(t), the illumination pulses at the output of the ith LED can be represented by

xi(t) =

∞
∑

n=−∞
aF,ihi(t− ti − n

1

fi
), (5.3)

where the ratio aF,i/aS,i is known as the responsivity of the LED. The pulse function
hi(t) is also approximately a rectangular function, except that there is some tran-
sient time, τon,i or τoff,i, at each on-switch or off-switch operation. A more accurate
description of hi(t) will be provided later in Section 5.5.1.

For this FDM scheme, with respect to the requirement on Low Cost Driver Circuits,
we essentially only apply PWM as already used in conventional LED drivers, therefore
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there is actually no extra cost, beyond the existing hardware involved in the driver
circuits.

The duty cycle pi of each pulse train is set on a logarithmic scale [27] and we have
pmin = 0.001 ≤ pi ≤ 1. However, the FDM scheme cannot work when pi = 1, when
the only frequency component is direct current (DC). Therefore we can at maximum
take the second largest value for pi from [27], i.e. pmax = 0.97307.

The frequency range of the FDM scheme is determined by the flicker-free requirement
and the physical limit of the LEDs. As discussed in Section 5.3, the fundamental
frequency has to be larger than 200 Hz for the system to be flicker free. Moreover,
in order to maintain hi(t) to be approximately rectangular for any pi, we should also
have pmin

fi
≥ τon + τoff. The response time τon,i + τoff,i is mainly determined by the

coating phosphors if applied, and is expected to be less than 250 ns [57]. Hence we
get fMAX = 0.001/(250× 10−9) = 4 kHz. In order to accommodate as many LEDs as
possible and make sure that there is no possible overlap between fi and the harmonics
of any fm where m 6= i, we take the frequency range to be 2 kHz to 4 kHz. Hence the
bandwidth is W = 2 kHz. Moreover, frequency assignment is undertaken such that
there is a uniform spacing ∆f between the neighboring frequencies, i.e. L = W/∆f .
This spacing should be compatible with a low cost crystal oscillator with an accuracy
of 100 ppm, for which the maximum frequency offset between an actual frequency
and the corresponding ideal frequency is 10−4fi ≤ 0.4 Hz. Later in this chapter, we
will study how many LEDs can be supported in practice by this FDM approach.

From above, using this FDM scheme, two challenges out of the five presented in
Section 5.3 are already resolved, viz. flicker free operation and low cost driver modules.
In the rest of the chapter, we will focus on the other three challenges. Before discussing
the performance of sensing processing, we will first characterize the sensor signal at
the sensor in the next section.

5.5 Channel Model

In this chapter, the channel model for the free-space indoor illumination system refers
to the relation between the electrical current at the output of the photodiode at
the target location, denoted by y(t), and si(t), i.e. the driver current of each LED.
The channel response consists of three main components, i.e. the electrical-optical
conversion, the indoor light propagation and the optical-electrical conversion. There
are also disturbances in the channel. The schematic of the channel model is depicted in
Fig. 5.2. A more detailed treatment of the channel model was provided in Chapter 4.

5.5.1 Electrical-Optical Conversion

The driver current of the ith LED consists of repeatedly transmitted rectangular
pulses, as described in Eq. (5.2). The ith LED in turn performs the electrical-optical
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Fig. 5.2: The schematic for the channel model.

conversion, and generates the illumination pulses as represented in Eq. (5.3). Here,
the pulse shape hi(t) consists of exponential on-switch and off-switch ramps [9], and
can be approximated as

hi(t) =



















0, t ≤ − pi

2fi

1− e−
t+

pi
2fi

τon,i , − pi

2fi
≤ t ≤ pi

2fi

cie
−

t−
pi
2fi

τoff,i , t ≥ pi

2fi

(5.4)

Further, we have ci = (1 − e−
pi

fiτon,i ) such that hi(t) a continuous function. When
τon,i and τoff,i are much less than pi

fi
, i.e. the pulse width is much larger than τon,i

and τon,i, we have hi(t) ≈ rect( tfi

pi
).

5.5.2 Indoor Light Propagation

The LED light propagates through the indoor environment and reaches the sensor
location possibly via multiple paths, as studied for instance in [18, 30]. The multi-
path effect, however, can be neglected because of the low frequency range, i.e. 2 kHz
to 4 kHz, considered in this chapter and the large bandwidth, e.g. 10−50 MHz [3], of
the free-space light propagation channel. Therefore, the optical signal at the sensor
can be written as

xs(t) =

L
∑

i=1

αixi(t) =

L
∑

i=1

∞
∑

n=−∞
aI,ihi(t− ti − n

1

fi
), (5.5)

where aI,i = αiaF,i and αi is the path loss of the free-space optical channel for the ith
LED [34,35].

5.5.3 Optical-Electrical Conversion

The photodiode converts the optical signal αixi(t) into an electrical signal yi(t). The
responsivity, ζi, for the ith LED is dependent on the color of the LED. The transient
time of the photodiode is generally so small that the transient effect of the photodiode
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can be considered negligible [28,78]. At the output of the photodiode, in response to
each signal αixi(t), we get

yi(t) =

∞
∑

n=−∞
aihi(t− ti − n

1

fi
), (5.6)

where ai = ζiaI,i = ζiαiaF,i. The total output of the photodiode in response to all

the LEDs can thus be written as ys(t) =
∑L
i=1 yi(t).

5.5.4 Channel Disturbances

There are mainly three types of channel disturbances, viz. disturbances from other
light sources, electronics noise and shot noise. There might be other light sources
in an indoor environment, such as the sun light and fluorescent lamps, that might
result in disturbances denoted by yother. The electronics noise and shot noise can be
both approximated as additive white Gaussian noises (AWGN) [3,34,35]. Hence, the
received electrical signal is given by

y(t) =

L
∑

i=1

yi(t) + yother + v(t)

=

L
∑

i=1

∞
∑

n=−∞
aihi(t− ti − n

1

fi
) + yother + v(t), (5.7)

where v(t) denotes the noise term. The double-sided power spectrum density of v(t)
is denoted by N0/2.

The light from other sources fluctuates at frequencies either much lower or much
higher than the frequency range considered in this chapter, i.e. 2 kHz to 4 kHz.
Therefore, yother does not behave as a strong interference to the illumination sensing
application. Moreover, for a practical indoor environment with an illuminance of
1000 lux (lumen/m2) and a photodiode with an area of 10 mm2, N0 is typically in
the order of 10−24 A2/Hz. The value of ai, e.g. when a sensor lies in the center of a
narrow LED beam, is, by contrast, in the order of 10−6 ampere. Therefore, the noise
is almost negligible in practice. Now, the remaining challenge is to estimate ai, i.e.
the amplitude of the sensor signal, for each i from y(t).

5.6 Sensor Signal Processing

5.6.1 Illuminance Estimation

The main challenge for the sensor signal processing is to estimate ai for each LED. In
the FDM scheme, the illumination pulse trains from different LEDs are configured to
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have different fundamental frequencies fi. This difference is reflected in the spectrum
of yi(t), as derived in Appendix 5.A,

Yi(f) =

∞
∑

m=−∞
aifiHi(mfi)e

−j2πmfitiδ(f −mfi), (5.8)

where δ(·) denotes the Kronecker delta function and Hi(f) is the Fourier transform
of hi(t), i.e. Hi(f) =

∫∞
−∞ hi(t) exp(−j2πft)dt.

From Eq. (5.8), the spectrum of yi(t) consists of multiple lines at frequencies mfi
where m = 0,±1,±2, · · · . In this chapter, we present an approach that is based on
the spectrum of y(t) in the range of the fundamental frequencies between 2 kHz and
4 kHz, i.e. we consider only m = ±1. In the following, we always implicitly assume
a filter is applied such that only the signal band from 2 kHz to 4 kHz remains in
y(t). The reasons for taking only this frequency range are fourfold. First, each fi is
distinct while there is potential overlap in the higher harmonics of fi for different i.
Secondly, we are, in principle, already able to estimate each ai from the fundamental
frequency component alone. For instance, from Eq. (5.8), the magnitude of Yi(f)

at fi is |Yi(fi)| = aifiHi(fi), hence we can take âi = |Yi(fi)|
fiHi(fi)

. Thirdly, another

advantage is that the term fiHi(fi) can be shown as presented in Appendix 5.B to
be well approximated by 1

π sin(πpi), irrespective of the precise on- and off-switch
characteristics of the LEDs. The magnitudes of higher frequency components are
however in principle more dependent on the transient effects in h(t), e.g. on τon
and τoff, which are not easy to be obtained accurately. Finally, there is no strong
interference in this frequency range as explained in Section 5.5.4.

Therefore, in the following sections, we will focus on only the fundamental frequency
components. The research challenge then turns out to be similar to that of amplitude
estimation of multiple sinusoids. The problem of amplitude estimation, or in general
parameter estimation, of multiple sinusoids was studied in literature, e.g. [69], for
different applications. In this chapter, in contrast, we focus on the application of
illumination sensing and study the fundamental tradeoffs among the number of LEDs
L, the response time T and allowable frequency inaccuracy in each fi. Moreover, we
apply a simple and yet efficient filter bank estimator in the sensor signal processing.
The design of the filter response is also addressed to support as many LEDs as pos-
sible, and yet achieving an estimation performance that is robust against frequency
inaccuracies.

5.6.2 Filter Bank Estimators

From Eq. (5.7), we need to estimate each ai in the presence of the signals from other
LEDs. It is known from the FDM scheme that the spectra of the signals from different
LEDs are separated by a frequency spacing ∆f , therefore, an intuitive approach is to
try to separate the signals in the frequency domain and then perform the estimation.

We therefore consider applying a bank of bandpass filters to y(t), followed by an en-
velope detector and a scaling operation. The block diagram is illustrated in Fig. 5.3.
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y(t) gi(t) Envelope Detector

π
2 sin(πpi)

âi

Fig. 5.3: Block diagram of the ith branch of a filter bank estimator.

Here, for simplicity, we only show the ith branch of the filter bank. The impulse
response of the ith bandpass filter is denoted by gi(t), corresponding to the ith LED.
Without loss of generality, we assume |Gi(fi)| = 1, where Gi(f) is the Fourier trans-
form of gi(t). Let Tg denote the support of gi(t), i.e. the time interval when gi(t) 6= 0.
In a practical application scenario, when a user gives the order of starting the es-
timation process, the estimator can give a stable output only after an interval Tg.
Ideally, the filtered signal y(t) ∗ gi(t) then contains only a single sinusoid, therefore,
the envelope detector gives a constant value that is ideally 2

π sin(πpi)ai. We can thus
in principle sample the output of the envelope detector at any time t after the Tg
interval to obtain an estimate âi. Due to the requirement on the response time T (see
Section 5.3), we need to have Tg ≤ T . In the following, we will assume T = Tg, i.e.
the support of gi(t) is 0 ≤ t ≤ T .

Further, due to the uniform frequency spacing ∆f between LEDs, it is sufficient to
design the filters such that the responses Gi(f) for different i are identical, except
that the center frequencies are different. Equivalently, we can write Gi(f) = G(f −
fi) + G∗(−f − fi) for each i, where G(f) is a lowpass filter and |G(0)| = 1. It is
thus sufficient to design G(f) for such filter bank estimator. Further, we assume
g(t), which is the inverse Fourier transform of G(f), is a real-valued function, i.e.
G∗(f) = G(−f). Hence we have Gi(f) = G(f − fi) + G(f + fi), or equivalently,
gi(t) = 2g(t) cos(2πfit). The support of g(t) is thus also 0 ≤ t ≤ T . We obtain
that G(0) is also real-valued and thus G(0) = ±1. Without loss of generality, we will
consider only the functions with G(0) = 1. The filtered signal is thus

y(t) ∗ gi(t) =

∫ ∞

−∞
2y(φ)g(t− φ) cos(2πfit− 2πfiφ)dφ

= cos(2πfit)

∫ t

t−T
2y(φ) cos(2πfiφ)g(t− φ)dφ

+ sin(2πfit)

∫ t

t−T
2y(φ) sin(2πfiφ)g(t− φ)dφ. (5.9)

The envelope detector thus gives
√

(

∫ t

t−T
2y(φ) cos(2πfiφ)g(t− φ)dφ

)2

+
(

∫ t

t−T
2y(φ) sin(2πfiφ)g(t− φ)dφ

)2

=
∣

∣

∣

∫ t

t−T
2y(φ)ej2πfiφg(t− φ)dφ

∣

∣

∣
. (5.10)
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Fig. 5.4: Block diagram of the equivalent filter bank estimator approach.

Hence, using Eq. (5.40), which is presented in Appendix 5.B, we obtain an equivalent
filter bank estimator

âi(t) =
π

sin(πpi)

∣

∣

∣

∫ t

t−T
y(φ)ej2πfiφg(t− φ)dφ

∣

∣

∣
. (5.11)

The block diagram of this filter bank estimator is illustrated in Fig. 5.4.

Finally, from Eq. (5.11), we also have

âi(t) =
π

sin(πpi)

∣

∣

∣

∫ T

0

y(t− φ)ej2πfi(t−φ)g(φ)dφ
∣

∣

∣

=
π

sin(πpi)

∣

∣

∣

∫ T

0

y(t− φ)g(φ)e−j2πfiφdφ
∣

∣

∣
. (5.12)

This estimator is then equivalent to taking a block of data y(t) from t − T to t,
applying a windowing function g(t) and then taking the Fourier transform. A more
efficient implementation is thus via the fast Fourier transform (FFT), as we will detail
in Section 5.8.

In the next section, due to the equivalence between Eq. (5.11) and Eq. (5.12), it is
sufficient to only investigate the performance of the filter bank estimator described
in Eq. (5.11) and shown in Fig. 5.4. We already see that the performance of the
estimator is quite dependent on g(t), especially on how well g(t) can separate the
signals from different LEDs given a small support T . Therefore, as a key issue, the
design of g(t) will also be discussed.
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5.7 Performance Evaluation and Design of the Fil-
ter Response

5.7.1 Ideal Case without Frequency Offsets

In this section, we investigate the case when there are no frequency inaccuracies in any
fi. Then from Eq. (5.8), (5.11) and Eq. (5.40), which is presented in Appendix 5.B,
we get

âi(t) =

∣

∣

∣

∑L
m=1 am

1
π sin(πpm)e−j2πfmtmej2π(fm−fi)tG(fm − fi) + vi

∣

∣

∣

1
π sin(πpi)

(5.13)

=
∣

∣

∣
aiG(0) +

∑

m 6=i
am

sin(πpm)

sin(πpi)
ej2π(m−i)∆f t+ψm−ψiG

(

(m− i)∆f

)

+vie
−ψi

∣

∣

∣
, (5.14)

where ψm = −j2πfmtm, ψi = −j2πfiti, and vi is the noise term with variance
N0

2

∫∞
−∞ g2(t)dt. Thus, the estimation error

|âi(t)− ai| ≤ ai
∣

∣

∣

(

G(0)− 1
)
∣

∣

∣
+
∑

m 6=i
am

sin(πpm)

sin(πpi)

∣

∣

∣
G
(

(m− i)∆f

)
∣

∣

∣
+ |vi|. (5.15)

Then, we can perfectly separate the signals from different LEDs, and thus the opti-
mum estimation performance can be achieved, if the following conditions on G(f) are
satisfied.
Condition (a): G(0) = 1;
Condition (b): G(n∆f ) = 0 for n 6= 0.
Condition (c): g(t) is a real-valued function with support 0 ≤ t ≤ T .

If these conditions are satisfied, we get from Eq. (5.1) that

ξi = 10 log
|vi|pi

∑

m ampm
. (5.16)

From the numerical discussion in Section 5.5.4, we conclude that the estimation error
is negligible. Hence the system requirement on accuracy of illumination sensing is
satisfied.

Further, from the first two conditions, we obtain that G(f) is actually a Nyquist-1
function of f , satisfying the Nyquist pulse shaping criterion [60]. Therefore we have

∑

n

g
(

t+ n
1

∆f

)

= ∆f . (5.17)

Thus the minimum support of g(t) is 1
∆f

, which is achieved by and only by setting g(t)

to be a rectangular function g(t) = 1
T rect

(

t
T − 1

2

)

. Hence, we have T ≥ 1
∆f

and L =
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W
∆f
≤ WT . In other words, given the requirement on T , i.e. high speed illumination

sensing, the maximum number of LEDs that can be supported is Lmax = WT . For
instance, for W = 2000 kHz and T = 0.1 second, we have Lmax = 200.

5.7.2 Worst Cases with Frequency Offsets

As introduced in Section 5.3, in practice, there is always some frequency inaccuracy
in fi. Due to the low cost design, the frequency inaccuracy can be as high as 100 ppm.
Let fi and f̄i denote the actual and ideal fundamental frequency, respectively. The
frequency offset, ǫi (in Hz), is defined as ǫi , fi − f̄i. The estimation error can thus
be obtained, similarly to Eq. (5.15), as

|âi(t)− ai| ≤ ai
∣

∣

∣

(

1− |G(ǫi)|
)
∣

∣

∣
+
∑

m 6=i
am

sin(πpm)

sin(πpi)

∣

∣

∣
G
(

(m− i)∆f + ǫm

)
∣

∣

∣
+ |vi|. (5.18)

From Eq. (5.1), the cost function can be written as

ξi ≤ 10 log
( aipi
∑L
m=1 ampm

(

1− |G(ǫi)|
)

+

∑

m 6=i ampi
sin(πpm)
sin(πpi)

∣

∣

∣
G
(

(m− i)∆f + ǫm

)
∣

∣

∣

∑L
m=1 ampm

)

, (5.19)

where noise is neglected. There are two terms in the log function. The first term is
due to the frequency offset of the ith LED itself, and the second term is the impact of
other LEDs on the estimation of ai. For convenience, we name these two terms bias
error and interference, and denote them by ξbi and ξii respectively.

Now, it can be seen that ξi is a function of {ǫm}, {pm}, {am} where m = 1, 2 . . .L,
G(f) and ∆f . The range of {ǫm} is determined by the clock inaccuracies, while the
specific values are unknown to the sensor. The parameters {pm} are determined by
the lighting functionalities and each pm can be anything between pmin = 0.001 and
pmax = 0.97307 (see Section 5.4). The range of {am} is dependent on the physical
channel characteristics (see Section 5.5), such as the free-space optical path loss. The
value of optical path loss can be significantly different for different LEDs [34, 35],
especially when considering the case when the sensor lies in the center of an LED
beam, yet very far from the light beam of another LED. Hence, in order to design
G(f) and ∆f such that the system requirements can be satisfied in all cases, we
consider the worst case conditions for ξi to be maximum. For simplicity, we first
consider the case with only two LEDs and later extend to more LEDs.
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5.7.2.1 Worst Case for L = 2

Assume there are two LEDs, namely LED1 and LED2. Here, we focus on ξ1, and the
results for ξ2 can be obtained similarly. From Eq. (5.19), we get

ξb1 =
1

1 + a2p2
a1p1

(

1− |G(ǫ1)|
)

, (5.20)

ξi1 =
1

a1

a2
+ p2

p1

sin(πp2)

sin(πp1)
|G(∆f + ǫ2)|. (5.21)

The worst case condition for the ξb1 can be seen to be a1p1 ≫ a2p2, i.e. when the illu-
mination contribution from LED1 is much larger than that from LED2. With respect
to the interference ξi1, we can see that the interference term keeps increasing while
a1

a2
decreases, and converges to a certain value when a1/a2 ≪ p2/p1, or equivalently

a1p1 ≪ a2p2. This condition corresponds to the case when the illumination contri-
bution from LED1 is much smaller than that from LED2. Then the interference is
proportional to sinc(πp2)

sinc(πp1)
. Hence the worst case is when p2 → 0 and p1 → 1. From the

discussion in Section 5.4, we can take p2 = pmin = 0.001 and p1 = pmax = 0.97307.
From the above investigation on the worst case, we have

ξb1 ≤ 1− |G(ǫ1)| (5.22)

ξi1 ≤ sinc(πpmin)

sinc(πpmax)
|G(∆f + ǫ2)| = 36.2|G(∆f + ǫ2)|. (5.23)

Note that ξb1 and ξi1 do not approach their upper bounds simultaneously. In fact,
when ξi1 approaches its upper bound, i.e. a1p1 ≪ a2p2, ξ

b
1 approaches zero. We will

later evaluate these two terms separately.

5.7.2.2 Worst Case for L > 2

When there are more than two LEDs, without loss of generality, we still focus on the
first LED, then we have

ξb1 =
1

1 +
PL

m=2 ampm

a1p1

(

1− |G(ǫ1)|
)

≤ 1− |G(ǫ1)|, (5.24)

ξi1 =
1

πsinc(πp1)

∑L
m=2 am sin(πpm)

∣

∣

∣
G
(

(m− 1)∆f + ǫm

)∣

∣

∣

∑L
m=1 ampm

, (5.25)

where we can approach the upper bound on ξb1 when
∑L

m=2 ampm ≪ a1p1, i.e. the
total illuminance from all the other LEDs is much smaller than that from LED1. The
bound on ξi1 can be obtained as follows. First, when the frequency spacing between
the mth LED and the first LED is larger, it is in principle easier to separate the
frequency components. Therefore, the interference term is upper bounded by the
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case when the spacing between any fm where m ≥ 2 and f1 is ∆f , i.e. the spacing

between two closest frequencies. Moreover, when
∑L

m=2 ampm ≫ a1p1, we approach
an upper bound on ξi1

ξi1 ≤

∣

∣

∣
G(∆f + ǫ2)

∣

∣

∣

sinc(πp1)

∑L
m=2 am sin(πpm)
∑L

m=2 amπpm
≤

∣

∣

∣
G(∆f + ǫ2)

∣

∣

∣

sinc(πpmax)

∑L
m=2 am sin(πpm)
∑L

m=2 amπpm
. (5.26)

Further, we know that sinc(πpm) = sin(πpm)
πpm

is monotonically decreasing with the

increase of pm when 0 ≤ pm ≤ 1, i.e. sin(πpm)
πpm

≤ sinc(πpmin). Hence

∑L
m=2 am sin(πpm)
∑L

m=2 amπpm
≤
∑L
m=2 amπpmsinc(πpmin)
∑L

m=2 amπpm
= sinc(πpmin), (5.27)

where the equality is achieved if pm = pmin for every 2 ≤ m ≤ L. We thus also have

ξi1 ≤
sinc(πpmin)

sinc(πpmax)
|G(∆f + ǫ2)|. (5.28)

Then in the worst case for L > 2, all the LEDs, except the first LED, have the
identical frequency and duty cycle, thus this case is equivalent to the case with only
two LEDs in the system. The worst case results in Eq. (5.24) and Eq. (5.28) are also
identical to those in Eq. (5.22) and Eq. (5.23). It is therefore sufficient to only focus
on the worst case for two LEDs when dealing with numerical results in the following
sections.

5.7.2.3 Performance of the Rectangular Filter g(t)

Now, we evaluate the impact of the frequency offsets on the estimation performance.
We consider the rectangular function introduced in Section 5.7.1, g(t) = 1

T rect( tT − 1
2 ),

and thus |G(f)| = |sinc(πTf)|. Given 100 ppm clock inaccuracy, we only need to
consider {ǫ1, ǫ2} = ±0.4 Hz for the worst case scenario. The upper bound on ξb1 is thus
1− sinc(0.4πT ), which can be evaluated at different T , for which the numerical values
are shown in Fig. 5.5. From Section 5.3, we require ξ1 ≤ −20 dB, i.e. ξb1 + ξi1 ≤ 10−2.
Figure 5.5 shows that ξb1 , even in the worst case, is well below 10−2, or 10 log ξb1 is
well below −20 dB, in the range of T of interest to us, i.e. T ≤ 0.1 second. It is
therefore more important to consider ξi1 to be also below 10−2 in the worst case. In
the following, we thus assume that ξb1 is negligible, so that

ξ1 ≈ 10 log10(ξ
i
1) = 10 log10

sinc(πpmin)

sinc(πpmax)
+ 10 log10 max

ǫ2=±0.4

∣

∣

∣
sinc

(

Tπ(∆f + ǫ2)
)∣

∣

∣
.

(5.29)

The value of ξ1 at T = 0.1 as a function of ∆f is plotted in Fig. 5.6. Since L = W
∆f

,

it can be observed that the use of a rectangular function g(t) can not even support
∆f = 1000 Hz and thus only a single LED can be accommodated with W = 2 kHz.
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Considering the fact that at most 200 LEDs can be accommodated in the ideal case
without frequency offsets, we can conclude that the frequency inaccuracy plays a quite
significant role in the estimation performance in terms of the maximum number of
LEDs that can be supported.

Now, we investigate the tradeoff between L and the clock inaccuracies. From Eq. (5.29),
while maintaining T∆f = 1, the value of ξ1 is only a function of T ·maxǫ2 |ǫ2|. Based
on this observation, we can obtain the tradeoff as follows. A very small clock inac-
curacy, we know that L = WT LEDs can be supported. Then, with a larger clock
inaccuracy, i.e. a larger ǫ2 in Eq. (5.29), the estimation error in terms of ξ1 will also
increase. There is a boundary value for the clock inaccuracy when the requirement
ξ1 ≤ −20 dB will no longer be satisfied. Therefore, if the practical clock inaccu-
racy is larger than the boundary value, we have to reduce T proportionally such that
T ·maxǫ2 |ǫ2| does not increase. Thus, ∆f = 1

T has to be in turn increased. Equiv-

alently, L = W
∆f

= WT is decreased. The boundary value for the clock inaccuracy

can be obtained easily through numerical evaluation. For instance, we can find that
the boundary value is only 0.8 ppm to satisfy ξ1 ≤ −20 dB and T ≤ 0.1 second.
Therefore, we can obtain the tradeoff between the clock inaccuracy and L, as shown
in Fig. 5.7. Note that L is upper bounded by 0.1W = 200 because of T ≤ 0.1 second.
If this constraint on T can be relaxed, we can potentially support a larger L, provided
that the clock inaccuracy is reduced, as will be discussed later in Section 5.7.4.

So far, we have investigated the tradeoff between L and the clock inaccuracy under
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the condition T∆f = 1. Effectively, we focus on the first zero of the function G(∆f ) =
sinc(πT∆f ). One can of course also investigate this tradeoff under T∆f = n, where
n ≥ 2, i.e. corresponding to the nth zero of G(∆f ). Through numerical evaluations,
although not explicitly shown here, we observe that considering other zeros of G(∆f )
does not result in a better tradeoff between L and the clock inaccuracy. We will thus
only consider ∆f = 1

T Hz for the rectangular function. Similarly, we will also only
focus on the first zero of other considered G(∆f ) in future sections.

From the tradeoff between L and clock inaccuracy shown in Fig. 5.7, the illumination
sensing performance is quite limited through the use of the rectangular function, in
the presence of frequency offsets. Therefore, in the following, we consider design of
g(t) such that the estimation performance is more robust against the frequency offsets.

5.7.3 Design of Filter Response in the Presence of Frequency
Offsets

5.7.3.1 Triangular Function

In order to design g(t) such that the estimation performance is robust against fre-

quency offsets, we need to minimize
∣

∣

∣
1 − |G(ǫ1)|

∣

∣

∣
and

∣

∣

∣
G
(

(m − 1)∆f + ǫm

)
∣

∣

∣
,
(

see

Eq. (5.19)
)

. Through the first-order Taylor expansion, we get

G(ǫ1) = 1 +G′(0)ǫ1 +O(ǫ21), (5.30)

G
(

(m− 1)∆f + ǫm

)

= G′
(

(m− 1)∆f

)

ǫm +O(ǫ2m), (5.31)

where G′(f) denotes the derivative of G(f). Therefore, in order to obtain lower values

for maxǫ1

∣

∣

∣
|G(ǫ1)|−1

∣

∣

∣
and maxǫm

∣

∣

∣
G
(

(m−1)∆f + ǫm

)∣

∣

∣
, we can impose an additional

constraint on the design of g(t), i.e.

Condition (d): |G′(n∆f )| = 0, for any integer n.

Effectively, G(f) is now a Nyquist-1 function with the additional Condition (d). We
can thus consider the family of Nyquist-1 functions that can be written as G(f) =
G1(f)G2(f), where G1(f) is a Nyquist-1 function, which in general does not satisfy
Condition (d), and G2(f) is an arbitrary function that is differentiable at n∆f and

G2(0) = G(0)
G1(0)

= 1. We then have

G′(n∆f ) = G1(n∆f )G
′
2(n∆f ) +G′

1(n∆f )G2(n∆f ) = G′
1(n∆f )G2(n∆f ). (5.32)

For n 6= 0, we can get that condition (d) is satisfied if and only if G2(n∆f ) = 0.
Thus, G2(f) is also a Nyquist-1 function. Hence we get g(t) = g1(t) ∗ g2(t), where ∗
denotes the convolution operation. The support of g(t) is therefore the sum of that
of g1(t) and g2(t). The minimal support of g(t) is thus 2

∆f
, which is achieved when
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both g1(t) and g2(t) are rectangular functions, i.e. g(t) is a triangular function. More
specifically, g(t) = 2

T rect(2t
T − 1

2 ) ∗ 2
T rect(2t

T − 1
2 ) and can be written explicitly as

g(t) =







4
T 2 t, 0 ≤ t ≤ T

2 ,
− 4
T 2 t+ 4

T ,
T
2 ≤ t ≤ T,

0, elsewhere.
(5.33)

We can also obtain that

|G(f)| = sinc2
(1

2
Tπf

)

. (5.34)

It can be confirmed that this g(t) also satisfies G′(0) = 0. Hence, Condition (d)
is satisfied at any n. Note that the design of Nyquist-1 functions with a similar
requirement was also investigated in other application contexts and under different
optimization criteria [5,15,65]. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to give
the constraint condition in the form of Condition (d) and show that the triangular
function has the minimum support, which is a desirable property for the illumination
sensing application considered in this chapter.

Moreover, since the filter bank estimator in Eq. (5.11) and that in Eq. (5.12) are
equivalent, one might also consider some other functions from the widely used win-
dowing functions, e.g. the Hann windowing function. These windowing functions are
normally optimized to have low side lobes in G(f). In our application, however, with
the knowledge of ideal ∆f and due to the fact that ǫi

∆f
is quite small, we only need to

focus on the zeros of the G(∆f ) such that the performance is more robust against fre-
quency offsets. Therefore, in this context, the triangular windowing function achieves
better performance than all the windowing functions that are known to us. There are
also a class of windowing functions called “flat-top” functions, where the main-lobe
is flattened around the zero frequency. This “flat-top” property is desirable for the
reduction of ξb1, as defined in Eq. (5.20). To this end, we take this property into
consideration in the Condition (d), which is presented earlier in this section, in par-
ticular for the case n = 0. Further, from the numerical results for the rectangular and
triangular functions presented in Fig. 5.5, the bias error can be neglected. In fact,
also from Fig. 5.5, the use of the triangular function further reduces ξb1 than that for
the rectangular function. In view of above discussion, we thus do not consider the
further optimization of the main-lobe behavior in this chapter.

For the triangular function, the cost function ξ1 in the worst case can thus be written
as

ξ1≈10 log10(ξ
i
1)=10 log10

sinc(πpmin)

sinc(πpmax)
+10 log10 max

ǫ2=±0.4

∣

∣

∣
sinc2

(1

2
Tπ(∆f+ǫ2)

)∣

∣

∣
, (5.35)

the numerical values of which are also plotted in Fig. 5.6. It can then be seen that
there is significant improvement of the estimation performance, compared to the use
of the rectangular function at ∆f = 20 Hz.

From above discussion on the minimum support, we have 2
∆f
≤ T . We thus also have

L = W
∆f
≤ 1

2WT , i.e. L ≤ 100 for T = 0.1 second and W = 2 kHz. Compared to the
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rectangular function, the use of the triangular function increases the robustness of the
estimation performance against frequency offsets, while reducing the maximum num-
ber of LEDs that can be supported in the ideal case, i.e. the case without frequency
offsets. Furthermore, similarly to the rectangular function, we may also investigate
the tradeoff between L and a higher clock inaccuracy under the condition ξ1 ≤ −20 dB
and 1

2T∆f = 1, and the result is shown in Fig. 5.7. Note that L is always less than
100 for the triangular function because of the constraint T ≤ 0.1 second. It can be
seen that the use of the triangular function can support significantly more LEDs than
that of the rectangular function at a realistic clock inaccuracy, e.g. larger than 2 ppm.
In particular, at 100 ppm clock inaccuracy, 85 LEDs can be accommodated by the
use of the triangular function.

5.7.3.2 Higher Order Convolution of Rectangular Functions

We can further extend the triangular function by taking g(t) to be even higher
order convolution of rectangular functions. For instance, a third order convolu-
tion results into g(t) = 3

T rect(3t
T − 1

2 ) ∗ 3
T rect(3t

T − 1
2 ) ∗ 3

T rect(3t
T − 1

2 ) and thus

|G(f)| = |sinc3(1
3Tπf)|. For conveniences, we name this g(t) piecewise quadratic

function, or even simply quadratic function. For this g(t), we have L ≤ 1
3WT , and

thus L ≤ 66 for T ≤ 0.1 s and W = 2 kHz. From Fig. 5.5, the bias error is also
negligible. Further, through numerical investigation, we see that we can support 66
LEDs even at 500 ppm clock inaccuracy. Similarly to the rectangular and triangular
function, we can also investigate the tradeoff between the clock inaccuracy and L for
the piecewise quadratic function, and the numerical results are also shown in Fig. 5.7.
From the results, it can be seen that the piecewise quadratic function outperforms
the triangular function only when the clock inaccuracy is larger than 130 ppm. From
above, it is also straight-forward to further extend the results into fourth or even
higher order of convolution of rectangular functions. However, since we focus on a
realistic range of clock inaccuracy, e.g. at 100 ppm, the discussion on those functions
is beyond the scope of this chapter.

5.7.4 Tradeoff Between Response Time and Number of LEDs

In the above, we discussed the design of g(t) in order to maintain robustness against
frequency offsets. In particular, we investigated the tradeoff between L and the clock
inaccuracies under the constraint T ≤ 0.1 s. In this section, we study the illumination
sensing performance with respect to the estimation time T . We believe that this study
is of high practical value because a user is in principle able to have an accurate control
of the estimation time T and that the requirement on T might be relaxed in certain
application scenarios. In particular, we focus on the tradeoff between L and T in this
section, provided that the condition on ξi ≤ −20 dB is always satisfied.

We focus on the performance for the triangular function. The tradeoff between L and
T in this case can be obtained in two steps. First, when T increases from zero, L is
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Fig. 5.8: The number of LEDs L vs. response time T for the triangular function at different
clock inaccuracies.

linearly proportional to T by L = 1
2WT . Secondly, the increase of T will result in

a higher ξ1 at given clock inaccuracy from Eq. (5.35). When T is increased above
a certain value, the requirement on accurate illumination sensing will no longer be
satisfied. Therefore, further increasing T beyond this value cannot result in a larger
L. This boundary value for T can be obtained for the case of 100 ppm as follows.
From Section 5.7.3.1 and as shown in Fig. 5.7, at most 85 LEDs can be supported
at 100 ppm, which corresponds to T = 85

W/2 = 0.085 s. Thus in practice, we would

maintain T = 0.085 s even if we are allowed to have a larger T . The tradeoff between
T and L for the triangular function at 100 ppm can thus be obtained as depicted in
Fig. 5.8.

For a different clock inaccuracy, we can similarly obtain the tradeoff between L and
T . The difference is that the range of T when we can have L = 1

2WT is inversely-
proportional to the clock inaccuracy, as indicated by Eq. (5.35). For instance, for
10 ppm clock inaccuracy, we can have L = 1

2WT up to T = 100
10 × 0.085 = 0.85 s.

The tradeoff between T and L for different clock inaccuracies can thus be obtained as
shown in Fig. 5.8. We can see that in order to accommodate more LEDs, we need to
increase T and reduce the clock inaccuracy as well. For instance, if 1000 LEDs need
to be accommodated, we should have a response time T > 1 s and a clock inaccuracy
less than 10 ppm.

We can, of course, also obtain the tradeoffs for other possible functions g(t) in the
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Fig. 5.9: The number of LEDs L vs. response time T for different functions at 100 ppm
clock inaccuracy.

presence of different clock inaccuracies. The results for different g(t) at 100 ppm
are shown in Fig. 5.9. It can also be concluded from this figure that the use of
the triangular function can accommodate more LEDs than other functions in the
range T ≤ 0.1 second. If the requirement on T is relaxed, however, e.g. when T
can be larger than 0.1 second, the piecewise quadratic function can outperform the
triangular function.

5.8 Low Cost Implementations

Here, we briefly remark on the implementation of the illumination sensing scheme
shown in Fig. 5.4. In practice, such filter bank structure can be implemented in
a high efficiency [74]. Moreover, since the triangular function is the convolution
of two rectangular functions, the filter with the triangular impulse response can be
simply implemented by a concatenation of two sliding-window integrators, with the
integration time of each integrator to be T/2. For a low-cost implementation of such
sliding-window integrators, we can use digital circuits instead of analog ones. This
implementation can be extended to piecewise quadratic functions by simply adding
one more sliding-window integrator. Further, we can shift the sampler in Fig. 5.4
forward such that the sampler is located immediately after the G(f) block. Thus, we
only need to perform the operations following the G(f) block, such as the squaring
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Fig. 5.10: A low complexity implementation of the filter bank estimator.

block, once per sample.

Another different implementation is through the use of Eq. (5.12). We can first sample
y(t), and in turn apply the windowing function g(t) in the discrete-time domain.
Finally, we perform fast Fourier transform (FFT), which can be implemented at a high
efficiency, to obtain the spectra at desired frequencies simultaneously. Subsequently,
we can normalize the magnitude of the spectrum at each frequency fi to obtain âi,
i.e. âi = π

sin(πpi)
|Y (fi)|. Figure 5.10 illustrates this low complexity implementation

of the block diagram in Fig. 5.4. In Fig. 5.10, y[n] denotes the discrete-time samples
of y(t), y denotes a vector of samples y[n], yw denotes the windowed version of y.
Due to the Nyquist sampling theorem, the sampling frequency for y(t) is at least 2W .
The support of g(t) is 2

∆f
= 2

W/L = 2L
W . Hence a window of 2W × 2L

W = 4L samples

is needed, and an FFT operation with the size 4L is thus sufficient. More detailed
discussion on other practical implementation issues, such as the suppression of out-
of-the-band noise, and quantization resolution of the analog-to-digital conversion, is
beyond the scope of this chapter.

5.9 Conclusions

This chapter studied asynchronous illumination sensing based on frequency division
multiplexing (FDM). The key challenges of illumination sensing in LED lighting sys-
tems were described and investigated. A simple FDM scheme was investigated to
facilitate simultaneous estimation of the illuminance of a large number of LEDs.
We presented three filter bank sensor signal processing structures that are based on
equivalent principles, although with different implementations. The design of filter
responses, in the context of supporting maximum number of LEDs while satisfying
other estimation requirements such as high speed and accurate illumination sensing,
was also discussed. It was shown that, based on the proposed filter design criteria,
the rectangular function can support the maximum number of LEDs for the ideal
case without frequency inaccuracies. When considering frequency inaccuracies in a
practical range, the filter responses involving multiple convolutions of rectangular
functions should be considered. In particular, the triangular function, which is the
convolution of two rectangular functions, gives a better tradeoff, than all the other
considered functions, between the number of LEDs that can be supported and the
clock inaccuracies within a practical range of interest. More specifically, 85 LEDs can
be supported for a response time of 0.1 s and 100 ppm clock inaccuracy. We also
showed that the use of a piecewise quadratic function can give better performance
than the triangular function when the clock inaccuracy is more than 130 ppm. Finally,
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the sensor signal processing structure proposed in this chapter can be implemented
at a very low cost. Hence, we conclude that around 100 LEDs can be accommodated
with a simple FDM scheme and a low-cost filter-bank based sensor signal processing
structure for the purpose of illumination sensing.

5.A Appendix : Derivation of Eq. (5.8).

Let F [·] denote the Fourier transform, we have

F [hi(t)] , Hi(f) =

∫ ∞

−∞
hi(t)e

−j2πftdt, (5.36)

and thus

F [hi(t− ti)] =

∫ ∞

−∞
hi(t− ti)e−j2πftdt = Hi(f)e−j2πfti . (5.37)

Moreover, from [49], for any function z(t) whose Fourier transform exists and is
denoted by Z(f), we have

F
[ ∞
∑

n=−∞
z(t− n/fi)

]

=

∞
∑

m=−∞
fiZ(mfi)δ(f −mfi). (5.38)

Now, letting z(t) = hi(t− ti), we can substitute Z(f) = Hi(f)e−j2πfti into Eq. (5.38)
and obtain

F
[ ∞
∑

n=−∞
hi(t− ti − n/fi)

]

=

∞
∑

m=−∞
fiHi(mfi)e

−j2πmfitiδ(f −mfi). (5.39)

Finally, from Eq. (5.6) and Eq. (5.39), we can obtain Eq. (5.8).

5.B Appendix : Evaluation of fiHi(fi)

Here, we assume 1
fi
≫ τon and 1

fi
≫ τoff. When pi is large, we have pi

fi
≫ τon and

pi

fi
≫ τoff, hi(t) in Eq. (5.4) is approximately rectangular, i.e. hi(t) ≈ rect( tfi

pi
). Thus

we have fiHi(fi) ≈ 1
π sin(πpi).

Then, when pi is very small and pi

fi
is comparable to τon and τoff, it can be obtained
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from Eq. (5.4) that

fiHi(fi)

=
1

π
sin(πpi)− ejπpi

1− e−
pi

fiτon
−j2πpi

1
fiτon

+ j2π
+ e−jπpi(1− e−

pi
fiτon )

1
1

fiτoff
+ j2π

≈ 1

π
sin(πpi)− (1− e−

pi
fiτon )

( 1
1

fiτon
+ j2π

− 1
1

fiτoff
+ j2π

)

≈ 1

π
sin(πpi)− (1− e−

pi
fiτon )fi(τon − τoff)

≈ 1

π
sin(πpi), (5.40)

where the first approximation follows from ejπpi ≈ 1 and ej2πpi ≈ 1 because of pi ≈ 0,
and the second approximation follows from 1

fi
≫ τon and 1

fi
≫ τoff. Finally the last

approximation is because of 1
fi
≫ τon − τoff.



Chapter 6
Asynchronous Illumination Sensing:

Multiple Harmonics

6.1 Introduction

In order to enable intelligent control of LED lighting systems, the concept of illumina-
tion sensing was proposed and investigated in previous two chapters. In this concept,
the illumination pulses emitted by different LEDs are modulated uniquely. A pho-
tosensor, such as a photodiode, is then placed at the target location where a certain
lighting effect is desired, converting the received light signal into electrical. Associated
to the sensor, a sensor signal processor is employed to distinguish and estimate the
illumination contributions of the different LEDs. Based on the estimation results, a
central controller can determine the setting of the duty cycle for each individual LED
to achieve the desired lighting effect.

Two different modulation methods have been presented in the previous two chapters.
Chapter 4 studied a method for synchronized LEDs. This method is to tag the light
output of each LED based on a hybrid code-time division multiple access scheme. In
order to maintain low cost driver circuits, Chapter 5 studied an alternative method,
namely frequency division multiplexing (FDM), based on asynchronous LEDs. In the
FDM approach, the frequencies of the illumination pulse trains from different LEDs
are set differently. Moreover, with respect to the asynchronous FDM modulation, a
simple filter bank sensor signal processing method is proposed which exploits only
the fundamental frequency component of the sensor signal. This approach provides a
promising performance for an LED lighting system with up to 100 LEDs.

In many practical lighting applications, however, a significantly larger number of LEDs
needs to be supported, see e.g. [16,17] and Chapter 5. To meet this need, this chapter
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focuses on a more advanced estimation approach that can support more LEDs. To
this end, higher harmonics of the sensor signal are exploited. The background and
motivation of the proposed approach is detailed in Section 6.2.

After a detailed problem description in Section 6.3, we study the potential number
of LEDs that can be supported through exploiting multiple harmonics in Section 6.4.
We show that we can potentially increase the number of LEDs by approximately an
order of magnitude, relative to the approach in Chapter 5.

Thereafter, to capitalize this performance potential, a low complexity successive es-
timation approach and an associated LED grouping and frequency allocation scheme
are proposed in Section 6.5. The computational complexity of the proposed approach
is also analyzed. Simulation results to address the performance of the estimator are
presented in Section 6.6, vis-a-vis the upper limits as derived in Section 6.4. Finally,
Section 6.7 concludes this chapter.

6.2 Background and Motivation

Due to the widely used pulse width modulation (PWM) dimming method, each LED
renders a periodical optical pulse train with prescribed duty cycle. A typical received
optical signal from the ith LED with frequency fi is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. The am-
plitude of the pulse train is called the illuminance (in lumen/m2, or lux), denoted by
aI,i, and the duty cycle is denoted by pi where 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1. The illumination contribu-
tion of the LED at the target location is given by the product aI,ipi. The duty cycle
pi is known from the controller. The amplitude aI,i is determined by the radiation
pattern of the ith LED [46] and the free-space optical channel attenuation [32], and
is unknown. The key challenge for illumination sensing is then to distinguish the
signals from different LEDs and estimate aI,i for each i to determine the illumination
contribution of the ith LED. Moreover, due to practical application requirements [81],
the estimation process has to be performed with a high accuracy and within a limited
response time, e.g. T < 0.1 s, as will be explained in more detail in Section 6.3.

The optical signals from all the LEDs sum together at the target location. It is difficult
and expensive, if not impossible, to distinguish different LEDs optically. Therefore,
the received optical signal is converted into an electrical signal by a photosensor.
The amplitude of the electrical pulse train is then denoted by ai. Provided that the
responsivity of the photosensor is accurately known, the challenge of illumination
sensing is thus transformed into the estimation of ai. To this end, one may consider
modulating the illumination waveform in Fig. 6.1 differently for each LED such that
the signals can be disentangled electronically at the sensor.

With respect to the modulation method, various approaches have been proposed
[35,64,81]. In this chapter, we focus on the method of frequency division multiplexing
(FDM) [64], since this method does not require synchronism among the spatially
distributed LEDs. In this method, the frequencies {fi} of the illumination pulse
trains are used as the identifiers of different LEDs. Therefore, these {fi} are set to
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t

aI,i

pi/fi

1/fi

Fig. 6.1: Illustration of the received optical signal due to the ith LED. The amplitude of the
corresponding electrical pulse train is ai.

be different, with a discernible spacing, denoted by ∆f , between adjacent frequencies.
Note that these {fi} are all chosen within a frequency range, usually between 2 kHz
and 4 kHz [81], which is determined mainly by the requirement of no visible flicker
and by optical properties such as the on- and off-switch response time of the LEDs.

Based on the FDM scheme, a simple estimator was proposed in [81] which only uses
the fundamental frequency component of the sensor signal. The basic idea was to
estimate ai based on the value of the Fourier transform of the sensor signal at the
frequencies fi. The sensor signal y(t) can be written as y(t) =

∑

i yi(t) + v(t), where
yi(t) is the electrical signal due to the ith LED and v(t) denotes the noise. In a
practical application scenario, the effect of noise on this estimation performance is
negligible due to the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Instead, the performance of
such an estimator is mainly affected by three other factors:

1) Response Time

Due to the required limited response time T , a windowing function g(t), e.g. a tri-
angular function, with limited time span T , needs to be applied to y(t) before the
Fourier transform is taken. Let Y (f) denote the result of the Fourier transform, i.e.
Y (f) = F [y(t)g(t)], where F [·] denotes the Fourier transform. Hence we have

Y (f) =
∑

i

F [yi(t)g(t)] + F [v(t)g(t)] =
∑

i

Ȳi(f) ∗G(f) + V (f) ∗G(f), (6.1)

where Ȳi(f) = F [yi(t)], G(f) = F [g(t)], V (f) = F [v(t)], and ‘∗’ denotes convolu-
tion. Due to the periodic nature of the signal yi(t), Ȳi(f) contains line spectra at
{mfi}, where m is an integer. However, with the spectrum widening due to the
windowing function, Y (f) contains the weighted sum of G(f −mfi) for all i and m.
These functions {G(f − mfi)} might overlap each other in the frequency domain.
As a consequence, Y (fi) contains not only the component from the ith LED, but
also components from other LEDs, especially those with adjacent frequencies. This
influence on the value of Y (fi) due to other LEDs than the ith LED, can be viewed
as interference induced in the sensor processing, and is named induced interference
in this chapter. The estimation accuracy of ai based on Y (fi) is thus limited by this
induced interference. Since the interference level is mainly determined by the win-
dowing function, one may consider to reduce the interference through optimization of
the windowing function, as was done in [81].

2) Frequency Offsets
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Fig. 6.2: Illustration of frequency offsets.

Due to clock inaccuracies, the LEDs may not be operated precisely at the ideally
assigned frequencies. Let f̄i denote the assigned frequency of the ith LED, fi the
actual frequency and ǫi the frequency offset, i.e. ǫi = fi − f̄i. Figure 6.2 illustrates
the effect of frequency offsets. Even if {f̄i} are assigned such that there is a uniform
spacing ∆f between adjacent frequencies, the actual spacing ∆′

f,i = fi+1 − fi =
∆f +ǫi+1−ǫi is normally different from ∆f and the value is also different for different
i. The induced interference is dependent on the actual frequencies {fi}, which are
unknown. Specifically, the induced interference from the (i + 1)th LED to the ith
LED at Y (fi) is proportional to G(fi+1− f̄i) = G(∆f + ǫi+1). Hence the existence of
frequency offsets makes it more difficult to control the induced interference through
the optimization of G(f).

3) Duty Cycles

The estimation performance deteriorates when the power of the fundamental fre-
quency component is small, e.g. when pi is close to 0 or 1, because the induced
interference from other LEDs then gives a relatively larger impact on the estimation
of ai.

Due to these reasons, as shown in [81], we have (through setting the value ∆f to be
sufficiently large, e.g. ∆f ≥ 2/T ) to make the value of ∆f +ǫi+1 large enough in order
to limit the induced interference in the presence of frequency offsets. Given a fixed
frequency range for the allocation of {f̄i}, the number of LEDs that can be supported
is thus limited. Specifically, the number of LEDs that can be supported by this
estimation approach is only around 100 for the frequency range 2 kHz< f̄i < 4 kHz
and response time T < 0.1 s.

In many practical lighting applications, however, a significantly larger number of
LEDs needs to be supported, e.g. [16,17,81]. In this chapter, therefore, we develop an
estimation approach that yields superior performance in comparison to the estimator
that uses only the fundamental frequency component. Specifically, we try to reduce
the induced interference between different LED signals, as well as exploit more signal
power from the sensor signal. To this end, we consider using higher order harmonics
in this chapter. This approach is attractive for two reasons. First, there is a larger
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frequency separation between the higher harmonics of two adjacent frequencies. For
instance, the spacing is m∆f in the mth harmonic, i.e. m times the spacing in the fun-
damental frequency range. In the presence of frequency offsets, the spacing between
the mth harmonic of two actual frequencies mfi+1 −mfi = m∆′

f,i is also m times
of the spacing fi+1 − fi = ∆′

f,i. If the signals from different LEDs are disentangled
based on the mth harmonic of the sensor signal for the purpose of estimating {ai},
we only need to consider the spacing m∆′

f,i and set m∆f to be sufficiently large,
e.g. m∆f > 2/T . Therefore, we can possibly achieve a much smaller ∆f if a higher
order harmonic is exploited. Equivalently, a larger number of frequencies {fi} can
potentially be packed in the given frequency range. Secondly, we can utilize the power
in the higher order harmonics of the sensor signal. This is especially useful in the
situation when the individual estimation performs worst, viz. when pi is close to 0 or
1, in which case the bulk of the signal power lies in the higher order harmonics rather
than the fundamental frequency component.

When multiple harmonics are considered, the signal from the ith LED consists of mul-
tiple sinusoids whose frequencies are multiples of the same fundamental frequency fi.
The objective of illumination sensing is then to estimate the parameters of these sinu-
soids. The problem of sinusoid parameter estimation has attracted a lot of research
interest in literature. However, the literature focuses either on parameter estimation
of multiple sinusoids that are not harmonically related, e.g. [62, 70], or on parameter
estimation using multiple harmonics for a single source, e.g. [76]. The problem in this
chapter, i.e. multiple harmonics from each of multiple sources, as such is fundamen-
tally different from previous works. New challenges also arise in this problem setting.
One of the key questions concerns the performance limit with the use of multiple har-
monics. More specifically for illumination sensing, it is important to understand the
limit on the number of LEDs that can be supported. Provided that there is indeed
significant potential to support a large number of LEDs, another key challenge is then
how to design an estimation approach with manageable computational complexity to
materialize this potential. All these issues will be addressed in this chapter.

6.3 Problem Description

The sensor signal at the output of the photosensor is given by

y(t) =

L
∑

i=1

yi(t) + v(t) =

L
∑

i=1

ai

∞
∑

n=−∞
rect

(fi(t+ θi)− n
pi

)

+ v(t), (6.2)

where L is the number of LEDs and is assumed to be known from system installation.
The signal yi(t) is the electrical signal due to the ith LED, where rect(t) is a rectan-
gular function with rect(t) = 1 when |t| ≤ 1/2 and rect(t) = 0 elsewhere. The value
of pi is prescribed by the central controller and known to the sensor signal processor.
Each yi(t) thus consists of a pulse train with an amplitude ai, an initial phase θi and
a frequency fi. The amplitude ai characterizes the illumination contribution of the
ith LED, and is the primary parameter to be estimated. The phase θi is unknown
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since there is no synchronism between the spatially distributed LEDs and between
the LEDs and the sensor. The frequency fi = f̄i + ǫi is not exactly known due to the
frequency offset ǫi, although the ideal frequency f̄i is known as the identifier for the
ith LED.

The ideal frequency f̄i, as introduced in Section 6.2, is allocated between fmin = 2 kHz
and fmax = 4 kHz, i.e. the considered bandwidth is W = fmax−fmin = 2 kHz. In [81],
the {f̄i} are allocated uniformly between fmin and fmax with a frequency spacing ∆f

between adjacent frequencies. In this chapter, however, as will be explained later, we
divide the frequency range (fmin, fmax) into M sub-ranges. The ideal frequencies {f̄i}
in each mth sub-range are still uniformly allocated with a frequency spacing ∆f,m,
except that ∆f,m decreases as m increases. Nevertheless, the value of f̄i is always
known to the sensor signal processor as the identifier for the ith LED. The value of
θi can be anywhere between − 1

2fi
and 1

2fi
. To obtain an accurate estimate of ai,

the values of fi and θi also need to be estimated. The noise term v(t), consisting of
electronic and shot noise, is assumed to be additive white Gaussian noise with double-
sided power spectrum density N0

2 . For a practical indoor environment [81] with an
illuminance of 1000 lux and a photodiode with an area of 10 mm2, N0 is in the order
of 10−24 A2/Hz.

To undertake the estimation of {ai, fi, θi}, it is convenient to express yi(t) in the form
of harmonics, i.e.

yi(t) = ai

∞
∑

m=0

2bi,m cos(2πmfit+mφi), (6.3)

where bi,m is the magnitude of the mth harmonic. For a rectangular pulse with a

known duty cycle pi, we have a known bi,m given by bi,m = sin(πmpi)
πm . Note that, under

practical protocols for PWM light dimming control [27], we have pmin = 0.001 ≤ pi ≤
pmax = 0.973. The phase term is φi = 2πfiθi. The estimation of {ai, fi, θi} is then
transformed to the estimation of {ai, fi, φi}.
For the estimation of {ai}, the key requirements concern speed and accuracy. The
first requirement is that the response time T ≤ 0.1 s. The second requirement is that
the estimation results should be accurate enough such that the estimation error is
invisible to human eyes. More specifically, as long as the cost function [6, 81]

ξi , 10 log10

(

|âi − ai|pi/(
∑L
l=1 alpl)

)

≤ −20 (dB), (6.4)

where âi denotes the estimated value for ai, the estimation error is considered accept-
able.

With the above requirements on speed and accuracy being satisfied, the key challenge
is to design an estimator so as to accommodate more LEDs, compared to [81], by
allowing a smaller spacing between adjacent frequencies. In [81], only the term m = 1
in Eq. (6.3) is used for the estimation of ai. In contrast, we shall exploit multiple
harmonics in this chapter.

Further, in Eq. (6.3), the direct current (DC) components with m = 0 for different
i are not distinguishable, and hence are of no use for the purpose of illumination
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sensing. The useful signal power lies in all the other harmonics. Given T ≫ 1/fi, the

DC component equals (1/T )
∫ T

t=0
yi(t)dt = aipi for each ith LED. Hence, the useful

signal power of the ith LED is

Pi =
1

T

∫ T

t=0

(yi(t)− aipi)2dt =
1

T

∫ T

t=0

y2
i (t)dt− a2

i p
2
i = a2

i pi(1− pi). (6.5)

Considering a noise bandwidth to be proportional to W , we define the signal-to-noise
ratio as

ζi = 10 log10

Pi
N0W

= 10 log10

a2
i pi(1 − pi)
N0W

(dB). (6.6)

As a reference value for SNRs in different practical scenarios, we consider the maxi-
mum value of ai, e.g. when a sensor lies in the center of a narrow LED beam, in the
order of 10−6 ampere. For each i, the worst case SNR occurs when pi = pmin. Hence,
from Eq. (6.6), we can get, for T = 0.1 s, that

max
i

(ζi) = 57 (dB). (6.7)

6.4 Performance Limits

In this section, before applying any specific algorithms, we investigate the potential
parameter estimation performance that can be obtained by exploiting multiple har-
monics. Specifically, there are two limiting factors. One is due to the influence of
frequency offsets on the ability to identify different LEDs. The other concerns the
influence of noise and is based on the study of the Cramér-Rao bound (CRB).

6.4.1 Number of Distinguishable LEDs

In the FDM scheme, we use frequencies as the identifiers of the LEDs. The frequencies
are thus allocated in a strict order, i.e. f̄i < f̄i+1. If, due to the frequency offsets, the
order of the actual frequencies is changed, e.g. fi > fi+1 for some i, the sensor signal
processor will not be able to identify these two LEDs correctly. Hence, the spacing
between allocated frequencies should be large enough to avoid this issue. Assuming
the relative clock accuracy is denoted by η, i.e. the frequency offset |ǫi| ≤ f̄iη, we get
that the actual spacing between two adjacent frequencies is ∆′

f,i = fi+1− fi = f̄i+1−
f̄i+ ǫi+1− ǫi. The minimum value of ∆′

f,i is thus min(∆′
f,i) = f̄i+1− f̄i− (f̄i+ f̄i+1)η.

In order to maintain ∆′
f,i ≥ 0, we should have min(∆′

f,i) ≥ 0, hence

f̄i+1 ≥ rf̄i, (6.8)

where

r , (1 + η)/(1− η). (6.9)
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By induction, we get that f̄L ≥ rL−1f̄1. Given that fmax ≥ f̄i ≥ fmin for any i, we
further have

fmax ≥ f̄L ≥ rL−1f̄1

≥ rL−1fmin. (6.10)

Thus, we get

L ≤ ln(fmax/fmin)

ln r
+ 1. (6.11)

Note that, in order to achieve this upper limit, the ideal frequencies {f̄i} should be
assigned in an exponential scale, i.e. f̄i = f1r

i−1.

For a low cost design, the clock inaccuracy is assumed to be η = 100 ppm (parts per
million) = 10−4. From Eq. (6.11) and fmax = 2fmin, this implies L ≤ 3466.

6.4.2 Limit on the Estimation Accuracy

Here, we consider the effect of noise on the estimation performance based on the
Cramér-Rao bound (CRB), which gives a lower bound on the variance of the estima-
tion error for any unbiased estimator. In fact the CRB can be approximately achieved
by a maximum likelihood (ML) estimator at high SNR [70]. Thus, in this chapter, we
consider the CRB as an indicator of the maximum achievable performance. Of partic-
ular interest in this chapter is the maximum number of LEDs that can be supported
when the estimation error is bounded. Equivalently, given the limited bandwidth to
assign the frequencies f̄i, we investigate the CRB at different ∆f between adjacent
frequencies.

For illumination sensing, the estimation performance is measured in terms of {âi}, see
Eq. (6.4). We therefore focus on the accuracy in amplitude estimation when the exact
frequencies {fi} and phases {φi} are unknown, as explained in Section 6.3. Let σ2

i

denote the CRB on the estimation of ai. The smallest mean squared error achievable
by an ML estimator is E{(âML

i − ai)
2} = σ2

i , where E{·} denotes the expectation
operation and âML

i is the estimated value by an ML estimator. In the ML estimator,
ai is fixed, while âML

i is random due to the presence of random noise v(t) in y(t).
Therefore, the expectation is taken over all realizations of âML

i .

Based on the definition Eq. (6.4), we consider the following cost function

ξ̂i , 10 log10

(

σipi

/

(
∑L

l=1 alpl)
)

. (6.12)

It can be shown that ξ̂i represents the worst case for the expected performance of the
ML estimator, i.e.

E{ξML

i } ≤ ξ̂i, (6.13)

where ξML
i is defined, according to Eq. (6.4), as

ξML

i , 10 log10

(

|âML

i − ai|pi/(
∑L
l=1 alpl)

)

. (6.14)
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Proof. To prove Eq. (6.13), consider that

E

{

log |âML

i − ai|
}

=
1

2
E

{

2 log
(

|âML

i − ai|
)}

=
1

2
E

{

log
(

(âML

i − ai)2
)}

. (6.15)

Moreover, due to Jensen’s inequality [24, chap 3.14] and since the function log(·) is a
concave function, we have

E

{

log
(

(âML

i − ai)2
)}

≤ log(E{(âML

i − ai)2}) = log σ2
i . (6.16)

From Eq. (6.15) and Eq. (6.16), we have E

{

log |âML

i −ai|
}

≤ log σi. Then considering

the definition Eq. (6.12) and Eq. (6.14), we have that

E{ξML

i } = 10 E{log10(|âML

i − ai|)} − 10 log10

( pi
∑L

l=1 alpl

)

≤ 10 log10 σi − 10 log10

( pi
∑L

l=1 alpl

)

= ξ̂i.

�

From Eq. (6.13), ξ̂i represents the worst case performance of the optimum ML es-

timator. We will then use ξ̂i as a reference to investigate the potential estimation
performances. From Eq. (6.4), we additionally require that ξ̂i ≤ −20 (dB).

In order to obtain ξ̂i, we first need to obtain the CRB σ2
i . To this end, we let u denote

the vector of unknown parameters, i.e.

u , [a1, a2, · · · , aL, φ1, φ2, · · · , φL, f1, f2, · · · , fL]T , (6.17)

where [·]T denotes the operation of matrix transpose. We can then obtain the Fisher
information matrix J of size 3L× 3L. The (m,n)th element of J equals

Jm,n =
2

N0
E

(

∫ T

t=0

∂y(t)

∂um

∂y(t)

∂un
dt
)

, (6.18)

where um and un denote the mth and nth element of the vector u, respectively. The
CRB on the estimation error of the parameter ai for i = 1 to L can be obtained [62]
as σ2

i = [J−1]i,i, i.e. the ith diagonal element of the matrix J−1. In the following, we
first discuss the CRBs when there is no frequency offsets and later analyze the the
impact of frequency offsets.

6.4.2.1 No frequency offsets

For convenience of investigation, we first ignore the frequency offsets when discussing
the CRB. In this case, the CRB is mainly determined by the noise level and the
spacing ∆f . Of particular interest is the minimum ∆f that yields adequate estimation
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performance. Moreover, in order to allocate as many LEDs as possible, we assume
a uniform frequency spacing between the LEDs, where every spacing is equal to the
obtained minimum spacing.

• Fundamental Frequency Component

When only the fundamental frequency components are considered, the parameter
estimation of multiple pulse trains studied in this chapter is equivalent to the param-
eter estimation of multiple sinusoids. The CRB for this problem has been computed
in [62, 70]. It was shown that the characteristics of the CRB are dependent on the
frequency spacing, denoted by ∆f , between different sinusoids. Specifically, there is
a threshold, denoted by Γ1 ≈ 1

T , on ∆f [62]. If ∆f > Γ1, the CRB in the presence
of multiple sinusoids appears to be close to that when there is only a single sinusoid.
This CRB is thus also named asymptotic CRB in [70]. On the other hand, if ∆f ≤ Γ1,
the CRB increases rapidly with the number of sinusoids. Moreover, the values of the
non-asymptotic CRB are highly dependent on the actual values of {ai, fi, φi}.
In this chapter, given a response time T ≤ 0.1 s, and the target to support much more
than 100 LEDs as achieved in [81], we need to consider the non-asymptotic CRB.
Moreover, in contrast to [62] where numerical results for more than three sinusoids
were not presented, we consider L ≫ 3. By way of example, we consider the case
pi = pmin, fi = 2000 + (i − 1)∆f , and φi = 0 for every i, and ai = ak for i 6= k.
In this duty cycle setting, the power in the fundamental frequency component is
minimal, and thus this is a difficult case for the estimator when only the fundamental
frequency components are considered. Further, all the LEDs are set to have the same
illuminances such that there are equally strong interferences between the LEDs with
neighboring frequencies. Moreover, we consider ∆f = 10 Hz here to support at least
200 LEDs. Then, we consider the scenarios when only the LEDs with i = 1 to Ls

are switched on. With Ls increasing from 1 to 10, we can obtain the value of worst
case performance among all the LEDs, i.e. maxi{ξ̂i}, as presented in Fig. 6.3. It can
be seen that the estimation bound increases significantly when Ls increases beyond
3, and the requirement ξ̂i ≤ −20 dB for all i cannot be satisfied. In other words, we
cannot allow ∆f ≤ 10 Hz if only the fundamental frequency component is used.

Note that, when Ls = 1, the CRB is determined only by noise and we can obtain
from [61] that

σ2
1 =

N0

4b21,1T
, (6.19)

where b1,1 characterizes the amplitude of the fundamental frequency component, as
in Eq. (6.3), and b1,1 = sin(πp1)/π. Hence we have that

ξ̂1 = 10 log10

σ1p1

a1p1
= 10 log10

√

N0

4a2
1b

2
1,1T

= −1

2
ζi + 5 log10

p1(1− p1)

4b21,1
. (6.20)

When T = 0.1 s and ζ1 = 57 dB, we have ξ̂1 = −28 dB, as can be seen in Fig. 6.3.
When Ls > 1, however, there is no analytical form for σ2

1 . Further, the value maxi ξ̂i
slightly decreases when Ls increases from 1 to 2, although there is an increase in σi.
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Fig. 6.3: Estimation performance bound for different number of LEDs, when ∆f = 10 Hz
and only the fundamental frequency component is considered, T = 0.1 s, φi = 0, pi = pmin,
fi = fmin + (i − 1)∆f , SNR ζi = 57 dB, for i = 1 to Ls, and ai = ak for i 6= k.

The reason is that there is a normalization factor
∑Ls

l=1 alpl for σi due to the definition
of the cost function in Eq. (6.12). When Ls increases from 1 to 2, the increase in σi is
overshadowed by the increase of the normalization factor. When Ls increases beyond
2, the speed of increase in σi is much faster than the increase in the normalization
factor. The value maxi ξ̂i hence keeps increasing with Ls > 2.

• Multiple Harmonics

Now, we consider using higher order-harmonics besides the fundamental frequencies.
From numerical results, as illustrated in Fig. 6.4, we can conclude that there is also
a threshold on the frequency separation, ΓM ≈ 1

MT , when up to M harmonics are
considered. When ∆f ≤ ΓM , the CRB increases dramatically with the decrease of

∆f , and consequently, the requirement ξ̂i < −20 dB for every i can not be satisfied.

When ∆f > ΓM , the asymptotic CRB applies. Thus we have [76]

σ2
i =

N0

4T
∑M

k=1 b
2
i,k

. (6.21)

For the case pi = pmin for every i and ai = ak for i 6= k, we have

ξ̂i = 10 log10

σipi
∑Ls

l=1 alpl
= 10 log10

σi
Lsai

= −1

2
ζi + 5 log10

p1(1− p1)

4L2
s

∑M
k=1 b

2
i,k

, (6.22)
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Fig. 6.4: Estimation performance bound at different frequency spacing when up to M har-
monics are considered, Ls = 10, T = 0.1 s, φi = 0, pi = pmin, fi = fmin + (i − 1)∆f , SNR
ζi = 57 dB, for i = 1 to Ls, and ai = ak for i 6= k.

as numerically shown in Fig. 6.4, for Ls = 10, T = 0.1 s and ζi = 57 dB.

Thus, the maximum number of LEDs that can be supported can be written as

LM =
W

ΓM
≈MTW = 200M. (6.23)

Clearly, LM is linearly proportional to M . This indicates the potential of supporting
more LEDs with the use of higher harmonics. Note that the basis of this linear
relationship is that theMth harmonic is strong enough to be utilized for the separation
of the signals from different LEDs. When M becomes larger, however, the strength
of the Mth harmonics, which is approximately proportional to 1/M , tends to be
weaker. The linear relation in Eq. (6.23) will thus not hold for an extremely large M .
In particular, when M →∞, LM converges to a fixed value, denoted by L∞, as will
be discussed next.

• Infinite Number of Harmonics

When M →∞, the shape of the pulse trains become exactly rectangular. The CRB
can be obtained correspondingly. Similar to the analysis on CRB when M < ∞, we
are particularly interested in the threshold Γ∞ with respect to ∆f such that the square
pulse trains can be viewed as uncorrelated if ∆f > Γ∞. To obtain Γ∞, we consider
two rectangular pulse trains with close frequencies. Further, it is most difficult to
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distinguish the two pulse trains if they have identical duty cycles. Hence we focus
on the case when both duty cycles are equal to pmin, as it is the most interesting
case to study the estimation performance with the use of the multiple harmonics.
Heuristically, if such two pulse trains keep overlapping each other within the response
time T , it is difficult to distinguish them. Given the fact that there is always a
relative shift between such pulse trains due to the frequency difference ∆f , Γ∞ can
be approximated obtained by the following procedure.

Given two frequencies f1 and f2 = f1 + ∆f . In every 1/f1 interval, there is a relative
shift of ∆f/(f1f2) between these two pulse trains. Within the response time T , there
is a relative shift

T

1/f1
· ∆f

f1f2
=
T∆f

f2
. (6.24)

The threshold Γ∞ can be determined such that the relative shift when ∆f = Γ∞ is
as large as the width of a single pulse pmin/f2, i.e. TΓ∞/f2 = pmin/f2. Hence, we get

Γ∞ = pmin/T, (6.25)

L∞ = W/Γ∞ = WT/pmin. (6.26)

For the case T = 0.1 s, we have L∞ = 2× 105.

Since L∞ ≫ LM , see Eq. (6.23), for the range of M that is of practical interest to
this chapter, we thus only consider the relation Eq. (6.23), unless specified otherwise.
The discussion on the transient behavior of LM between what is shown in Eq. (6.23)
and the convergence value shown above is beyond the interest of this chapter.

To summarize, in the absence of frequency offsets, we obtained that the number of
LEDs that can be potentially supported is linearly proportional to the number of
harmonics that are used, up to a limit that is determined by L∞.

6.4.2.2 Impact of frequency offsets

In the presence of frequency offsets, the real frequency spacing ∆′
f,i = fi+1 − fi is

unequal to ∆f = f̄i+1 − f̄i. We thus should make sure that fi+1 − fi is larger than
the threshold ΓM for different M . As discussed in Section 6.4.1, the minimum value
of ∆′

f,i is min(∆′
f,i) = f̄i+1 − f̄i − (f̄i + f̄i+1)η. From min(∆′

f,i) ≥ ΓM = 1/(MT ), we
can obtain

f̄i+1 ≥ rf̄i + c, (6.27)

where r is defined in Eq. (6.9) and

c , 1/(MT (1− η)). (6.28)

By induction, we have

fmax ≥ fL ≥ rL−1f̄1 + c
rL−1 − 1

r − 1

≥ rL−1f̄min + c
rL−1 − 1

r − 1
. (6.29)
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Thus, we get

L ≤
ln (r−1)fmax+c

(r−1)fmin+c

ln r
+ 1. (6.30)

Substituting Eq. (6.9) and Eq. (6.28) into Eq. (6.30), we get

L ≤
ln fmax+1/(MTη)

fmin+1/(MTη)

ln r
+ 1. (6.31)

When M → ∞, we get c → 0 and that the bound in Eq. (6.31) converges to that
in Eq. (6.11). Note that, from the discussion on the case of infinite harmonics in
Section 6.4.2.1, we should in fact consider Γ∞ in Eq. (6.25) to obtain a tighter bound
for the case M →∞. Similar to the derivation of Eq. (6.31), we can obtain the bound
as

L ≤
ln fmax+pmin/(Tη)

fmin+pmin/(Tη)

ln r
+ 1. (6.32)

In a practical situation with T = 0.1 s and η = 100 ppm, the bounds in Eq. (6.31)
and Eq. (6.32) are equal to 3466 and 3346, respectively. Hence, there is only a minor
difference between these two bounds as M → ∞. In the following numerical results,
we thus only consider Eq. (6.31) for convenience.

In Fig. 6.5(a), we show the number of LEDs that can potentially be supported at
different response time T with the clock inaccuracy η = 100 ppm. At a larger T , a
larger number, L, of LEDs can be supported with the same number, M , of harmonics
when M <∞. However, when M →∞, there is a common upper limit prescribed by
η, see Eq. (6.11), for every T . Moreover, when T is fixed and η changes, the numerical
results are shown in Fig. 6.5(b). When M is small, the number of LEDs that can
be supported is mainly determined by T , and hence the difference due to different
η is not significant. However, when M → ∞, there is a much larger potential on L
for a smaller η. Finally, as shown in Fig. 6.5, at the typical condition T = 0.1 s and
η = 100 ppm, we can increase the number of LEDs by an order of magnitude through
exploiting multiple harmonics of the sensor signal.

6.5 Successive Estimator

To exploit the high performance potential through the use of multiple harmonics as
discussed in Section 6.4, in this section, we propose a practical estimator that utilizes
multiple harmonics.

6.5.1 Frequency Domain Perspective

We describe the proposed estimator from a frequency domain perspective. Due to the
required limited response time T , we are limited to use only the sensor signal in a T
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Fig. 6.5: Number of LEDs that can be supported when M harmonics are considered, W =
2 kHz.
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Fig. 6.6: Frequency range for different harmonics.

interval. Equivalently, the sensor signal y(t) is multiplied with a windowing function
g(t) with a time span T . In the Fourier domain, we have

Y (f) = F [y(t)g(t)] =

L
∑

i=1

F [yi(t)g(t)] + F [v(t)g(t)] =

L
∑

i=1

Yi(f) + V (f), (6.33)

where

Yi(f) =
∞
∑

m=−∞
Yi,m(f) =

∞
∑

m=−∞
aibi,me

jmφiG(f −mfi). (6.34)

Here, Yi(f) is the Fourier transform of the windowed signal from the ith LED Yi(f) =
∫∞
−∞ yi(t)g(t)e

−j2πftdt, Yi,m(f) denotes the mth harmonic component in Yi(f) and
G(f) is the Fourier transform of g(t). Without loss of generality, we let G(0) = 1.
The Fourier transform of the windowed noise term is denoted by V (f).

In order to utilize multiple harmonics for the estimation of {ai, fi, φi}, we first look
at the frequency ranges for different m, as illustrated in Fig. 6.6, for m = 1 to 4. It
can be seen that the frequency ranges for different m overlap each other. This overlap
indicates that there is mutual interference between different harmonics from different
LEDs, and the interference is dependent on the phases {φi} that are unknown. Hence,
it is not straightforward to use the mth harmonic and support m times more LEDs.

6.5.2 Successive Estimation Procedure

A closer inspection of Fig. 6.6 indicates that there is no frequency overlap in the
frequency range between 4 kHz to 6 kHz in the second harmonic range. Hence, there
is no interference from other harmonics. An estimator can thus be built based on this
second harmonic frequency range to obtain estimates, {âi, f̂i, φ̂i}, for the LEDs with
4 kHz < 2fi < 6 kHz. We call this estimator the Component Estimator, as it is a
component of the successive estimation process described later in this section.

Before describing such component estimators in further detail, we extend the results
from [81] on the spacing between two fundamental frequencies into the case of higher
harmonics and obtain the following frequency spacing criterion: When the mth har-
monic frequency component is used, as long as the frequency spacing between two
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adjacent mth order harmonics, i.e. mf̄i+1 −mf̄i = m∆f , satisfies m∆f ≥ 2/T , the

estimates {âi, f̂i, φ̂i} are sufficiently accurate in the sense of Eq. (6.4), with response
time T . The above criterion applies when there is no interference from other harmon-
ics. Since we have ∆f = 2/(mT ), the frequencies {fi} can be more closely packed
by a factor of m, in comparison to that in [81]. A larger number of LEDs can thus
be supported using higher order harmonics while maintaining adequate estimation
performance. Due to the frequency overlap as illustrated in Fig. 6.6, it is, however,
not possible to estimate every {âi, f̂i, φ̂i} using the highest possible harmonic order.
Instead, in this chapter, we propose a grouping strategy and a successive estimation
procedure.

In the grouping strategy, the LEDs are divided into M groups. Correspondingly,
the fundamental frequency range between fmin and fmax is also divided into M non-
overlapping regions. We have a uniform frequency allocation within each mth group
with a frequency spacing denoted by ∆f,m, where m = 1 to M . The value of ∆f,m,
however, can be different for different m. Based on the grouping strategy, we propose
a successive estimation procedure to obtain {âi, f̂i, φ̂i}. To elucidate the grouping
strategy and the successive procedure, we first consider the case of M = 2 groups and
then extend into a larger M .

6.5.2.1 Successive Procedure for M = 2

When M = 2, we consider the frequency range up to the second harmonic range, i.e.
up to 2fmax = 8 kHz.

First, let us only consider the second harmonic range from fmax to 4
3fmax. Denote by

Group 1 all the LEDs with a second harmonic in this frequency range, or equivalently
1
2fmax < fi <

2
3fmax. The frequency ranges of different harmonics corresponding to

Group 1 are illustrated in Fig. 6.7 by the dark blocks. There is no frequency overlap
between this second harmonic range of Group 1 and any other harmonic frequency
range of any LEDs. The above spacing criterion thus applies here based on the second
harmonics. Therefore, we have ∆f,1 = (2/T )/2. Further denote the fundamental
frequency range of Group 1 by W1. Clearly, W1 = (4fmax/3 − fmax)/2 = W/3.
Hence, the number of LEDs in Group 1, denoted by L1, is L1 = 2W1

2/T = 1
3WT .

After estimating {âi, f̂i, φ̂i}, for i = 1 to L1, based on
∑L1

i=1 Yi,2(f), we can also
reconstruct Yi,m(f) for different m by

Yi,m(f) ≈ âibi,mejmφ̂iG(f −mf̂i). (6.35)

Then if we subtract all the components in Y (f) that are due to the LEDs in Group 1,
by

Y (f)−
∞
∑

m=0

L1
∑

i=1

Yi,m(f), (6.36)

the overlap between the second and third harmonic ranges is removed, as seen from
Fig. 6.7. Hence, using the component estimator in Section 6.5.3, we can estimate the
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Fig. 6.7: Illustration of the successive estimator for M = 2. The dark regions correspond
to the frequency ranges of the LEDs in Group 1. The shaded region illustrates the second
harmonic range of the LEDs in Group 2.
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Fig. 6.8: Illustration of the successive estimator for M > 2. The dark and shaded regions
correspond to the frequency ranges of the LEDs in Group 1 and 2, respectively.

parameters for the rest of the LEDs, named Group 2, based on their second harmonics,
too. The second harmonic range for Group 2 is illustrated as the shaded blocks in
Fig. 6.7. We can thus get W2 = 2

3W , and L2 = 2W2

2/T = W2T . In this way, we can

achieve L = L1 + L2 = WT LEDs, which is twice as large as that in [81].

6.5.2.2 Successive Procedure for M > 2

The above grouping and successive estimation procedure for two groups can be gen-
eralized to the case of M > 2 groups. When M > 2, the frequency allocation for
Group 1 remains the same as for M = 2, however the frequency allocation for Group
2 is changed, as illustrated in Fig. 6.8.

Here, the parameters {âi, f̂i, φ̂i} of the LEDs in Group 2 are estimated based on the
third harmonics from 2fmax to 9

4fmax. As can be seen in Fig. 6.8, this frequency
region is overlap free in

Y (f)−
∞
∑

m=0

L1
∑

i=1

Yi,m(f), (6.37)

i.e. after the frequency components of the Group 1, corresponding to the dark blocks in
Fig. 6.8, are removed from Y (f). Hence, the spacing criterion presented above applies
here and we need to have ∆f,2 = (2/T )/3 to obtain sufficiently accurate estimates
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{âi, f̂i, φ̂i} for the LEDs in Group 2. We thus obtain W2 = (9
4fmax−2fmax)/3 = W/6

and L2 = W2/∆f,2 = WT/4.

Note that the upper limit 9
4fmax of this third harmonic range is determined based

on the following criterion: After
∑

m

∑L1+L2

i=1 Yi,m, i.e. the Fourier transform of the
signals from both Group 1 and Group 2, is subtracted from Y (f), the overlap between
the fourth and third harmonic range is completely removed. As such, if M = 3 the
entire third frequency range is available to be used for the parameter estimation of the
LEDs in the third groups. Alternatively, when M > 3, part of the fourth harmonic
range starting from 3fmax can be used for Group 3.

The above criterion can be further extended to other groups. By way of illustration,
we consider Group m−1. In this group, the LEDs indices are i = Lm−2 +1 to Lm−1,
where Lm =

∑m
k=1 Lk. Based on the estimated results {âi, f̂i, φ̂i} for i = 1 to Lm−2,

i.e. the LEDs in the first m − 2 groups, we can subtract the frequency components
due to these LEDs by

Ym(f) = Y (f)−
Lm−2
∑

i=1

Ŷi(f). (6.38)

where Ŷi(f) is the estimated value of Yi(f), i.e.

Ŷi(f) =

∞
∑

k=0

Ŷi,k =

∞
∑

k=0

âibi,kG(f − kf̂i) exp(jkφ̂i). (6.39)

Moreover, we focus on the mth harmonic frequency range for the (m − 1)th group,
from (m − 1)fmax and m2fmax/(m + 1). After the subtraction in Eq. (6.38), this
becomes an overlap-free frequency range. Hence, we only need to consider

Ym(f) ≈
Lm−1
∑

i=Lm−2+1

Yi,m(f) =

Lm−1
∑

i=Lm−2+1

aibi,me
jmφiG(f −mfi). (6.40)

In order to obtain Eq. (6.40), the value of Ŷi(f) should be accurate enough so that, in
Ym(f), there is ideally no frequency component due to the LEDs with 1 ≤ i ≤ Lm−2.
However, there is always a residual error Yi(f)− Ŷi(f) in Ym(f) due to the estimation

error in {âi, f̂i, φ̂i} for 1 ≤ i ≤ Lm−2. This residual error will in turn result in larger

errors in the estimates {âi, f̂i, φ̂i} for Lm−2 +1 ≤ i ≤ Lm−1. This effect is referred to
as error propagation. In order to limit the effect of error propagation, it is desirable to
obtain a high accuracy in the estimation of {âi, f̂i, φ̂i} by the component estimator,
as will be discussed in Section 6.5.3.

For the (m − 1)th group, we take the mth harmonic range from (m − 1)fmax to
m2fmax/(m+1). Thus, we haveWm−1 = (m2fmax/m−(m−1)fmax)/m = 2W/(m(m+
1)), since W = fmax − fmin = fmax/2. The parameters of the LEDs are estimated
based only on the mth harmonic signal. Hence, the equivalent frequency spacing

between two adjacent frequencies in terms of {f̄i} is ∆f,m−1 = 2/T
m . The number

of LEDs Lm−1 can then be calculated as Lm−1 = Wm−1/∆f,m−1 = WT/(m + 1).
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Table 6.1: Parameters for the different groups for the new allocation scheme.

group Wm/W harmonic used ∆f,m Lm

1 1/3 2nd 1
T

1
3WT

m < M 2
(m+1)(m+2) (m+ 1)th 2
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Fig. 6.9: Number of LEDs that can be supported by the successive estimation approach
according to Eq. (6.41), compared to the upper limit according to Eq. (6.31), at η = 100 ppm
and T = 0.1 s.

Table 6.1 lists the results of the LED grouping and frequency allocation scheme. Note
that the last group simply takes the rest of the Mth harmonic range, so the property
of the last group is slightly different from that of the previous groups.

From Table 6.1, the number of LEDs that can be supported is

L = WT
(

M−1
∑

m=1

1

m+ 2
+

M

M + 1

)

= WT (
M
∑

m=1

1

m
− 1

2
) ≈WT

(

lnM + γ − 1

2
+ O(M−1)

)

, (6.41)

where the approximation is from [31, chap 1.2, pp.75-79] and γ ≈ 0.577. Hence,
the number of LEDs L in this scheme scales logarithmically with M . The numerical
values of L are shown in Fig. 6.9.
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Note that there is in practice an upper bound for M due to the same reason in
Section 6.4.2. In order to maintain the order ∆′

f,i = fi+1 − fi > 1/(MT ) for every i
in the presence of offset, we should have a frequency spacing

∆′
f,i ≥

2

MT
− 2fmaxη >

1

MT
. (6.42)

Thus, we have

M <
1

2Tfmaxη
. (6.43)

When T = 0.1, fmax = 4 kHz, and η = 100 ppm = 10−4, we have M < 13 for the
proposed allocation scheme.

We can see from Fig. 6.9 that the number of LEDs achieved is several times smaller
than the upper limit obtained in Section 6.4. The performance difference is because
we focus on a suboptimum estimation approach, namely the successive estimation,
with a low complexity, as will be discussed in more detail in Section 6.5.4 and the
Appendix 6.A. More sophisticated estimation approaches, such as based on maximum
likelihood estimation, may attain a performance that is closer to the the upper limit.
However, the computational complexity of such approaches tends to be much higher,
especially when the number of LEDs is large.

6.5.3 The Component Parameter Estimator

In this section, we present a component parameter estimator that is used in the
successive estimation procedure presented earlier in Section 6.5.2. This component
parameter is applied once to each of the M groups. The aim of this estimator is to
obtain an estimate {âi, f̂i, φ̂i} for each i in every group.

This component estimation procedure can be divided into two steps. By way of
illustration, we consider the group m−1. In the first step, we estimate the amplitude,
frequency and phase of the mth harmonic of each LED, denoted by âi,m, f̂i,m and

φi,m, respectively. We also know that âi,m = âibi,m, f̂i,m = mf̂i, and φi,m − mφi
is a multiple of 2π such that −π ≤ φi,m ≤ π. Hence it is straightforward to obtain

{âi, f̂i} from âi,m and f̂i,m. It is however more complicated to obtain {φ̂i} due to
phase ambiguity, which will be resolved in the second step.

6.5.3.1 Obtain {âi, f̂i, φ̂i,m}

As shown in [81], we can design the windowing function G(f) such that G(mf̄j −
mf̄i) = 0, for i 6= j, so that ideally we can use Ym(mf̄i) to estimate ai and mφi.
In practice, however, due to the existence of frequency offsets, we should in fact use
Ym(mfi), instead of Ym(mf̄i). Moreover, there may be some induced interference
from Yj,m(f) to the value Ym(mfi), since mfj − mfi no longer lies on the zeros
of G(f). The resulting estimation error due to these effects of frequency offset is
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not tolerable, especially because of error propagation in the successive estimation
procedure. Thus, due to the induced interference between Yi,m(f) and Yj,m(f), we
subtract the interfering Yj,m(f) from Ym(f) for the parameter estimation of the ith
LED. Further, a more accurate estimation of fi, instead of simply using f̄i, is desirable
to arrive at better estimation of ai and φi, too. To this end, we propose an iterative
estimator as given in Algorithm 1.

The initial value of f̂i for each i is set to be equal to the ideal frequency f̄i. The initial
value of âi and φ̂i,m are then obtained based on the magnitude and phase of Ym(f̄i).

We can also then obtain the initial estimated mth harmonic component Ŷi,m(f) for
each i.

In each of the Niter iterations, for the ith LED, we subtract the component Ŷj,m(f)
of the neighboring LEDs from Ym(f), where |j− i| < Lneighbor, since these LEDs give

the most significant induced interference to Ŷi,m(f). In practice, it suffices to have
Niter ≤ 5 and Lneighbor ≤ 10. The result of this subtraction is considered to be an

updated Ŷi,m(f). Then f̂i is obtained by locating the peak of |Ŷi,m(f)| and âi and

φ̂i,m can in turn be updated based on Ŷi,m(f̂i).

Algorithm 1 An iterative parameter estimator

1: for i = Lm−2 + 1 to Lm−1 do

2: f̂i ← f̄i, âi ← |Ym(mf̂i)/bi,m|
3: φ̂i,m ← angle(Ym(mf̂i)/bi,m)

4: Ŷi,m(f)← âibi,mG(f −mf̂i) exp(jφ̂i,m)
5: end for

6:

7: for Niter iterations do

8: for i = Lm−2 + 1 to Lm−1 do

9: Ŷi,m(f)← Ym(f)−∑j Ŷj,m(f), where |j − i| < Lneighbor

10: f̂i ← 1
m argf max |Ŷi,m(f)|, where |f − f̄i| < m∆f,m−1/2

11: âi ← |Ŷi,m(mf̂i)/bi,m|
12: φ̂i,m ← angle(Ŷi,m(mf̂i)/bi,m)

13: Ŷi,m(f)← âibi,mG(f −mf̂i) exp(jφ̂i,m)
14: end for

15: end for

6.5.3.2 Resolve phase ambiguity

In the result of Algorithm 1, besides âi and f̂i, we can obtain φ̂i,m, which could

correspond to m possible values φ̂i, denoted by ψi,k for k = 1 to m, such that

ejmψi,k = ejmφ̂i,m . This is due to phase ambiguity. This phase ambiguity has to be
resolved for the successive estimation procedure since φ̂i,m+1 to φ̂i,M will be later
used for the subtraction steps. To this end, we consider the (m−1)th harmonic range
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of the LEDs in the (m− 1)th group. Specifically, we consider

Ym−1(f) ≈
Lm−1
∑

i=Lm−2+1

Yi,m−1(f) =

Lm−1
∑

i=Lm−2+1

aibi,m−1e
j(m−1)φiG(f − (m− 1)fi).

(6.44)

Theoretically, for every possible ψi,k, we can reconstruct Ŷi,m−1(f). Among these

{ψi,k}, the one that makes Ŷi,m−1(f) closest to the value of Ym−1(f) at f = (m−1)f̂i
is taken as φ̂i. In practice, due to the interference from the neighboring LEDs, we also
consider the (i− 1)th and (i+1)th LEDs jointly with the ith LED. Specifically, there
are in total m3 different combinations of {ψi−1,k1 , ψi,k2 , ψi+1,k3}, where k1, k2, k3 ∈
{1, 2, . . . ,m}.
Let k = [k1, k2, k3]. For every possible k, we can regenerate Ŷl,m−1(f), for l =
{i− 1, i, i+ 1}. The optimal k∗ = [k∗1 , k

∗
2 , k

∗
3 ] is given by

k∗ = argk min
∣

∣

∣
Ym−1((m− 1)f̂i)−

i+1
∑

l=i−1

Ŷl,m−1((m− 1)f̂i)
∣

∣

∣
, (6.45)

and the final estimate is obtained as φ̂i = ψi,k∗2 . The phase ambiguity is as such
resolved.

Finally, note that the mth and (m − 1)th harmonics of every LED in the (m − 1)th
group should exist for the above described component estimator to work effectively.
This gives a minor constraint on the duty cycles. In particular, it is required that
each pi in the (m− 1)th group has to satisfy that both |bi,m| and |bi,m−1| are larger
than δ, where δ is small (e.g. δ = 0.001 is chosen in the numerical results presented
in Section 6.6).

6.5.4 Complexity Analysis

The computational complexity, in terms of real multiplications, of the proposed suc-
cessive estimation approach can be shown to be

∑M
m=1 Θm, where Θm is given by

Eq. (6.47) and Eq. (6.48) in the Appendix. We then compare this complexity with
that of the approach in [81]. In the approach in [81], the number of LEDs that
can be supported is about L0 = 100. The number of real multiplications is then
Θ0 = 4rsL0 log2(2rsL0), where rs is the oversampling rate as defined in Appendix I.

Figure 6.10 shows the numerical results for
∑M
m=1 Θm/Θ0 for different L =

∑M
m=1 Lm.

Here, we assume both approaches use the same rs = 10. It can be seen that the com-
plexity increases approximately linearly with respect to the total number of LEDs
L.

In particular, to support 500 LEDs with M = 11, the total computational complexity
the proposed approach in this chapter is less than 20 times of that of the individual
estimator in [81]. Considering the fact we also support five times as many LEDs as
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Fig. 6.10: The relative computational complexity
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m=1 Θm/Θ0 for different L. Here in the
curve, every bullet corresponds to a value of L prescribed by Eq. (6.41) when M increases
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in [81], the computational complexity per LED is only increased by a factor of four,
and is thus maintained at a low level.

6.6 Numerical results

Due to the large number of possible combinations of {pi, ai, fi, φi}, it is not possible
to show the performance for each parameter set. By way of illustration, we show
the case when pi = pmin for every i, when there is significant signal power in the
higher harmonics. Further, we take ai = ak for every i 6= k, such that every LED
receives significant interference from other LEDs. The frequency offsets ǫi and φi
are generated randomly, based on uniform distributions, according to 100 ppm clock
inaccuracy and −π ≤ φi ≤ π. Moreover, in sensor signal processing, a triangular
windowing function g(t) [81] is applied.

Numerical results are shown in Fig. 6.11 for M = 11, L = 501 and ζi = 57 dB.
Specifically, the estimation error maxi(ξi) for the LEDs in each group is depicted.
Here, the simulations were performed 100 times and the worst case was selected for
each maxi(ξi) among the 100 simulation instances. It can be seen that there tends
to be a larger error in the later groups than the earlier groups, attributed to error
propagation and larger frequency offsets. Nevertheless, the estimation error is well
below −20 dB for every LED, as required.
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Fig. 6.11: Estimation performance of each group when M = 11, for L = 500.

We can further test the performance of the proposed approach for different system
parameters. At different SNRs, the estimation performance can also be obtained, as
illustrated in Fig. 6.12. At a lower SNR, the noise introduces a larger estimation error
in the groups with a smaller m. This error will further result an even larger error
for a larger m due to error propagation. Nevertheless, from Fig. 6.12, we can obtain
adequate estimation performances as long as ζi > 32 dB.

The performance of our proposed approach can also be compared with that of the
ML estimator that is prescribed by the CRB analysis in Section 6.4.2. Referring to
Eq. (6.22) and replacing Ls by L, we have

ξ̂i = −1

2
ζi + 5 log10

p1(1− p1)

4L2
∑m

k=1 b
2
i,k

, (6.46)

the numerical results of which are also presented in Fig. 6.12. It can be seen that
the performance of the the proposed low complexity successive estimation approach,
although adequate for the illumination sensing application for L = 500, can still
potentially be improved significantly by applying more sophisticated approaches such
as ML. Moreover, it can be observed that the estimation error in the successive
estimation approach does not decrease as quickly as that in the ML estimator, when
SNR increases. This is because the performance of the successive estimation approach
is also affected by the frequency offsets and error propagation, besides the noise.

In all the presented numerical results, we take Niter = 5 and Lneighbor = 10. If we
only consider the cases pi = pmin and ai = ak for each i and k, we can take smaller
values for Niter and Lneighbor. However, there are other possible cases, e.g. when ai
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Fig. 6.12: Estimation performance for different SNR with M = 11, L = 500, pi = pmin for
each i, and ai = ak for i 6= k.

and pi could be quite different for different i. In these cases, the LEDs with a smaller
amplitude ai,m may suffer from serious induced interferences from LEDs with a much
larger amplitude ak,m where both ith and kth LEDs are in the same LED group.
Therefore, the values of Niter = 5 and Lneighbor = 10 are taken to give adequate
performances also in such cases.

6.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we considered the use of multiple harmonics for parameter estimation
in illumination sensing for FDM based LED lighting systems. We showed, using the
CRB and a frequency error analysis, that a significantly larger number of LEDs can
potentially be supported through exploiting multiple harmonics, in comparison to
the approach when only the fundamental frequency component is used. Specifically,
the number of LEDs can be potentially increased by roughly an order of magni-
tude. Thereafter, a successive estimation approach with a manageable computational
complexity was presented. With this approach, the number of LEDs that can be sup-
ported scales logarithmically with the number of harmonics considered. Simulation
results indicated that we can support at least five times the number of LEDs in com-
parison to the method previously described in Chapter 5. A possible future research
direction will be to close the gap between the upper limit on the number of LEDs,
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and that achieved by the successive estimator, also with a manageable computational
complexity.

6.A Appendix: Complexity Analysis

In the following steps, we discuss the computational complexity of the proposed esti-
mation approach for the parameters {âi, f̂i, φ̂i} of the (m−1)th group. Here we focus
on the complexity of a typical implementation to study the basic properties of the
computational complexity. More efficient implementations are beyond the scope of
this chapter. Moreover, we focus on the number of real valued multiplications, since
this operation represents the majority of the computational complexity.

1) Obtain Y (f) :

For the estimation of the parameters of the LEDs in the (m − 1)th group, we need
to consider the mth harmonic frequency range with a bandwidth mWm−1, where
Wm−1 is shown in Table 6.1. Assuming a fast Fourier transform (FFT) is used to
obtain Y (f), we first need to filter the sensor signal y(t)g(t) and sample the filtered
signal with an oversampling rate rs ≥ 2. The number of samples is thus N = Tfs =
TrsmWm−1 = 2rsLm−1. In the frequency domain, we obtain the FFT at N discrete
frequency components. Thus, rs is linearly proportional to the frequency resolution.

Without loss of generality, we assume N to be the power of 2. The number of com-
plex multiplications to obtain Y (f) is then known [49, chap. 9] to be (N/2) log2N =
rsLm−1 log2(2rsLm−1) = rs log2(2rs)Lm−1 + rsLm−1 log2 Lm−1. Moreover, one com-
plex multiplication can be realized through four1 real multiplications and two real ad-
ditions. Thus, the number of real multiplications is 2N log2N = 4rs log2(2rs)Lm−1 +
4rsLm−1 log2 Lm−1.

2) Obtain Ym(f) :

To obtain Ym(f) as given in Eq. (6.38), we need to subtract from Y (f) the fre-
quency components due to the LEDs in the groups 1 to m − 2 in the frequency
range (m − 1)fmax to m2fmax/(m + 1). The orders of the interfering harmonics
are from m + 1 to ⌊2m2/(m + 1)⌋, where ⌊x⌋ denotes the floor of x, i.e. the max-
imum integer that is not larger than x. Therefore, the corresponding frequency

range of the interfering LEDs are [ (m−1)fmax

m+1 , m
2fmax

(m+1)2 ], [ (m−1)fmax

m+2 , m2fmax

(m+1)(m+2) ], · · · ,
[ (m−1)fmax

⌊2m2/(m+1)⌋ ,
m2fmax

(m+1)⌊2m2/(m+1)⌋ ]. The number of LEDs in each of these ranges can be

obtained easily based on {∆f,m}. The sum of the interfering LEDs in all these regions
is the total number of interfering LEDs for the group m− 1, denoted by Km−1. The
value of Km−1 can be obtained numerically. For convenience, the value of Km−1 is
normalized by the value Lm−1. Let αm , Km/Lm. From Fig. 6.13, the value of αm
is in the range between 0 to 2.5 for M = 11. Theoretically, we need to obtain Ŷi,m(f)

1Here, we only consider a straightforward way of implementing the operation of complex multi-
plication. There exist alternative ways, e.g. to reduce the number of real multiplications to 3 with
the cost of more additions, corresponding to one complex multiplication.
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Fig. 6.13: The number of interfering LEDs for each group, αm = Km/Lm and α′

m = K′

m/Lm,
for M = 11.

for any i and m at all the 2rsLm−1 discrete frequencies. However, due to limited
window length T , for every interfering LED, we only need to consider the frequency
range within a few times 1/T , e.g. 5/T . Hence, we only need to update Ŷi,m(f)

by 2rsLm−1
5/T

mWm−1
= 5rs frequencies. For every frequency, we need to perform two

real multiplications. Hence, the total number of real complications in this part is
10rsKm−1 = 10αm−1rsLm−1.

3) Obtain the initial estimates {âi, f̂i, φ̂i,m} :

As for the steps 1 to 5 in Algorithm 1, the dominant complexity lies in step 4, where
the number of real multiplications is 10rs for each LED. The total number of real
multiplications in this part is thus 10rsLm−1.

4) Iterative estimation of {âi, f̂i, φ̂i,m} :

Similarly to the above step, the dominant complexity in steps 7 to 15 in Algorithm 1
lies in step 13, where the number of real multiplications is 10rs. Hence, the total
number of real multiplications in this part is 10NiterrsLm−1.

5) Obtain Ym−1(f) :

For the purpose of resolving the phase ambiguity, we need to obtain Ym−1(f), see

Eq. (6.44), at {f̂i} for every i in group m − 1. This process is similar to that of
Ym(f), except that we look at a lower harmonic of the LEDs in group m − 1. The
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bandwidth of interest, and the sampling frequency, is thus reduced by a factor of
(m − 1)/m. Therefore, the number of real multiplications to obtain Y (f) equals
(m− 1)(4rs log2(2rs)Lm−1 + 4rsLm−1 log2 Lm−1)/m.

Then, the number of computations to subtract the frequency component of the inter-
fering LEDs from other groups is 10rsK

′
m−1, where K ′

m−1 is the number of interfering
LEDs in this frequency range and α′

m−1 = K ′
m−1/Lm−1. The numerical values of α′

m

are also illustrated in Fig. 6.13.

From above, the total number of real multiplications in this step is thus obtained as
4m−1

m rs log2(2rs)Lm−1 + 4m−1
m rsLm−1 log2 Lm−1 + 10α′

m−1rsLm−1.

6) Resolve phase ambiguity and obtain {φ̂i} :

The major computations in Eq. (6.45) lie in the computation of Ŷl,m−1((m − 1)f̂i).
Basically, for each LED, we need to consider the m possible phases and compute
Ŷi,m−1(f) for f = (m− 1)f̂i−1, (m− 1)f̂i, and (m− 1)f̂i+1. Hence the number of real
multiplications is 6mLm−1.

7) The total complexity : From the above steps 1) to 6), we can obtain that the total
number of real multiplications, denotedy by Θm−1, in estimating the parameters of
the (m− 1)th group of LEDs is given by

Θm−1 = (8− 4/m)rsLm−1 log2 Lm−1 + 10rs(αm−1 + α′
m−1 +Niter + 1)Lm−1

+(8− 4/m)rs log2(2rs)Lm−1 + 6mLm−1. (6.47)

Note that, for the last group, i.e. Mth group, we do not have to resolve the phase
ambiguity, since the parameters of all the other groups have been estimated. Hence,
the corresponding complexity is

ΘM = (8 − 4/M)rsLM log2 LM + 10rs(αM + α′
M +Niter + 1)LM

+(8− 4/M)rs log2(2rs)LM . (6.48)

As a summary, for all the M groups, the number of computations is
∑M

m=1 Θm.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Further Research

7.1 Conclusions

LED lighting systems are becoming widely used because of their high energy efficiency
and long lifetime along with their ability to render colorful, dynamic and localized
lighting effects. Associated with these advantages, key research challenges arise in
illumination rendering and sensing. Illumination rendering deals with providing de-
sired illumination effects by multiple LEDs. The objective of illumination sensing is
to estimate the local light contributions of each individual LED at a target location
to enable convenient and intelligent control of LED lighting systems. This thesis pro-
vided mathematical frameworks to formulate these challenges and developed solutions
to tackle them. The main contributions of this thesis are threefold:

• Development of a theoretical basis for the study of two emerging signal process-
ing applications, namely illumination rendering and sensing.

• Study of illumination patterns rendered by a single LED, as well by a large
array of LEDs while focusing on uniform illumination rendering.

• Design of synchronous and asynchronous illumination modulation and sensing
approaches to enable intelligent lighting control.

For convenience in describing the achievements in further details, we first repeat the
objectives of the work, as presented in Chapter 1.

• Development of mathematical frameworks for the study of illumination render-
ing and sensing, including mathematical modeling of the system and proposal
of performance measurement functions.

• Investigation of the illumination effect by a single LED, as a basis for the study
of illumination rendering in general.
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• Identification and optimization of the key parameters for the purpose of volu-
metric uniform illumination rendering by a large number of LEDs.

• Development of different illumination modulation schemes for the purpose of
illumination sensing.

• Development and evaluation of different illumination sensing approaches and
algorithms for the proposed illumination modulation schemes.

In the remainder of this section, we present a summary of contributions and conclu-
sions with respect to each of the objectives, and general conclusions of this thesis.

7.1.1 Mathematical Framework

Illumination Rendering:

In Chapters 2 and 3, a mathematical framework for the study of illumination ren-
dering was provided. In the framework, the basic illumination pattern rendered by
a single LED is mathematically characterized by a three-dimensional spatial illumi-
nance distribution. The total illumination pattern rendered by multiple LEDs is then
obtained as a weighted combination of the basic illumination patterns, where the
weighting coefficients are the illumination levels of LEDs. The research challenge in
illumination rendering, i.e. the selection of system parameters, was formulated based
on the mathematical representation of illumination patterns. Moreover, a perceptu-
ally inspired cost function, namely the relative mean squared error, was defined in
Chapter 3 to gauge the accuracy in illumination rendering. We concluded from the
problem formulation that the three key system parameters that are to be selected for
illumination rendering are the illumination level, basic illumination pattern and the
spatial location of each LED.

Illumination Sensing:

In Chapters 4 to 6, a framework for illumination sensing was presented. Specifically,
a list of key system requirements was presented. Moreover, the entire signal flow
from an LED driver to a sensor was characterized mathematically. From the system
requirements and the characteristics of the signal flow, the objective of illumination
sensing was shown to be the amplitude estimation of the sensor signal components due
to different LEDs. A perceptually inspired cost function was then proposed to measure
the accuracy in such amplitude estimation. From the framework, we concluded that
the estimation performance is mainly limited by the induced mutual interference
between the sensor signal components from different LEDs. Illumination modulation
and associated sensing schemes, therefore, need to be developed to account for this
interference.
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7.1.2 Illumination Rendering by a Single LED

In Chapter 2, in order to be able to efficiently analyze illumination rendering for
lighting systems consisting of a large number of LEDs, illumination rendering by
a single LED was first treated. We showed that the illuminance distribution on
a flat surface by a single LED based on a generalized Lambertian model can be
well approximated by a Gaussian function. An analysis on the approximation error
revealed that there is a biased mismatch between the Gaussian function and the actual
illuminance distribution. To compensate for the model mismatch, we also provided a
modified Gaussian model which gives a better fit, with negligible bias, of the actual
illuminance distribution. Numerical results showed that the approximation error for
the modified Gaussian model is negligible for an LED with a narrow light beam.

7.1.3 Illumination Rendering by Multiple LEDs

In Chapter 3, volumetric uniform illumination rendering, or spatially uniform illu-
mination rendering across a range of distances from the LEDs on the ceiling, by a
large number of LEDs was studied. We focused on uniform illumination rendering by
LEDs with narrow beams and analyzed performance in terms of the proposed cost
function, the relative mean squared error (RMSE). We proved that maximum uni-
formity in illumination rendering can be achieved by setting the illumination levels
of all the LEDs to be identical. We also presented the scaling property of the basic
illumination pattern with respect to the distance from the LEDs and thus proposed
a convenient approach to evaluate the performance of uniform illumination rendering
across a range of distances. This scaling property is also potentially useful for practi-
cal engineers when designing other non-uniform patterns. Through the design of the
basic illumination pattern of a single LED, we concluded that significantly better uni-
formity can be achieved, using the proposed weighted combination of Gaussian and
the raised-cosine function instead of the conventional Lambertian function with the
identical beam widths. The residual rendering error achieved for this proposed basic
pattern is hardly perceivable in the considered range of distances from the ceiling.
Note that the patterns discussed and proposed in this chapter can be implemented or
approximated through collimating optics. Moreover, through comparing three differ-
ent LED grid shapes, namely the triangular, square and hexagonal grids, we not only
confirmed the intuition that hexagonal grid shape is better, but also concluded nu-
merically that better uniform illumination pattern, 2 dB and 5 dB in terms of RMSE,
can be achieved by using hexagonal, instead of square or triangular grid, under iden-
tical LED densities. Alternatively, 13% and 39% LEDs can be saved if hexagonal
grid is used instead of square and triangular, respectively, while achieving identical
granularity in localized illumination rendering and identical performance in uniform
illumination rendering.
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7.1.4 Illumination Modulation Schemes

In this thesis, two different illumination modulation schemes, namely synchronous
and asynchronous modulation, were investigated. In Chapter 4, two synchronous
modulation methods for synchronized LEDs based on a hybrid code-time division
multiple access scheme with pulse position modulation (CTDMA-PPM) and pulse
width modulation (CTDMA-PWM) were treated. To avoid the high complexity in
maintaining the synchronism among spatially distributed LEDs, an asynchronous
modulation based on frequency division multiplexing (FDM) was in turn studied in
Chapters 5 and 6.

7.1.5 Illumination Sensing Approaches

Based on the CTDMA-PPM and CTDMA-PWM schemes, the design of a sensor
signal processing approach was presented Chapter 4. Both the least squares and
minimum mean squared error estimators were studied and their performances were
derived analytically. The results revealed that the CTDMA-PPM scheme is 3 dB more
robust to noise than the CTDMA-PWM scheme in MSE performance. This, however,
comes at the cost of a more complicated code and time slot assignment for CTDMA-
PPM and a smaller number of LEDs that can be allocated. Moreover, we analyzed
the influence of imperfect timing on the estimation performance. For a scenario with
a very large number of LEDs in a room, we evaluated numerically the main system
performance parameters. Next to the MSE of RGB color components, we calculated
the achievable color accuracy in the u′v′ color triangle. It was, moreover, concluded
that the error in the estimation of the illuminance of each LED and the light color
due to multiple LEDs is very small and well below the visible threshold, even for this
highly demanding scenario.

With respect to the FDM scheme, Chapter 5 considered the fundamental frequency
component of the sensor signal and presented three filter bank sensor signal process-
ing structures. These structures are based on equivalent principles, although with
different implementations. The design of filter responses, in the context of support-
ing maximum number of LEDs while satisfying other estimation requirements such
as high speed and accurate illumination sensing, was also discussed. It was shown
that, based on the proposed filter design criteria, the rectangular function is desirable
for the ideal case without frequency inaccuracies. When considering frequency inac-
curacies in a practical range, we should consider filter responses involving multiple
convolutions of rectangular functions. In particular, the triangular function, which
is the convolution of two rectangular functions, gives the best tradeoff among all the
considered functions, between the number of LEDs that can be supported and the
clock inaccuracies within a practical range of interest. More specifically, 85 LEDs can
be supported for a response time of 0.1 s and 100 ppm clock inaccuracy. We also
showed that the use of a piecewise quadratic function can give better performance
than the triangular function when the clock inaccuracy is more than 130 ppm. Finally,
the sensor signal processing structure proposed in this chapter can be implemented
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Table 7.1: Comparison between synchronous and asynchronous sensing.

real multi-
global number frequency response plications
clock of LEDs inaccuracy time per LED

synchronous yes 30,000 <3 ppm 0.033 s ≈ 1

asynchronous:
no 100 100 ppm 0.1 s ≈ 400fundamental

frequency
asynchronous:

no 500 100 ppm 0.1 s ≈ 1500
multi-harmonics

at a very low cost. Hence, we conclude that around 100 LEDs can be accommodated
with a simple FDM scheme and a low-cost filter-bank based sensor signal processing
structure for the purpose of illumination sensing.

Chapter 6 continued the study on the FDM modulation scheme, while focusing on
the exploitation of multiple harmonics in the sensor signal. We showed, using the
Cramér-Rao bound and a frequency error analysis, that a significantly larger number
of LEDs can potentially be supported through exploiting multiple harmonics, in com-
parison to the approach where only the fundamental frequency component is used.
Specifically, the number of LEDs can potentially be increased by roughly an order
of magnitude. Thereafter, a successive estimation approach with a manageable com-
putational complexity was presented. With this approach, the number of LEDs that
can be supported scales logarithmically with the number of harmonics considered.
Simulation results indicated that we can support at least five times the number of
LEDs in comparison to the method previously described in Chapter 5.

In summary, the achieved performances by synchronous and asynchronous illumina-
tion sensing are compared in Tabel 7.1. Through synchronous illumination sensing,
we can support tens of thousand LEDs with a very low computational complexity,
in terms of real valued multiplications, for the sensor signal processing. However,
synchronous illumination sensing requires globally synchronized clocks with high fre-
quency accuracies. In contrast, asynchronous illumination sensing does not require a
global clock and the requirement on frequency accuracy is low. The cost in the imple-
mentation of the driver circuits is thus reduced significantly for asynchronous LEDs
compared to synchronous LEDs. The computational complexity in asynchronous illu-
mination sensing, although relatively higher than synchronous systems, is still main-
tained within a manageable range. Moreover, from a system point of view, the cost in
the implementation of sensor signal processing is much less important than the cost
in the driver circuits for LEDs. What is in fact more important is that the number of
LEDs in asynchronous illumination sensing is still much more limited in comparison
to synchronous illumination sensing.
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7.1.6 General Conclusions

Based on the detailed contributions and conclusions presented above, we highlight a
few general conclusions of this thesis as follows :

• Signal processing tools can play important roles in dealing with the research
challenges in illumination rendering and sensing for LED lighting systems.

• For volumetric uniform illumination rendering by a large number of LEDs with
narrow light beams, it is beneficial to set identical illumination levels for all the
LEDs, use the weighted combination of Gaussian and raised-cosine functions as
the basic illumination pattern for each LED, and place the LEDs in a hexagonal
grid.

• For illumination sensing, it is easy to support thousands of LEDs based on syn-
chronous illumination sensing. Asynchronous illumination sensing, however, is
more practically desirable due to the low cost implementation of driver circuits.
At least hundreds of LEDs can be supported based on asynchronous illumination
sensing.

7.2 Recommendations for Further Research

This thesis is one of the first studies into the two important research topics in future
LED lighting systems, namely illumination rendering and sensing. The ambition of
this work is, by no means, to cover all important research topics in LED lighting
systems, or to undertake a complete treatment of illumination rendering and sensing.
Instead, the objective of this thesis is to lay a solid foundation for this impactful
research area. From this perspective, we would like to sketch several potential research
directions, which might lead to useful and interesting results in this new research field.

7.2.1 Illumination Rendering

This thesis has focused only on globally uniform illumination rendering, considering
the illuminance distribution. There are, in practice, many other appealing illumina-
tion patterns that are needed by users and can be offered by LED lighting systems.
In order to fully benefit from the potential of LED lighting systems, it is important to
study other illumination patterns. Furthermore, the state-of-the-art solutions for il-
lumination rendering with arbitrary patterns normally involve extensive simulations,
such as the Monte Carlo simulations with ray tracing algorithms. The analytical
approaches investigated in this thesis, in contrast, might be extended to provide sig-
nificant convenience in designing these patterns. As first steps towards this direction,
one may consider the following problems.

• Uniform Illumination Rendering for Multiple Regions: In practice, for the sake
of energy saving, it is desirable to provide uniform illumination with sufficient
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brightness only at the locations where necessary. Elsewhere, the illuminance
should be as low as possible, together with the requirement on uniformity, i.e.
minimal difference in the illuminances at different locations. Hence, the problem
includes simultaneous uniform illumination rendering for two different regions.
It can be anticipated that there exists a certain transient region between these
two regions. This problem is significantly different from the work of this thesis.
Hence, the system parameters, namely the illumination level, basic illumination
pattern, and location of each LED, should be optimized by a set of different
criteria. Interesting and useful insights should be able to be obtained from
this study. One may also look into further extensions, e.g. uniform illumination
rendering for three regions, etc. In the end, this work might lead to illumination
rendering for any possible pattern.

• Uniform Color Rendering: This thesis has mainly focused on single color light
illumination. An important feature of LED lighting systems is, however, to
provide colorful light. Hence, another research direction to further exploit the
potential of LED lighting systems is uniform color rendering with different color
LEDs, e.g. [43]. This topic is challenging due to the problem of color fringes.
LEDs with different colors are spatially distributed, and the basic illumination
patterns due to different LEDs can hardly overlap each other perfectly. When
the light from different color LEDs superimposes, the consequent color mixing
is different for different locations. Color fringes thus often appear. It would
be useful to work on solutions for uniform color rendering, especially for man-
ufacturers and lighting designers. Finally, this work on color rendering can be
combined with the work on illuminance distribution discussed above, to lead to
a more comprehensive study on illumination rendering.

7.2.2 Illumination Sensing

From the general conclusions presented above, it is desirable to support more LEDs
based on asynchronous illumination sensing, to provide more degrees of freedom in
illumination rendering by LED lighting systems. To this end, one may consider differ-
ent approaches. As a direct extension of this thesis, one may consider more advanced
illumination sensing approaches based on frequency division multiplexing (FDM).
Besides FDM, other asynchronous modulation methods may also be developed. Sig-
nificantly better performances can also be potentially achieved through using multiple
photosensors or even different types of sensors.

• Advanced FDM Based Illumination Sensing: It has been identified in Chapter 6
that there is still a large room for performance improvement, in terms of the
number of LEDs that can be supported, with respect to FDM based illumina-
tion sensing. The FDM modulation scheme is attractive due to the low cost
driver circuits. It is, by contrast, considered to be affordable to have a more
complicated sensor signal processor. Hence, one may look into more advanced
estimation approaches to maximally achieve the potential of the FDM scheme.
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• Other Asynchronous Modulation Schemes: The FDM scheme is probably the
simplest asynchronous modulation scheme. This fact does not, however, exclude
other modulation options. For instance, in the current solution, the effort of
illumination sensing is completely laid on the sensor side, and the performance of
illumination sensing is thus limited. One may consider to let LEDs embed more
information to aid the sensor signal processor to distinguish or synchronize to the
LEDs. For instance, the technique of training symbols for telecommunications
may be applied here. A careful design of such training symbols is of course
important, considering the features of LED lighting systems, such as PWM
dimming and the requirement on no visible flicker.

• Use of Multiple Sensors: This thesis has focused on the use of a single sensor
for the study of illumination sensing. Another important domain that remains
unexplored lies in the use of multiple sensors. Spatial diversity can be provided
by the use of multiple sensors. As a simple example, if one uses multiple co-
located sensors, with each sensor facing a different direction, each sensor only
needs to receive the signals from part of the total LEDs. More LEDs can then
be supported with the same amount of effort per sensor as presented in this
thesis. As a more complicated example, with the presence of multiple sensors,
we essentially get a multiple-input multiple-output system. We may then jointly
consider the sensor signals from all the sensors and obtain improved illumination
sensing performances through exploiting the correlations among these sensor
signals.

• Color Modulation: This thesis has focused on illumination sensing with the use
of a photosensor. The use of other sensors should not, however, be excluded.
For instance, one may consider using a color sensor, which quantifies the color
of the received light from the LEDs. Associated with the color sensor, the
output color of an LED package, consisting of co-located different color LEDs,
can be modulated to embed identifiers. The color modulation should also be
undertaken in an invisible way to human eyes. Through the use of the color
modulation, one can exploit a new degree of freedom in distinguishing different
LEDs. As such, better illumination sensing performance can potentially be
achieved.
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Glossary

General Notation

x scalar
x vector
X matrix
xi the ith element of vector x

Xm,n the m,nth element of matrix X

XT transpose of matrix X

X−1 inverse of matrix X

E{x} expected value of x
x̂ estimate of x

Acronyms and abbreviations

BER bit error rate
CRB Cramér-Rao bound
CDMA code division multiplexing
FDM frequency division multiplexing
LED light emitting diode
LS least squares
MMSE minimum mean square error
MSE mean squared error
ppm parts per million
PPM pulse position modulation
PWM pulse width modulation
RC raised cosine
RMSE relative mean squared error
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Symbols

aS,i amplitude of the driver signal for the ith LED
aF,i amplitude of the optical output from the ith LED
aI,i amplitude of the optical input at a sensor due to the ith LED
ai amplitude of the electrical sensor signal due to the ith LED
âi estimated value of ai
d decision vector
fi actual frequency of pulse train from the ith LED
f̄i ideally assigned frequency of pulse train from the ith LED

f̂i estimated frequency of pulse train from the ith LED
fb basic illumination pattern
Fb Fourier transform of basic illumination pattern
ft target illumination pattern
fL Lambertian illumination pattern
FL Fourier transform of Lambertian illumination pattern
fg Gaussian illumination pattern
Fg Fourier transform of Gaussian illumination pattern
g(t) filter response
G(f) Fourier transform of filter response
g linear estimator coefficients
h(t) channel response
H(f) Fourier transform of the channel response
h channel response vector
L number of LEDs
M number of harmonics
N1 number of slots, or the number of dimming levels
N2 number of blocks per frame,

or the length of an identification codeword
p duty cycle
si(t) driver signal of the ith LED
T response time for illumination sensing
T1 slot interval
T2 block interval
T3 frame interval
xi(t) optical output signal from the ith LED
(x, y;h) spatial coordinates
y(t) sensor signal
yi(t) sensor signal due to the ith LED
ǫi frequency offset for the ith LED
ξ cost function
∆f frequency spacing between LEDs
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